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Preface

This Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager Installation and Administration Guide 
provides information about pushing configuration data changes from one Oracle 
Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, deployment to 
another. For example, when pushing changes from a development deployment to a 
pre-production deployment. Included are considerations, prerequisites, and 
step-by-step instructions to help ensure your success.

This Preface covers the following topics:

■ Audience

■ Documentation Accessibility 

■ Related Documents

■ Conventions

Audience
This guide targets the needs of anyone who is responsible for installing and managing 
the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager. In addition, this book is helpful 
for anyone responsible for pushing configuration data changes from one Oracle Access 
Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, deployment to another.  In 
this guide, configuration data refers to Oracle Access Manager, or Oracle COREid, 
configuration data and access policy data stored in an LDAP directory. 

This document assumes that you are familiar with your network architecture, your 
LDAP directory, as well as firewall and internet security. In addition, you need to be 
familiar with your existing Oracle Access Manager, or Oracle COREid, deployments.

Documentation Accessibility
Our goal is to make Oracle products, services, and supporting documentation 
accessible, with good usability, to the disabled community. To that end, our 
documentation includes features that make information available to users of assistive 
technology. This documentation is available in HTML format, and contains markup to 

Note:   Oracle COREid was previously known as Oblix NetPoint. 
Oracle Access Manager was previously known as Oracle COREid. 
Oracle COREid 7.0.4 was made available as part of Oracle Application 
Server 10g Release 2 (10.1.2). For this reason, Oracle COREid 7.0.4 
manuals were branded with 10g Release 2 (10.1.2).
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facilitate access by the disabled community. Accessibility standards will continue to 
evolve over time, and Oracle is actively engaged with other market-leading 
technology vendors to address technical obstacles so that our documentation can be 
accessible to all of our customers. For more information, visit the Oracle Accessibility 
Program Web site at

http://www.oracle.com/accessibility/

Accessibility of Code Examples in Documentation
Screen readers may not always correctly read the code examples in this document. The 
conventions for writing code require that closing braces should appear on an 
otherwise empty line; however, some screen readers may not always read a line of text 
that consists solely of a bracket or brace.

Accessibility of Links to External Web Sites in Documentation
This documentation may contain links to Web sites of other companies or 
organizations that Oracle does not own or control. Oracle neither evaluates nor makes 
any representations regarding the accessibility of these Web sites.

TTY Access to Oracle Support Services
Oracle provides dedicated Text Telephone (TTY) access to Oracle Support Services 
within the United States of America 24 hours a day, seven days a week. For TTY 
support, call 800.446.2398.

Related Documents
For more information about Oracle Access Manager Release 10g (10.1.4.0.1), see the 
following documents:

■ Oracle Access Manager Introduction—Provides an introduction to Oracle Access 
Manager, a road map to Oracle Access Manager manuals, and a glossary of terms.

■ Oracle Application Server Release Notes—Late breaking Oracle Access Manager 
details. The release notes are available with the platform-specific documentation. 
The most current version of the release notes is available on Oracle Technology 
Network at: http://www.oracle.com/technology/documentation.

■ Oracle Access Manager Installation Guide—Explains how to install and configure the 
components.

■ Oracle Access Manager Upgrade Guide—Explains how to upgrade earlier versions to 
the latest version.

■ Oracle Access Manager Identity and Common Administration Guide—Explains how to 
configure Identity System applications to display information about users, groups, 
and organizations; how to assign permissions to users to view and modify the 
data that is displayed in the Identity System applications; and how to configure 
workflows that link together Identity application functions, for example, adding 
basic information about a user, providing additional information about the user, 
and approving the new user entry, into a chain of automatically performed steps. 
This book also describes administration functions that are common to the Identity 
and Access Systems, for example, directory profile configuration, password policy 
configuration, logging, and auditing.

■ Oracle Access Manager Access Administration Guide—Describes how to protect 
resources by defining policy domains, authentication schemes, and authorization 
schemes; how to allow users to access multiple resources with a single login by 
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configuring single- and multi-domain single sign-on; and how to design custom 
login forms. This book also describes how to set up and administer the Access 
System.

■ Oracle Access Manager Deployment Guide—Provides information for people who 
plan and manage the environment in which Oracle Access Manager runs. This 
guide covers capacity planning, system tuning, failover, load balancing, caching, 
and migration planning.

■ Oracle Access Manager Customization Guide—Explains how to change the 
appearance of Oracle Access Manager applications and how to control Oracle 
Access Manager by making changes to operating systems, Web servers, directory 
servers, directory content, or by connecting CGI files or JavaScripts to Oracle 
Access Manager screens. This guide also describes the Access Manager API and 
the authorization and authentication plug-in APIs.

■ Oracle Access Manager Developer Guide—Explains how to access Identity System 
functionality programmatically using IdentityXML and WSDL, how to create 
custom WebGates (known as AccessGates), and how to develop plug-ins. This 
guide also provides information to be aware of when creating CGI files or 
JavaScripts for Oracle Access Manager.

■ Oracle Access Manager Integration Guide—Explains how to set up Oracle Access 
Manager to run with third-party products such as BEA WebLogic, the Plumtree 
portal, and IBM WebSphere.

■ Oracle Access Manager Schema Description—Provides details about the Oracle 
Access Manager schema.

For more information about Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, see the following manuals:

■ Oracle COREid Access and Identity Introduction Guide—Provides an introduction to 
Oracle COREid, a road map to Oracle COREid manuals, and a glossary of terms.

■ Oracle COREid Access and Identity Release Notes—Late breaking Oracle COREid 
details. The release notes are available with the platform-specific documentation. 
The most current version of the release notes and Oracle COREid Access and 
Identity documentation is available on Oracle Technology Network at: 
http://www.oracle.com/technology/documentation.

■ Oracle COREid Access and Identity Installation Guide—Explains how to install and 
configure the components.

■ Oracle COREid Access and Identity Upgrade Guide—Explains how to upgrade earlier 
versions to Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4.

■ Oracle COREid Access and Identity Administration Guide Volume 1—Explains how to 
configure Identity System applications to display information about users, groups, 
and organizations; how to assign permissions to users to view and modify the 
data that is displayed in the Identity System applications; and how to configure 
workflows that link together Identity application functions, for example, adding 
basic information about a user, providing additional information about the user, 
and approving the new user entry, into a chain of automatically performed steps. 
This book also describes administration functions that are common to the Identity 
and Access Systems, for example, directory profile configuration, password policy 
configuration, logging, and auditing.

■ Oracle COREid Access and Identity Administration Guide Volume 2—Describes how to 
protect resources by defining policy domains, authentication schemes, and 
authorization schemes; how to allow users to access multiple resources with a 
single login by configuring single- and multi-domain single sign-on; and how to 
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design custom login forms. This book also describes how to set up and administer 
the Access System.

■ Oracle COREid Access and Identity Deployment Guide—Provides information for 
people who plan and manage the environment in which Oracle COREid runs. This 
guide covers capacity planning, system tuning, failover, load balancing, caching, 
and migration planning.

■ Oracle COREid Access and Identity Customization Guide—Explains how to change 
the appearance of Oracle COREid applications and how to control Oracle COREid 
by making changes to operating systems, Web servers, directory servers, directory 
content, or by connecting CGI files or JavaScripts to Oracle COREid screens. This 
guide also describes the Access Manager API and the authorization and 
authentication plug-in APIs.

■ Oracle COREid Access and Identity  Developer Guide—Explains how to access 
Identity System functionality programmatically using IdentityXML and WSDL, 
how to create custom WebGates (known as AccessGates), and how to develop 
plug-ins. This guide also provides information to be aware of when creating CGI 
files or JavaScripts for Oracle COREid.

■ Oracle COREid Access and Identity Integration Guide—Explains how to set up Oracle 
COREid to run with third-party products such as BEA WebLogic, the Plumtree 
portal, and IBM WebSphere.

■ Oracle COREid Access and Identity Schema Description—Provides details about the 
Oracle COREid schema.

Conventions
The following text conventions are used in this document:

Convention Meaning

boldface Boldface type indicates graphical user interface elements associated 
with an action, or terms defined in text or the glossary.

italic Italic type indicates book titles, emphasis, or placeholder variables for 
which you supply particular values.

monospace Monospace type indicates commands within a paragraph, URLs, code 
in examples, text that appears on the screen, or text that you enter.
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1
Configuration Management Overview 

Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager is a standalone application that is 
available as part of the Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1) release. It is a Java 
application that automates the process of managing and migrating Oracle Access 
Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, configuration data. This 
chapter introduces this new application and includes the following topics:

■ Deployment Scenarios

■ About the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager

■ Migration Strategies, Methodology, and Task Overview

■ Data Migration Planning and Deliverables

■ Backup and Recovery Strategies

■ Downtime Assessment and Example

■ Deployment Support and Interoperability

Deployment Scenarios
Your enterprise may include more than one installation (deployment) of either Oracle 
Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1) or Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4. Like many customers, 
you may have several software deployments in various settings:

■ Development deployments are ideally a sandbox-type setting where the 
dependency on the overall deployment is minimal 

■ QA deployments are typically a smaller shared deployment used for testing

■ Pre-production deployments are typically a shared deployment used for testing 
with a wider audience

■ Production deployments are fully shared and available within your enterprise on a 
daily basis

Deployments in your enterprise may have different designations. You may even have 
multiple deployments of the same type. Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager uses automated processing to streamline your data migration tasks, help 
eliminate errors, and reduce system downtime to a minimum. Using Configuration 
Manager, you easily migrate configuration data (push a copy) from one Oracle Access 
Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, deployment to another. For 
example, if you defined and tested a new password policy in your QA deployment 
you can propagate the new policy to a production deployment of the same release.

For more information, see "About the Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager".
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About the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager
Configuration management refers to the life-cycle management of specific Oracle 
Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, configuration data. 
Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager enables you to automate the task of 
pushing configuration data changes from a specified directory in one deployment (the 
source) to an associated directory in another deployment of the same release (the 
target).

Configuration data refers to product-specific Oracle Access Manager, or Oracle 
COREid, configuration and access policy data. This data is stored in the oblix tree of a 
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) directory within each Oracle Access 
Manager, or Oracle COREid, deployment. Oracle Access Manager migrates only 
LDAP data, not files, by connecting to the LDAP directory in each deployment. With 
Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, the term environment refers to an 
LDAP directory. 

When you migrate data using Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager (also 
known as the Configuration Manager), you select entries in the source configuration 
tree to be copied to the associated target. With Configuration Manager, you may 
migrate only data between only the following source and target environments: 

■ A designated Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1) source to an associated 
Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1) target 

■ A designated Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4 source to an associated Oracle COREid 
Release 7.0.4 target 

As an example, suppose you have defined and tested a new password policy in an 
Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4 development deployment. Using Oracle Access Manager 
Configuration Manager, you can propagate the new password policy from this Oracle 
COREid Release 7.0.4 development deployment to your Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4 
QA deployment as shown in Figure 1–1. 

Note: The process of pushing selected data to another environment 
is sometimes known as horizontal data migration, because you are 
copying configuration data changes for a specific release only. 
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Figure 1–1 Migrating Data using Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager

The deployments depicted in Figure 1–1 are only an example. Your deployments may 
differ. For example, your deployments may be Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1). 
For more information, see Deployment Support and Interoperability on page 1-14.

Process overview: Preparing for and migrating data 
1. Repository: After adding details about the repository to Oracle Access Manager 

Configuration Manager, information related to migration activities is stored in the 
repository.

For more information, see "Configuration Manager Repository" on page 1-4.

2. Environments: After adding details about two different environments for Oracle 
COREid Release 7.0.4, environments, or two different environments for Oracle 
Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), environment information is stored in the 
repository and you can form an association to use for migration activities.

For more information, see "Environments" on page 1-4 and Deployment Support 
and Interoperability on page 1-14.

3. Association: After defining an association, Configuration Manager connects to: 

■ The source (the environment that contains the configuration data you want to 
migrate)

■ The target (the environment that you want to receive the configuration data 
changes)

For more information, see "Associations" on page 1-5.

4. Migration: Using Configuration Manager, you perform the automated migration 
processes outlined here:

a. Create a snapshot of the target environment

b. Select entries in the configuration tree of the source environment

c. Compare details of selected entries between the source and target

d. Customize entries on the target, if desired,

User

UI
Oracle Access

Manager
Configuration

Manager

LDAP
Environment 1
Development

LDAP
Environment 2

QA

Source Target

Oracle
Database

Configuration Manager
Repository

COREid 7.0.4
Deployment 1
Development

COREid 7.0.4
Deployment 2

QA
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e. Preview the data to confirm this is what you want to migrate

f. Migrate the selected configuration data

The selected configuration data is copied from the source to the target. A 
transaction record is created in the repository that includes details about the 
migrated data. 

For more information, see "Supported Data Types for Migration" on page 1-5,   
"Physical Entries and Logical Objects" on page 1-7, "Migration Transactions" on 
page 1-9, and "About Snapshots" on page 1-13.

5. After migrating data, Oracle recommends that you test the changes in the live 
target deployment to validate that things are operating as expected. 

For more information about validating migration success, see Chapter 4.

Configuration Manager Repository
Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager requires its own data store known as a 
repository. The Configuration Manager supports only the Oracle Database Server as 
its repository. The repository must be independent of any Oracle Access Manager 10g 
(10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, deployment. 

The Oracle Database that you install for use as the Oracle Access Manager 
Configuration Manager repository is where migration information is stored. Table 1–1 
lists the information that is stored in the repository. 

For more information, see "Installing and Setting up the Oracle Database Repository" 
on page 2-5.

Environments
The term environment refers to an LDAP directory server that is installed and 
configured to operate within a specific Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), or 
Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, deployment. The LDAP directory (environment) 

Note: You may export selected configuration data to a Lightweight 
Directory Interchange Format (LDIF) file. LDIF files are ASCII format 
files that you can use to exchange and synchronize data between 
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) serves using an 
external tool. For more information, see "LDIF Files for Offline Data 
Importation" on page 1-9.

Table 1–1  Configuration Manager Data Stored in the Repository

Data in the Repository

Environment (Directory) Details

Association Details

Transformation Rules

Snapshots 

Transaction Data (logical objects migrated)

Audit Details

LDIF Files to Import
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includes Oracle Access Manager, or Oracle COREid, configuration data in the oblix 
tree.

Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager does not require that the DIT (DN 
suffix) structure on each environment be exactly the same. For example, you may have 
one environment with a configuration DN of o=Oblix, ou=Config, ou=Dev, 
o=Root1 and another with a configuration DN of o=Oblix, ou=Config, ou=QA, 
o=Root2.

You add details about individual environments to Oracle Access Manager 
Configuration Manager. Environment details are stored in the Configuration Manager 
repository and are available within the Configuration Manager. For more information, 
see "Adding and Managing Environment Details in the Configuration Manager" on 
page 3-4.

After you have defined at least two environments within the Configuration Manager, 
you can form an association as described next.

Associations
An association consists of a pair of environments that you define within the 
Configuration Manager. Each association includes a designated source environment 
from which data objects are selected, and a designated target to which the data is 
copied. For example, you may want to define associations to push data:

■ From Development to QA

■ From QA to Pre-production

■ From Pre-production to Production

You may form an association between any two defined environments in the 
Configuration Manager. Both environments in an association are presumed to belong 
to deployments of the same release (either 10g (10.1.4.0.1) or release 7.0.4. 

Any environment may be designated as either a source or a target. A single 
environment may be a source in one association as well as a target in another 
association. 

You may define and use multiple associations. However, only one association is used 
during each migration operation. All the history related to a specific migration 
between the designated source and target belongs to the association. 

For more information, see "Creating and Managing Associations" on page 3-12. 

Supported Data Types for Migration
This discussion outlines the types of configuration and runtime data that you can 
migrate using Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager.

Oracle Access Manager migrates only LDAP data for migration, not files. This data 
includes product-specific Oracle Access Manager, or Oracle COREid, configuration 
and access policy data like res-ops for access control policies, DB profiles and 
instances, and other items. The data is stored in the oblix tree of an LDAP directory 
(environment) within your Oracle Access Manager, or Oracle COREid, deployments. 

Caution:  You may not use the Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager to migrate data from a release 7.0.4 deployment to a release 
10g (10.1.4.0.1) deployment nor vice versa. For more information, see 
Deployment Support and Interoperability on page 1-14
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Table 1–2 outlines the configuration data types that you can migrate, for both the 
Identity and Access System.

Table 1–3 identifies the types of runtime data that are supported for migration using the 
Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager.

As stated earlier, Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager migrates only data in 
the LDAP directory of a deployment. It does not migrate any files. 

Table 1–4 outlines the types of data that are not supported for migration using Oracle 
Access Manager Configuration Manager. To migrate data listed in Table 1–4, you may 
have (or know of) other code management products that can be used for check in, 
check out, and deployment. Migrating data types in Table 1–4 is outside the scope of 
this manual.

Table 1–2  Configuration Data Types Supported for Migration

Identity System Configuration Data Access System Configuration Data

Password Policies Master Web Resource Administrators

Lost password Policies Host Identifiers

Object Class Definitions Auditing Policies

Identity Server Definitions Resource Type Definitions

WebPass Definitions The Master Auditing Policy

Directory Options Access Server Details

Administrator Information Access Server Cluster Details

Server Settings Access Client Details

The Master Auditing Policy Authentication Schemes

The Global Auditing Policy Authorization Schemes

Substitution Rights Managed Reports

Containment Policy

Auditing Policies for the:

■ User Manager

■ Group Manager

■ Organization Manager

Table 1–3  Runtime Data Types Supported for Migration

Identity System Runtime Data Access System Runtime Data 

Panels for the:

■ User Manager

■ Group Manager

■ Organization Manager

Policy Domains

Workflow Configurations:

■ User Manager Workflow Definition

■ Group Manager Workflow Definition

■ Organization Manger Workflow Definition

Attribute Access Control Policies

Group Manager Options

Searchbases
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Physical Entries and Logical Objects
In an LDAP directory, information is stored as physical entities. Many times, a group 
of physical entities are logically related so tightly that an individual physical entity 
may not make much sense with respect to the application. For example, workflow 
participants do not make much sense as a single entity. Such physical entities can be 
grouped together in Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager under the name 
of one object known as a logical object. A logical object may also be a one-to-one 
mapping with a physical entity.

One logical object may have dependencies on other logical objects. For example, in 
Oracle Access Manager, and Oracle COREid, Workflow Definition consists of 
configuration information that can be considered as a logical object with dependencies 
on workflow steps which in turn have dependencies on workflow participants as 
shown in Figure 1–2. If you choose to migrate the workflow step to the target 
deployment, the Configuration Manager identifies dependent objects such as 
participants, mail notifees, and the like. A dependent logical object is a child logical 
object that does not exist as a separate logical object on its own. As an example, a 
workflow target subflow is a dependent logical object that is not a logical object on its 
own. 

Figure 1–2 Logical Objects and Dependents

When migrating data using the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, all 
dependent logical objects are migrated along with respective parent logical objects. 
You cannot clear a dependent logical object.

A related logical object is a child that exists as a separate logical object on its own. For 
example a lost password policy is both a logical object and a child (related) logical 
object of a password policy. The password policy is a logical object. Figure 1–3 
illustrates a workflow definition. Here, a sub flow is both a logical object and a related 
logical object. When migrating data using the Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager, you can either select or clear a related logical object for migration.

Table 1–4  Not Supported for Migration Using the Configuration Manager Application

Identity System Data that You Cannot Migrate 
Using Configuration Manager

Access System Data that You Cannot Migrate 
Using Configuration Manager

PPP Catalog (and associated called scripts/code) Authentication Plug-in Code (if any)

Javascripts Authorization Plug-in Code (if any)

Images

Stylesheets

Logical Object (Parent) -- Workflow Configuration

Dependent (Child)

Workflow Steps

Workflow Participants

Workflow Mail Notifees

Workflow Target Subflow
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Figure 1–3 Logical Objects and Related Logical Objects

Using Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, you can select any number of 
displayed logical object types, or specific logical objects, to migrate, as described in 
"About Selecting Logical Objects to Migrate" on page 3-31. After selecting logical object 
types or specific objects, and before migrating the data, you have the opportunity to 
compare differences between the source and target in a navigation tree within the 
Configuration Manager as shown in Figure 1–4.

Figure 1–4 Logical Objects Presented in a Navigation Tree Structure

About Comparing and Customizing Logical Objects in Configuration Manager
On the Compare and Migrate page, you may expand items to see details about 
attributes and dependents. Symbols beside logical object names indicate differences 
between the source and target before migration. For more information about the 
symbols, see "About Comparing Data Before Migration" on page 3-32.

Logical Object (Parent) -- Workflow Configuration

Related Logical Object (Child) -- Workflow Subflow

Dependent (Child)

Workflow Steps

Workflow Participants

Workflow Mail Notifees

Workflow Target Subflow
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Some attributes include system- or environment-specific settings such as hostnames, 
IP addresses, and domain names. You may apply changes to customize settings and 
attributes before, during, or after migration:

■ After creating an association and before migrating data, you may create an 
optional transformation rule for the directory association that will be applied 
automatically during migration. On the Customize page, you can view logical 
objects as they are before the rule is applied (Before Migration) and as they are after 
the rule is applied (After Migration). For more information, see "Adding and 
Managing Optional Transformation Rules" on page 3-17.

■ During the migration, on the Customize page, you may select and customize 
attributes manually. After manual edits, you can view the logical object as it is 
before the change is applied (Before Migration) and as it will be after the change is 
applied (After Migration). For more information, see "About Customizing the 
Target" on page 3-34.

■ After migration, you can make attribute value changes using either of the 
following methods: 

– On the Rollback Transaction, Customize page, you may edit attributes 
manually much as you did if you changed attributes manually during 
migration. For more information, see "Rolling Back Changes Made During a 
Specific Transaction" on page 5-3.

– Directly in the target Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle 
COREid Release 7.0.4, deployment as described in the book introduced in 
"Related Documents" on page -viii.

For more information, see "About Customizing the Target" on page 3-34.

Migration Transactions
A transaction record is created automatically each time you migrate configuration 
data from a source to a target using Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager. 
Each transaction record includes the entire group of logical objects and dependents, 
and selected related objects, that were migrated from the source to the target in an 
association. 

A list of all transactions is available within Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager. You may choose a particular transaction and view the changes made during 
that migration. You may also select a transaction and roll back the changes to return 
the logical objects on the target to the state they were in before that particular 
migration. 

For more information about transactions and rolling back changes, see Chapter 5.

LDIF Files for Offline Data Importation
In addition to using automated Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager 
processes to migrate configuration data, you may use the Configuration Manager to 
export selected configuration data that you want to migrate to an LDIF file. You may 
want to export transaction data to an LDIF file. 

Exporting to an LDIF file enables you to use Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager with directory environments that do not provide write access to the target 
directory, for example, a production deployment. You may choose to use the Export to 
LDIF option when:

■ You want to modify the LDIF file, then import the data using an external tool.
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■ You want to upload the LDIF file at a scheduled time (off peak time, for example).

■ You want to get the approval from a manager before changing the target 
environment.

This method employs Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager to add 
environments and to form and select an association. You then select, compare, and 
customize logical object types on the target, and export the selections to an LDIF file 
using the Configuration Manager. Oracle recommends that you take a snapshot of the 
target environment using the Configuration Manager just before importing the data. 
You import the data using an external tool; this topic is outside the scope of this 
manual. 

If you import data using the LDIF file and external tool, a transaction record is not 
created because the actual migration occurs offline (outside of the Oracle Access 
Manager Configuration Manager).

For more information, see "About Exporting Data to an LDIF File (Optional)" on 
page 3-36.

Migration Strategies, Methodology, and Task Overview
This discussion provides a very high level introduction to the sequence of tasks that 
you must perform when migrating data. This is only a starting point in your planning. 
Figure 1–5 outlines the migration tasks that you and your team will complete when 
pushing configuration data changes from one Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), 
or Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, deployment to another.

Figure 1–5 Migration Tasks

Note: You cannot use the Configuration Manager to import data from 
an LDIF file. External tools are outside the scope of this manual.

Review Concepts, Tasks, and Planning Deliverables
Chapter 1 (This Chapter)

Prepare for and Install the Configuration Manager
Chapter 2

Create a Snapshot and Migrate Data
Chapter 3

Validate the Success of the Migration
Chapter 4

Manage Transactions and Roll Back Changes
Chapter 5

Troubleshoot Any Issues
Appendix B
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Task overview: Migrating data with Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager 
1. Review this chapter to learn about the Oracle Access Manager Configuration 

Manager, as well as: 

■ Deployment Scenarios

■ Migration Strategies, Methodology, and Task Overview

■ Data Migration Planning and Deliverables (planning worksheets are provided 
in Appendix A)

■ Backup and Recovery Strategies

■ Downtime Assessment and Example

■ Deployment Support and Interoperability

2. Use Chapter 2 as a guide as you install and setup required components before data 
migration, which includes: 

a. Installing and Setting up the Oracle Database Repository for use with the 
Configuration Manager

b. Installing and Configuring OC4J

c. Deploying the Configuration Manager 

d. Touring the Configuration Manager

e. Assigning Configuration Manager Administrator and User Roles 

f. Adding Repository Details in the Configuration Manager

3. Use Chapter 3 as a guide to prepare and migrate configuration data from one a 
source environment to a target environment in a Oracle Access Manager 10g 
(10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, deployment. This includes:

a. Notifying Other Administrators before and after migration

b. Adding and Managing Environment Details in the Configuration Manager: 
Create, view, modify and delete directory details for existing Oracle Access 
Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, deployments

c. Creating and Managing Associations: Create new associations, view settings, 
enable/disable, and delete associations

d. Adding and Managing Optional Transformation Rules that will be applied to 
all logical attributes in the directory association during migration

e. Making and Managing Snapshots to make a backup copy of the oblix tree of 
the target before migrating data; you may restore the snapshot to return the 
target to its condition before migration, if needed

f. Migrating Data from the Source to the Target: selecting an association; 
selecting logical object types; comparing selected objects on the source with 
those on the target; customizing selected objects; previewing changes; adding 
a transaction description; and migrating data

During the operation you may choose to export data to an LDIF file, then 
import the data offline using an external tool. For more information, see About 
Exporting Data to an LDIF File (Optional).

g. Restarting Servers After Migration is required to flush their caches and update 
the servers with the latest configuration data from the target environment
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4. Use Chapter 4 for Validating Migration Success. It includes suggestions about 
validating migrated data in a live target deployment. Oracle recommends that you 
create your own tests to validate data changes in both the source deployment 
before migrating data and the target deployment after migrating data.

5. Review Troubleshooting Configuration Manager Issues in Appendix B if needed. 

Data Migration Planning and Deliverables
Planning and preparation are key components of any successful data migration 
strategy. This section discusses the planning considerations and inventory items that 
you and your team need to create to ensure your success.

Planning and Notifications: Before starting any data migration using Oracle Access 
Manager Configuration Manager, Oracle strongly recommends that you and your 
team become familiar with all topics suggested in Figure 1–5 on page 1-10 and the task 
overview that follows the figure. Oracle recommends that you schedule specific 
migration windows and that you notify other administrators about planned activities 
in any deployment for which they are responsible. 

Deployment Inventories: Before starting any migration activities, Oracle recommends 
that you take inventory of your existing Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), or 
Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, deployments. Table 1–5 identifies the details that you 
need to collect for each deployment that will be involved in the migration. Details can 
be gathered from existing installation (or upgrade) worksheets and records or you can 
gather fresh information directly from the deployment.

Test Development: To help ensure data correctness before migration, Oracle 
recommends that you develop specific tests that evaluate configuration data changes 
in the source deployment. After migration, you can use these same tests in the target 
deployment to ensure that everything is working as expected. 

For more information about planning, see "Planning for Configuration Manager 
Deployment" on page 2-1.

Backup and Recovery Strategies
The Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager provides several ways to help you 
back up data before migration, and restore the backup after migration if needed:

Table 1–5  Details Needed for Each Installed Deployment

Component  Specific Details Needed

Directory Server Instance Worksheet for Directory Instances  on page A-3

DIT and Object Definitions, Workflows, and 
Access Control Lists

Worksheet for DIT and Object Definition Details on 
page A-4

Directory Server Profiles Worksheet for Directory Server Profiles on page A-5

Database Instance Profiles Worksheet for Database Instance Profiles on page A-6

Identity Servers Worksheet for Identity Servers on page A-7

Policy Manager Details (also known as the 
Access Manager in Oracle COREid Release 
7.0.4)

Worksheet for Policy Manager (release 7.0.4 Access 
Manager) Instances on page A-8

Identity Servers Worksheet for Access Servers on page A-10

Workflows and Access Control Lists Worksheet for Configurations on page A-11
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■ About Snapshots

■ About Transactions

About Snapshots
Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager provides a SnapShot function that 
enables you to create a backup copy of the entire oblix tree in the selected 
environment (LDAP directory). A snapshot includes only the logical objects in the 
configuration tree. For example, workflow definitions are part of the snapshot but 
workflow instances are not.

If you are migrating data using the Configuration Manager, Oracle recommends that 
you create a snapshot of the target just before migration. If you export configuration 
data to an LDIF file, Oracle recommends that you create a snapshot of the target just 
before importing the LDIF file.

Using the Configuration Manager, you may restore a snapshot to revert all changes 
that were made since the snapshot was captured. This restores the logical objects in the 
directory to the state they were in at the time the snapshot was made. 

When you restore a snapshot, the entire oblix tree is restored to the directory. As a 
result of the restoration, all changes to the entire oblix tree are revoked. Revoked 
changes include both migration changes made using the Configuration Manager, as 
well as changes made outside the Configuration Manager. 

When you restore the content of a snapshot, a new snapshot is created automatically to 
capture the current state of the environment. Using the new snapshot, you may undo 
the restoration.

For more information, see "Making and Managing Snapshots" on page 3-24.

About Transactions
Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager crates a transaction record each time 
you migrate data. Each transaction record includes the entire group of logical objects, 
related objects, and dependents that were migrated. 

You may view details of transaction records for a selected association. In addition, you 
may choose a particular transaction record and:

■ View the changes made during a specific migration transaction.

■ Roll back the changes made during the selected transaction. 

Rolling back a transaction, reverts only the changes made to logical objects during 
the migration transaction. During the rollback operation, a new transaction record 
is created.

Caution: Restoring a snapshot reverts all changes made after the 
snapshot was taken. snapshot restoration returns the directory to the 
state it was in at the time the snapshot was made. 

Note: No transaction record is created during data migration using 
an external tool. For example, no transaction record is created if you 
export data to an LDIF file using the Configuration Manager, then 
import the data using an external tool.
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For more information about transactions and rolling back changes, see Chapter 5.

Downtime Assessment and Example
You change configuration data for Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle 
COREid Release 7.0.4, directly using the Identity (COREid) or Access System 
Consoles. Your changes are automatically written to the directory directly from the 
deployment. In this case, appropriate entries in the server cache are flushed 
immediately and the server is updated with the latest configuration data. To migrate 
those changes to another deployment without the Configuration Manager, you repeat 
the manual process. 

Using Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, you can push changes for 
supported logical object types from the source environment to an associated target. 
The automated processes are performed fairly quickly and eliminate the unintentional 
introduction of errors.

Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager migrates a single logical object in 
approximately 100 milliseconds. Your total actual migration time will depend on the 
number of logical objects selected for migration, as well as number of related objects 
and dependents. For example, it may take more time to migrate one policy domain 
with many host identifiers and authentication schemes than to migrate 50 or more 
password policies. 

After migrating data using the Configuration Manager, you must manually restart 
Identity Servers and Access Servers in the target deployment to flush their caches and 
update the servers with the latest configuration data from the target directory. For 
more information, see "Restarting Servers After Migration" on page 3-41. 

You may use Configuration Manager functions to roll back a transaction. A rollback 
takes as long to complete as the original migration. If needed, you may restore an 
environment snapshot to revert all changes made to the oblix tree. The time it takes 
to restore a snapshot depends on the amount of configuration data that was backed 
up. For more information about managing transactions and rolling back changes, see 
Chapter 5. 

Deployment Support and Interoperability
When you migrate data, all selected entries in the oblix configuration tree are copied 
from the source environment to the target in an association. Using Oracle Access 
Manager Configuration Manager you may migrate data only between: 

■ A designated source environment for Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1) to an 
associated target within an Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1) deployment

Note: Manually altering data in one deployment to match data in 
another deployment is a time consuming and error-prone task. 

Note: The speed and capacity of computers hosting critical 
components (source and target environments, OC4J, Oracle Database 
repository, and Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager) will 
also impact the speed and duration of migration operations. 
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For more information about Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), see the 
manuals for this release as described in "Related Documents" on page -viii.

■ From a designated source environment for Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4 to an 
associated target within an Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4 deployment

For more information about Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, see the manuals for the 
release as described in "Related Documents" on page -viii.

As shown in Table 1–6, both deployments represented in an association are presumed 
to be of the same release (either both 10g (10.1.4.0.1) or both release 7.0.4). Oracle 
Access Manager Configuration Manager operates equally with homogeneous 
deployments for either release.

Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager is a Java Application hosted on OC4J. 
One or more instances of the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager deployed 
as an OC4J application will interoperate with the following additional components:

■ Oracle Database repository

■ Oracle Containers for J2EE (OC4J): One instance of the OC4J in either a standalone 
configuration or installed as a managed component of Oracle Application Server

■ Multiple environments to use as a source and target must be installed 
independently for Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1) deployments

■ Multiple environments to use as a source and target must be installed 
independently for Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4 deployments

For information about deploying and setting up the Configuration Manager, see 
Chapter 2.

Note: You do not need to upgrade Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4 to 
Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1). Also, Oracle Access Manager 
Configuration Manager does not perform an upgrade.

Table 1–6  Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager Interoperability Matrix

From a Designated Source of Release To a Designated Target of Release

Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1) Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1)

Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4 Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4

Caution: You may not use the Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager to migrate data from a release 7.0.4 deployment to a release 
10g (10.1.4.0.1) deployment nor vice versa. 
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2
Deploying and Setting Up the Configuration 

Manager

This chapter describes how to prepare for, deploy, and setup Oracle Access Manager 
Configuration Manager. The following topics are included in this chapter:

■ Planning for Configuration Manager Deployment

■ Setting Up a Repository and Installing OC4J

■ Deploying the Configuration Manager

■ Assigning Configuration Manager Administrator and User Roles

■ Touring the Configuration Manager

■ Adding Repository Details in the Configuration Manager

■ Ensuring the Repository is Available to the Configuration Manager

Planning for Configuration Manager Deployment
The following discussions introduce deployment and planning considerations for 
Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager: 

■ About Deploying the Configuration Manager

■ About Planning the Number of Configuration Manager Instances Needed

■ Taking Inventory and Testing Operations in Existing Deployments

■ Deciding and Confirming Administrator Rights

About Deploying the Configuration Manager
Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager is a Java Application hosted on OC4J. 
A typical Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager deployment includes the 
components and applications illustrated in Figure 2–1. A description follows the 
figure.

Note: OC4J and Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager 
must be installed together on a single platform. 
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Figure 2–1 A Typical Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager Installation 

The sample Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager deployment depicted in 
Figure 2–1 shows Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4 environments. However your 
deployment may include Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1). 

Administrators and users access Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager 
through a Web browser. The Configuration Manager deployment includes:

■ Repository: One Oracle Database to use as the Configuration Manager repository

For more information, see "Installing and Setting up the Oracle Database 
Repository" on page 2-5.

■ OC4J: One instance of the OC4J in either a standalone configuration, as depicted 
in Figure 2–1, or installed as a managed component of Oracle Application Server

For more information, see "Installing and Configuring OC4J" on page 2-6.

■ The Configuration Manager: One or more instances of the Oracle Access Manager 
Configuration Manager deployed as an OC4J application

OC4J and the Configuration Manager are installed together on a single platform. 
For more information, see "About Planning the Number of Configuration Manager 
Instances Needed" on page 2-3.

■ Environments: At least two Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle 
COREid Release 7.0.4, deployments and environments (source and target LDAP 
directories) must be installed independently. 

Installing and configuring Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle 
COREid Release 7.0.4, deployments is outside the scope of this manual. For more 
information about these activities, see "Related Documents" on page -viii.

Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager reads only from a single master or 
replica server and writes to only a single master LDAP directory. The installation of 
directory environments is outside the scope of this manual. For more information, 
see your vendor documentation.

User

UI
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Manager
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Manager
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Development

LDAP
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Source Target
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Deployment 1
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About Planning the Number of Configuration Manager Instances Needed
Most enterprises need only one instance of the Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager, as shown in Figure 2–1 on page 2-2. If you encounter performance issues 
with multiple users, you may install additional Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager instances. 

One Oracle Database repository can serve multiple Configuration Manager instances. 
Multiple Configuration Manager instances may be connected to a single repository. 
There are no restrictions regarding the listening port of the repository when you have 
multiple Configuration Manager instances. Details in the repository may be viewed 
and managed from any Configuration Manager instance that is connected to that 
repository. For more information, see "Installing and Setting up the Oracle Database 
Repository" on page 2-5.

Whether you have one, or more, Configuration Manager instances you need only one 
OC4J instance. For more information, see "Installing and Configuring OC4J" on 
page 2-6.

Deciding and Confirming Administrator Rights
The following guidelines apply to Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager 
administrators: 

■ Deploying the Configuration Manager requires OC4J administrator privileges. 
This role is created automatically during OC4J installation and setup.

■ Managing repository details within the Configuration Manager requires HMAdmin 
privileges. This role must be defined in OC4J and assigned to any individual who 
will manage details and test the repository connection within the Configuration 
Manager.

■ Configuration Manager functions, except managing the repository, require the 
HMUser role. The HMUser role must be defined in OC4J and assigned to 
individuals who will add environment details, create associations, make 
snapshots, migrate data, and manage transactions within the Configuration 
Manager. 

Information about defining administrator privileges in OC4J is described in the Oracle 
Containers for J2EE Configuration and Administration Guide 10g Release (10.1.3) and in 
"Installing and Configuring OC4J" on page 2-6.

Caution: Multiple users migrating changes for the same logical 
object in the same target, could create an inconsistent state on the 
target. Oracle recommends that users coordinate before migrating 
data.

Note: A user with write privileges to an environment (directory) can 
perform all migration functions when they have HMUser privileges. 
Those with HMAdmin privileges can perform only System 
Configuration functions in the Configuration Manager. 
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To decide or confirm administrator rights 
1. Adhere to your own corporate policies when designating administrators, choosing 

administrator log in IDs, choosing temporary or permanent passwords, collecting 
and disseminating information, and so on.

2. Communicate with your team as you decide and assign administrator rights as 
well as UserIDs and passwords for OC4J, Oracle Database, and Oracle Access 
Manager Configuration Manager login.

Taking Inventory and Testing Operations in Existing Deployments 
This discussion introduces the details that you need to collect and tests you need to 
create before starting any data migration activities in a live deployment. Before 
starting migration activities, Oracle recommends that you perform the activities here: 

■ Take an inventory within Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle 
COREid Release 7.0.4, deployments that will be involved in the migration.

■ Create and perform tests in the source deployment to ensure that data changes are 
producing the results you expect.

Taking Inventory: Table 2–1 identifies the details that you need to collect for each 
installed Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, 
deployment and where to find the worksheets where you can record the information. 
You can find inventory details on installation or upgrade worksheets for each 
deployment or you can gather fresh details from the deployment itself.

Creating Tests: Before migrating data to another deployment, be sure to create and 
perform tests to help you confirm that changes in the source are producing the desired 
result. In addition, you may need to "true up" the target to ensure that migrated 
changes operate as expected. For example if you are migrating workflow data, you 
want to ensure that all participants mentioned in the source environment are also 
present in the target. Otherwise, the workflow in the target deployment may not work 
properly. The Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager does not inform you if 
participants are missing in the target environment. 

To take inventory, test changes in the source deployment, and true up the target 
1. Before migration, fill in a copy of the worksheets in Appendix A as you gather and 

record information about existing deployments and their directories. 

Table 2–1  Details Needed for Each Existing 10g (10.1.4.0.1) or release 7.0.4 Deployment

Component For Specific Details Needed See

Directory Server Instance Worksheet for Directory Instances  on page A-3

DIT and Object Definitions, Workflows, and 
Access Control Lists

Worksheet for DIT and Object Definition Details on 
page A-4

Directory Server Profiles Worksheet for Directory Server Profiles on page A-5

Database Instance Profiles Worksheet for Database Instance Profiles on page A-6

Identity Servers Worksheet for Identity Servers on page A-7

Policy Manager Details (also known as the 
Access Manager in Oracle COREid Release 
7.0.4)

Worksheet for Policy Manager (release 7.0.4 Access 
Manager) Instances on page A-8

Identity Servers Worksheet for Access Servers on page A-10
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2. Develop appropriate tests to validate functions in the source deployment that are 
impacted by configuration data changes to ensure that the changes produce the 
expected and desired result

Setting Up a Repository and Installing OC4J 
You must perform all activities described in the following task overview to set up the 
host and prepare for Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager installation.

Task overview: Setting up a host and preparing for Configuration Manager 
installation includes
1. Installing and Setting up the Oracle Database Repository

2. Installing and Configuring OC4J

Installing and Setting up the Oracle Database Repository 
This discussion provides an overview of installing and setting up the Oracle Database 
repository for use with the Configuration Manager.

You must install Oracle Database Server 10g Release 2 (10.2) as the Oracle Access 
Manager Configuration Manager repository. The following editions are supported:

■ Enterprise Edition

■ Standard Edition

■ Express Edition (XE)

The Configuration Manager communicates with the Oracle Database in the standard 
way, and does not use Oracle Call Interface (OCI). The Configuration Manager uses the 
repository to store details about environments, associations, transformation rules, 
snapshots, transaction records, audit information, and LDIF files.

Only one repository is needed even when you plan to install multiple instances of the 
Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager. For more information, see "About 
Planning the Number of Configuration Manager Instances Needed" on page 2-3.

To install Oracle Database Server 10g Release 2 (10.2)
1. Verify support certifications on MetaLink, as usual. For example:

a. Go to on https://metalink.oracle.com.

b. Log in to MetaLink as directed.

c. Click the Certify tab.

d. Click View Certifications by Product.

e. Select the Database/Server option and click Submit.

f. Choose Oracle Database - YourEdition and click Submit.

2. Refer to the appropriate Oracle Database Server Installation Guide for your specific 
platform for installation and setup details.

3. See the Oracle Database Concepts 10g Release 2 (10.2) for more information about 
Oracle Database administration and management.

Note: After migrating data, you can use the same tests to validate 
migrated changes in the target deployment. 
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4. Use the Oracle Database Administrator’s Guide 10g Release 2 (10.2) for details about 
managing Oracle Database processes, tablespaces, datafiles, tempfiles, managing 
schema files, Oracle-managed files, and more.

After installing the repository, you are ready to complete activities in "Installing and 
Configuring OC4J". After installing OC4J, you can deploy the Configuration Manager 
then add details about the installed repository to the Configuration Manager. 

Installing and Configuring OC4J 
This discussion introduces the Oracle Container for J2EE (OC4J) installation and setup. 

Both OC4J and Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager are installed together 
on a single platform. Before you can deploy Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager, you must install OC4J 10g Release 3 (10.1.3). 

OC4J provides a complete Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) 1.4-compliant environment. 
OC4J provides all the containers, APIs, and services mandated by the J2EE 
specification. 

OC4J is distributed in two configurations, both of which are supported by Oracle 
Access Manager Configuration Manager:

■ Standalone Configuration: In this configuration, OC4J is installed as a single, 
standalone instance that is managed, started and stopped directly as a 
self-contained component. This OC4J configuration, also known as an unmanaged 
configuration, offers a robust J2EE-compliant container that is easy to administer. In 
this configuration, a single OC4J instance is installed into a single ORACLE_HOME 
(the root directory in which Oracle software is installed).

Web communication in an OC4J standalone configuration is provided through the 
built-in OC4J Web server, which supports HTTP and HTTPS communications 
natively without the use of the Oracle HTTP Server (OHS). The default Web site is 
defined in the default-web-site.xml file, which specifies the default HTTP listener 
on port 8888. Additional Web sites may be defined on different ports using 
variations of this file. See the Oracle Containers for J2EE Configuration and 
Administration Guide 10g Release (10.1.3) for instructions on creating and managing 
additional Web sites in OC4J. 

For installation details, see "Installing and Configuring OC4J in a Standalone 
Configuration" on page 2-6.

■ Managed Configuration: In this configuration, OC4J is installed as a component 
of Oracle Application Server, in a group of one or more OC4J instances within an 
Oracle Application Server cluster. Oracle Application Server provides support for 
HTTP session and stateful session Enterprise JavaBean replication and load 
balancing across a group of OC4J instances within a cluster topology. 

For information, see "Installing OC4J as a Managed Component of Oracle 
Application Server" on page 2-9.

Installing and Configuring OC4J in a Standalone Configuration
The standalone OC4J configuration is comprised of the following components, and 
requires 80 MB of free space:

■ Oracle Containers for J2EE 10g Release 3 (10.1.3)

■ Oracle Enterprise Manager 10g Application Server Control Console

This Web-based administration application is installed by default with OC4J and is 
enabled immediately after installation. See details about the Oracle Enterprise 
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Manager 10g Application Server Control Console in Oracle Containers for J2EE 
Configuration and Administration Guide 10g Release (10.1.3) for details on using this 
management interface.

The standalone OC4J distribution, which includes the Application Server Control 
Console, is provided as a ZIP archive. During installation you are asked to provide a 
port number where OC4J communicates. You may assign any port number; the default 
port is 8888. 

Administrator Account and Role: During installation you are asked to provide a 
password for the oc4jadmin account. This account is assigned the 
oc4j-administrators role that is used to manage users and roles and to connect to 
the JMX MBean server. If you do not assign a password for this account when OC4J is 
installed, you are prompted to set it the first time you start OC4J. The password can 
later be changed through the Setup page in the Application Server Control Console. 
The following procedure includes details about setting the password for the 
oc4jadmin account. For more information, see details about installing standalone 
OC4J in the Oracle Containers for J2EE Configuration and Administration Guide 10g 
Release (10.1.3). 

Starting and Stopping OC4J: You can start an OC4J server instance in a standalone 
environment using the default configuration with one of the OC4J command scripts, 
or with the executable oc4j.jar archive. You can stop a standalone OC4J server by 
invoking the -shutdown command in the admin_client.jar or admin.jar command-line 
utility or an oc4j.cmd or oc4j executable script. For more information, see the Oracle 
Containers for J2EE Configuration and Administration Guide 10g Release (10.1.3). 

Default Web Site: Once installed the OC4J standalone distribution includes a default 
Web site where applications can be accessed, and a Web site that allows the 
Application Server Control Management interface to be used. In a standalone OC4J 
configuration, the default Web site is configured to receive HTTP requests directly on a 
specific port. The default port is 8888. Alternatively, the site can be configured to 
receive secure HTTPS requests. The default Web sites are provided so that you can 
start using OC4J immediately. For more information, see the Oracle Containers for J2EE 
Configuration and Administration Guide 10g Release (10.1.3). 

The following procedure provides information you need to install the OC4J standalone 
configuration for use with Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager. These 
steps are not intended to replace the OC4J installation details available in the Oracle 
Containers for J2EE Configuration and Administration Guide 10g Release (10.1.3).

To install the OC4J standalone server 
1. Enter Metalink and ensure that your host computer is compatible with this Oracle 

Access Manager Configuration Manager release:

a. Go to on https://metalink.oracle.com.

b. Log in to MetaLink as directed.

c. Click the Certify tab.

d. Click View Certifications by Product.

e. Select the Application Server option and click Submit.

f. Choose Oracle Identity Manager and click Submit.

g. Click Oracle Identity Management Certification Information 10g (10.1.4.0.1)  
(html) to display the Oracle Identity Management page. 
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h. Click the link for Section 6, "Oracle Access Manager Certification" to display 
the certification matrix

2. Before installing a standalone OC4J server, ensure the prerequisites described in 
the Oracle Containers for J2EE Configuration and Administration Guide 10g Release 
(10.1.3) been met. For example:

a. On the OC4J host computer, download and install the Java 2 Platform, 
Standard Edition (J2SE) Development Kit (JDK) release 5.0 or higher. 

b. After installing J2SE, ensure that the appropriate environment variables are 
set. For example, JAVA_HOME, ORACLE_HOME, and J2EE_HOME. 

3. Locate and download the OC4J distribution ZIP archive from:

     http://www.oracle.com/technology/software/products/ias/index.html

     For Development:
          Oracle Containers for J2EE (OC4J) 10g Release 3 (10.1.3.1.0)

4. Install the standalone OC4J distribution using instructions in the Oracle Containers 
for J2EE Configuration and Administration Guide 10g Release (10.1.3).

See instructions for extracting the oc4j_extended.zip file into the directory that will 
serve as the OC4J installed directory (also known as ORACLE_HOME) with the 
archive utility of your choice. 

The installer automatically creates the required directory structure for you. You 
can start an OC4J server instance in a standalone environment using the default 
configuration with one of the oc4j command scripts or the executable oc4j.jar 
archive. For more information about starting and stopping OC4j, see the 
corresponding chapter in the Oracle Containers for J2EE Configuration and 
Administration Guide 10g Release (10.1.3).

5. Set a password for the OC4J Administrator account the first time OC4J is started 
(the user name for this account is set to oc4jadmin by default).

6. Ensure that the installation is a success by entering the URL to the OC4J home 
page then login as the oc4jadmin. For example:

     http://hostname:port/em/console

where hostname refers to computer that hosts OC4j standalone configuration; port 
refers to the HTTP port number on which OC4j host listens; and em/console 
connects to the OC4j console.

7. Proceed as follows:

■ Installation Successful (perform activities described next): 

– Assigning Configuration Manager Administrator and User Roles ensures 
that users can log in to the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager 
after deployment 

– Deploying the Configuration Manager using the Enterprise Manager 
browser console 

Note: You can change the password for this account. For more 
information, see information on tools for administering OC4J in the 
Oracle Containers for J2EE Configuration and Administration Guide 10g 
Release (10.1.3).
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■ Installation Not Successful: See troubleshooting tips in the Oracle Containers 
for J2EE Configuration and Administration Guide 10g Release (10.1.3). 

Installing OC4J as a Managed Component of Oracle Application Server 
When installing OC4J as a managed component of Oracle Application Server you use 
advanced installation steps for the J2EE Server configuration. This configuration 
requires 570 M.B of free space.

In a J2EE Server configuration, the following components are installed:

■ Oracle Containers for J2EE (OC4J) 10g (10.1.3.1.0) in one or more instances in one 
or more groups

This component provides a complete Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) environment 
for developing Java applications.

■ Oracle Enterprise Manager 10g Application Server Control Console (used for 
Web-based management of Oracle Application Server)

■ Oracle HTTP Server 1.3, which provides front-end Web communication and 
load-balancing functionality is included with this installation

■ Oracle Process Manager and Notification Server (OPMN), which includes the 
Oracle Notification Server (ONS)

OPMN provides process control and monitoring for Oracle Application Server 
instances and their components. ONS is installed by default on every Oracle 
Application Server host. In a managed environment, you must use OPMN to start 
and stop all components, including OC4J and Oracle HTTP Server 
communications between components. See the discussion on starting OC4J in an 
Oracle Application Server environment in the Oracle Containers for J2EE 
Configuration and Administration Guide 10g Release (10.1.3) for details.

OC4J runtime options and system properties can be manually set in the OPMN 
configuration file, opmn.xml. See details on the OC4J runtime configuration in the 
Oracle Containers for J2EE Configuration and Administration Guide 10g Release 
(10.1.3) for details.

Oracle Application Server provides support for HTTP session and stateful session 
Enterprise JavaBean replication and load balancing across a group of OC4J instances 
within a cluster topology. For details about cluster technology and application 
clustering in OC4J, see the Oracle Containers for J2EE Configuration and Administration 
Guide 10g Release (10.1.3). 

In an Oracle Application Server clustered environment, a single Application Server 
Control Console can be used to manage all OC4J instances in a cluster. For more 
information, see the discussion on Oracle Enterprise Manager 10g Application Server 
Control Console and tools for administering OC4J in the Oracle Containers for J2EE 
Configuration and Administration Guide 10g Release (10.1.3).

Installation of the various managed components is accomplished using the Oracle 
Universal Installer. OPMN must be installed in every ORACLE_HOME directory to 
enable monitoring of each installed component. The Oracle Universal Installer 
provides a number of installation options:

■ Integrated Web Server, J2EE Server, and Process Management

In this configuration, all components are installed into a single ORACLE_HOME 
directory, including OC4J, Oracle HTTP Server, and OPMN. Multiple OC4J 
instances can be created within this ORACLE_HOME directory. Multiple host 
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computers, each hosting one or more OC4J instances, can be included in an Oracle 
Application Server cluster.

■ J2EE Server and Process Management

This installation includes OC4J and OPMN. It can be utilized as a standalone 
OPMN-managed OC4J instance for development or testing purposes, or can be 
included within an Oracle Application Server cluster.

■ Web Server and Process Management

This installation includes only Oracle HTTP Server and OPMN. It can be used as a 
standalone Oracle HTTP Server instance, typically serving as the front-end Web 
listener for an Oracle Application Server cluster.

The following procedure provides information you need to install the OC4J as a 
managed component for use with Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager. 
These steps are not intended to replace the OC4J installation details available in the 
Oracle Application Server Installation Guide.

To install Oracle Application Server J2EE Server configuration 
1. Enter Metalink and ensure that your host computer is compatible with this Oracle 

Access Manager Configuration Manager release:

a. Go to on https://metalink.oracle.com.

b. Log in to MetaLink as directed.

c. Click the Certify tab.

d. Click View Certifications by Product.

e. Select the Application Server option and click Submit.

f. Choose Oracle Identity Manager and click Submit.

g. Click Oracle Identity Management Certification Information 10g (10.1.4.0.1)  
(html) to display the Oracle Identity Management page. 

h. Click the link for Section 6, "Oracle Access Manager Certification" to display 
the certification matrix

2. Perform activities as described for J2EE Server installation in the Oracle Application 
Server Installation Guide as follows:

a. Verify requirements.

b. Review the discussion about things you should know before starting the 
installation.

c. Review topics about advanced installation of the J2EE Server.

3. Access the Oracle Enterprise Manager 10g Application Server Control Console   
using the following URL:

     http://hostname:port/em/console

where hostname refers to computer that hosts Oracle Enterprise Manager 10g 
Application Server Control Console; port refers to the HTTP port number on which 
host listens; and em/console connects to the console.

4. Proceed as follows:

■ Installation Successful (perform the following activities in the order 
specified):
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– Deploying the Configuration Manager using the Enterprise Manager 
browser console.

– Assigning Configuration Manager Administrator and User Roles ensures 
that users can log in to the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager 
after deployment.

■ Installation Not Successful: See troubleshooting tips in the Oracle Application 
Server Installation Guide.

Deploying the Configuration Manager 
This discussion explains how to deploy Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager as an OC4J application. Any Web server supported by OC4J is supported for 
the Configuration Manager. No Microsoft certification is available nor expected. 

The Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager application is distributed as a 
.war file that can be deployed using OC4J. The .war file requires 7.77 MB of free disk 
space. 

The following procedure describes how to deploy and test the Configuration Manager. 
For details about starting and stopping OC4j, see the Oracle Containers for J2EE 
Configuration and Administration Guide 10g Release (10.1.3).

Check Table 2–2 to confirm that prerequisites have been completed before starting the 
following procedure.

To deploy the Configuration Manager using OC4J 
1. Go to the OC4J home page, if you have not already done so, then login as the 

oc4jadmin. For example:

     http://hostname:port/em/console

where hostname refers to computer that hosts OC4j standalone configuration; port 
refers to the HTTP port number on which OC4j host listens; and em/console 
connects to the OC4j console.

2. On the OC4J home page, click the Applications tab. For example: 

     Applications

3. On the Applications page, click the Deploy button: 

    Deploy

The Select Archive page appears.

4. Fill in the path to the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager .war file 
archive using the Browse button, then click the Next button as shown in 
Figure 2–2.

Table 2–2  Deployment Prerequisites

Confirm Prerequisite Tasks Look In

Install the Oracle Database Repository Installing and Setting up the Oracle Database 
Repository on page 2-5

Install OC4J Installing and Configuring OC4J on page 2-6
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Figure 2–2 Select Archive Page

The Application Attributes page appears.

5. On the Application Attributes page, specify the values in Table 2–3 for the 
Configuration Manager Application Attributes, then click the Next button and 
compare your page with the one in Figure 2–3.

When you finish, the Application Attributes page should look something like the 
one in Figure 2–3.

Figure 2–3 Application Attributes

Table 2–3  Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager Application Attribute Values

Configuration Manager Application Attributes Values

Application Name OracleConfigurationManger

Parent Application default

Bind Web Module to Site Default-web-site

Web Module Context Root OCM
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When you click Next button, the Deployment Settings page appears. 

6. On the Deployment Settings page, click the Deploy button as shown in Figure 2–4 
to deploy Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager. 

Figure 2–4 Deployment Settings Page

7. View the confirmation message that appears, as shown in Figure 2–5.
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Figure 2–5 Confirmation Page

8. On the Confirmation page, click the Return button in the lower-right corner (to 
return to the OC4J home page).

9. Test the deployment to ensure it is successful by entering the URL to the 
Configuration Manager home page in a browser window. For example:

     https://hostname:port/ocm/faces/index.jsp

where hostname refers to computer that hosts the Configuration Manager; port 
refers to the HTTP port number on which the Configuration Manager host listens; 
/ocm refers to Web Module Context Root specified on the Application Attributes 
page while deploying the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager 
application; and faces/index.jsp connects to the Configuration Manager 
application’s Login page.

The Configuration Manager Login page should appear, as shown here.

10. Proceed as follows:

■ Deployment Successful: Perform activities in the following order:

– Logging In: Enter the login name and password that were defined for 
your use with the Configuration Manager, then click the Login button. For 
more information, see "Assigning Configuration Manager Administrator 
and User Roles" on page 2-15.
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– Touring the Configuration Manager: Acquaint yourself with available 
functions and the user interface.

– Adding Repository Details in the Configuration Manager: Define the 
repository to be used by the Configuration Manager if you have the 
HMAdmin role assigned.

■ Deployment Not Successful: If the Configuration Manager Login page does 
not appear, see troubleshooting tips related to deploying an application in the 
Oracle Containers for J2EE Configuration and Administration Guide. 

Assigning Configuration Manager Administrator and User Roles 
The procedure in this discussion guides as you create then assign the administrator 
roles needed for Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager.

Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager requires only OC4J for security. Within 
OC4J, the Configuration Manager application requires two security roles that provide 
specific privileges for the Configuration Manager. Only users assigned with the 
following roles can perform tasks in Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager:

■ HMAdmin: This role enables you to perform only System Configuration functions 
for the repository within Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager. To 
perform all other Configuration Manager activities, individuals must be assigned 
the HMUser role.

■ HMUser: This role enables you to perform all Configuration Manager functions 
except System Configuration functions. A user with write privileges to an 
environment (directory) can perform all migration functions when they have 
HMUser privileges: add environment details, make associations and add 
transformation rules, take snapshots, migrate data, and manage transactions.

The HMAdmin and HMUser roles that you create in OC4J will not inherit any existing 
OC4J roles. Nor are RMI Login Permission or administration permission granted when 
you create the HMAdmin and HMUser role. 

During Configuration Manager deployment using OC4J, you defined a specific 
application name for Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager. In the following 
procedure, you will create the roles within OC4J that are required for administrators 
and users of Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, then assign those roles to 
specific users that you define within OC4J. 

Check Table 2–4 to confirm that prerequisites have been completed before starting the 
following procedure.

To create and assign HMAdmin and HMUser roles in OC4J 
1. Go to the OC4J home page and login as the oc4jadmin. For example:

     http://hostname:port/em/console

where hostname refers to computer that hosts OC4j standalone configuration; port 
refers to the HTTP port number on which OC4j host listens; and em/console 
connects to the OC4J console.

Table 2–4  Assigning Configuration Manager Roles in OC4J Prerequisites

Confirm Prerequisite Tasks Look In

Deploy the Configuration Manager Deploying the Configuration Manager on page 2-11
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2. On the OC4J home page click the Applications tab, then locate and click the link 
you defined for Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager as shown in 
Figure 2–6. For example:

     Applications

     OracleConfigurationManger

Figure 2–6 OC4J Applications Tab

The Applications tab for Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager opens.

3. Click the Administration tab to display the page for Oracle Access Manager 
Configuration Manager. For example:

     Administration

4. On the Administration tab, click the Security Provider icon in the Go To Task 
column, as shown in Figure 2–7.
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Figure 2–7 Administration Tab for Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager

The Security Provider page appears.

5. On the Security Provider page, click the Realms tab.

6. Perform the following steps to create the HMAdmin and HMUser roles for Oracle 
Access Manager Configuration Manager as follows:

a. On the Realms subtab, locate and click the link (in the Roles column) that is 
associated with the Realm Name as shown in Figure 2–8.

Figure 2–8 Realms Subtab: Realm Name, Roles, and Users
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The Roles page appears and includes a Create button.

b. On the Roles page, click the Create button to display the Add Role page.

The Add Role page appears as shown in Figure 2–9.

Figure 2–9 Add Role Page

c. On the Add Role page, enter the following details for the HMAdmin role, then 
click OK:

– Name: HMAdmin

– Grant RMI Login Permission: Leave blank.

– Grant Administration Permission: Leave blank.

– Assign Roles: Ignore; there are no roles to be inherited by HMAdmin.

– OK: Click the OK button when you finish to establish the HMAdmin role.

d. On the Add Role page, create the HMUser role using the following  
information as a guide:

– Name: HMUser

– Grant RMI Login Permission: Leave blank.

– Grant Administration Permission: Leave blank.

– Assign Roles: Ignore; there are no roles to be inherited by HMUser.

– OK: Click the OK button when you finish to establish the HMUser role.

Your Roles page should look something like the one in Figure 2–10.
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Figure 2–10 Roles Page Includes HMAdmin and HMUser

7. Add users, and assign to the Configuration Manager application the administrator 
or user roles that you just created, by performing the following activities: 

a. On the Realms subtab, locate and click the link in the Users column associated 
with the Realm Name as shown in Figure 2–11.

Figure 2–11 Realms Subtab with Users Link

b. On the Users page, click the Create button under the Results label. For 
example:

     Create

c. On the Add User Page add the requested details, then click OK as shown in 
Figure 2–12. For example:

– Username: Enter the userid for logging in to the Configuration Manager.

– Password/Confirm Password: Enter the password for this user; then 
confirm the password by entering it a second time.

– Assign Roles: From the Available Roles list, select the desired role for this 
user then click the Move arrow to add these to the Selected Roles list. For 
example:

HMAdmin

or
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HMUser

Figure 2–12 Add User Page

– Click OK to complete the operation.

A Confirmation page appears where you can verify information for this 
new user.

d. On the Confirmation page, review the User Name and Roles as shown in 
Figure 2–13 to ensure that everything is accurate.

Note: A single user may be assigned both HMAdmin and HMUser 
roles.
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Figure 2–13 Confirmation Page with User Name and Roles

8. Repeat step 7 to add other Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager 
administrators and users, if needed.

9. Click Logout when you finish to leave OC4J.

With at least one Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager administrator 
assigned, repository details may be added in the Configuration Manager. 

10. After the roles and users have been created, restart the Oracle Access Manager 
Configuration Manager application.

Touring the Configuration Manager
Topics in this discussion provide a quick tour to orient you to Oracle Access Manager 
Configuration Manager.

If you log in to Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager as a user with only 
HMAdmin privileges, you see only the System Configuration tab. If you log in as a user 
with HMUser privileges, you see all function tabs except System Configuration. If you 
are assigned both roles, all tabs are available. For more information see, "Assigning 
Configuration Manager Administrator and User Roles".

After logging in to Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, a Welcome page 
appears as shown in Figure 2–14. As with other Oracle Web-based applications. 
Function tabs are provided across the top of the page with corresponding links at the 
bottom of the page.
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Figure 2–14 Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager Welcome Page

To access the Configuration Manager 
1. Go the Configuration Manager home page. For example:

     https://hostname:port/ocm/faces/index.jsp

where hostname refers to computer that hosts the Configuration Manager; port 
refers to the HTTP port number on which the Configuration Manager host listens; 
/ocm refers to Web Module Context Root specified on the Application Attributes 
page while deploying the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager 
application; and faces/index.jsp connects to the Configuration Manager 
application’s Login page.

The Login page appears.

2. Log in as an individual with either HMUser or HMAdmin privileges, depending 
upon the activities you intend to perform. For example: 

     HMUser_Name
     Passwword

3. As you proceed with the tour, refer to the following discussions:

■ Logout Link

■ Cancel and Back Buttons on Configuration Manager Pages

■ Navigational Aids for Tables

■ SnapShots Tab

■ Migration Tab

■ Transactions Tab

■ System Configuration Tab

■ Messages in the Configuration Manager

Logout Link
The Logout link appears in the upper-right corner of Configuration Manager pages. 
You select the Logout link to conclude your session.

Cancel and Back Buttons on Configuration Manager Pages
A Cancel button is provided on a number of Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager pages. When you click Cancel, the current operation is terminated without 
completion and you are returned to the originating page for the function. For example 
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if you cancel a migration operation, you are returned to the Select Logical Object Types 
to Compare page. 

A Back button is included on some Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager 
pages. When you click the Back button you are returned to the previous page. This is 
similar to using the Back button in the Web browser itself. For example if you click 
Back while viewing environment details, you are returned to the Environment List 
page.

Navigational Aids for Tables
When you have more than one environment, association, snapshot, or transaction the 
corresponding list page itemizes information in a table. Figure 2–15 shows a typical list 
page and table details.

Figure 2–15 Navigational Aids for Tables

When a table contains less than 10 items, all are visible at one time. If a table contains 
more than 10 items, navigational aids are included. For example, the table in 
Figure 2–15 includes navigational aids at the top-right side of the table:

■ Previous: Click Previous to return (go back) to the previous page. 

■ Next: Click Next to proceed (go forward) to the next page.

■ List: Select a specific range of items from the list, or select Show All to display all 
the rows in the table. 

SnapShots Tab
The SnapShot function enables you to create a backup copy of the entire oblix tree in 
an LDAP directory of one of your environments. When you select the SnapShots tab, 
the SnapShot List page appears. From here, you can create a new snapshot or select a 
snapshot to restore or delete a snapshot. 

Details for existing snapshots of the selected environment are organized in a table as 
shown in Figure 2–16. The table is empty until you select an environment from the 
Select Environment list.
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Figure 2–16 Snapshot Tab

For more information, see "Making and Managing Snapshots" on page 3-24.

Migration Tab
Figure 2–17 shows the Migration tab. Related functions are available on secondary 
tabs: environments, Associations, Migrate. The Migrate secondary tab includes a 
progress indicator, as shown inFigure 2–17.

Figure 2–17 Migration Tab, Secondary Tabs, and Migrate Progress Indicator

You choose the corresponding secondary tab to perform tasks that involve:

■ Environments: From this secondary tab you can create, view, modify, or delete 
details about existing environments. Before you can migrate data, you must add at 
least two environments to Configuration Manager: one to use as the source and 
one to use as the target. 

For more information, see "Adding and Managing Environment Details in the 
Configuration Manager" on page 3-4.

■ Associations: From this secondary tab you can create, view, modify, or delete 
details about directory associations. Before you can migrate data, you must create 
an association between two environments defined in Configuration Manager: one 
to use as the source and one to use as the target. 

For more information, see "Creating and Managing Associations" on page 3-12.
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■ Migrate: After defining environments and forming an association, you can 
migrate configuration data using this secondary tab. You can migrate data directly 
using Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager. Alternatively, you may 
choose to export data to an LDIF file and then use an external utility to import the 
data offline. 

For more information, see "Migrating Data from the Source to the Target" on 
page 3-29.

Transactions Tab
A transaction record is created automatically each time you migrate data using Oracle 
Access Manager Configuration Manager. A transaction ID is assigned automatically 
when the record is created. You can provide an optional transaction description.

When you select the Transactions tab, the Transactions List page appears. After 
selecting an association, all related transaction records are organized in a table as 
shown in Figure 2–18. The table is empty until you select an association. 

Figure 2–18 Transactions Tab

You can view details for the record or view specific changes made during the 
transaction or roll back changes made during the transaction. 

For more information about transactions and rolling back changes, see Chapter 5.

System Configuration Tab
A repository is required to contain details about directory environments and 
associations, snapshot content, audit details, migration transaction data, and any 
optional LDIF files you may choose to create using Configuration Manager.

Only when you log in as an individual with HMAdmin privileges, is the System 
Configuration tab available as shown in Figure 2–19. Until a repository is defined in 
the Configuration Manager, the form is empty. 
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Figure 2–19 System Configuration Tab

From the System Configuration tab, an individual with HMAdmin privileges can 
perform the following repository-related tasks in Configuration Manager:

■ View: Repository details are displayed automatically whenever the System 
Configuration tab is selected. The form is empty until a repository is defined in the 
Configuration Manager.

■ Edit: Enables you to add or alter repository details. Repository details must be 
added before migration tasks can be performed. 

■ Test Connection: Ensures that the repository is accessible.

■ Cleanup Repository: Clears the data in the Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager repository tables.

■ Upload Schema: Appears only when there is no Oracle Access Manager 
Configuration Manager schema present in the Oracle Database repository. 

For more information about System Configuration functions, see "Adding 
Repository Details in the Configuration Manager" on page 2-27.

Messages in the Configuration Manager
There are several types of messages that may appear when working with Oracle 
Access Manager Configuration Manager:

■ Informational or Confirmation Messages: Confirm that an operation completed 
successfully. Informational messages appear near the top of the page as shown in 
Figure 2–20. In this example, the Test Connection operation was used for the 
repository. Upon completion, you are returned to the System Configuration page 
where a message confirms the success of the operation. 
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Figure 2–20 Informational Message

■ Request for Action or Verification: Required before critical and irreversible 
operations are completed. For example, your verification is needed before deleting 
an environment or association or transformation rule. A window like the one in 
Figure 2–21 asks for your confirmation. You click OK to verify and complete the 
operation, or Cancel to terminate the operation without completing it.

Figure 2–21 Typical Request for Your Action

■ Error Messages: Announce a problem when an operation cannot be completed 
successfully. Error messages take the form shown in Figure 2–22 and include 
information to help you assess the problem and recover.

Figure 2–22 Typical Error Message

Adding Repository Details in the Configuration Manager
A repository is required to contain details about directory environments and 
associations, snapshot content, audit details, migration transaction data, and any 
optional LDIF files you may create using Configuration Manager. This discussion 
describes how to ensure that the Configuration Manager can communicate with its 
repository. 
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Before starting activities in this discussion, confirm that prerequisites described in 
Table 2–5 are completed.

From the System Configuration page, you click the Edit button and enter details for 
your repository. There is no Add button for the System Configuration tab. Sample 
details that you need to supply are shown in Figure 2–23. If you log in with only 
HMUser privileges, the System Configuration tab does not appear. 

Figure 2–23 A Completed Edit System Configuration Page

To add repository details to Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager 
1. Enter the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, if you haven’t already 

done so. For example:

     https://hostname:port/ocm

where hostname refers to computer that hosts the Configuration Manager; port 
refers to the HTTP port number on which the Configuration Manager host listens; 
and /ocm refers to Web Module Context Root specified on the Application 
Attributes page while deploying the Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager application.

The Welcome page appears.

2. Log in as an individual with HMAdmin privileges, as defined in OC4J in the 
previous procedure.

     HMAdmin_Name
     Passwword

3. Click the System Configuration tab on the right side of the page.

4. On the System Configuration page, click the Edit button.

Table 2–5  Repository Prerequisites

Confirm Prerequisite Task Look In

Assign Configuration Manager administrator role 
HMAdmin to individuals using OC4J

Assigning Configuration Manager Administrator and 
User Roles on page 2-15

Note: Only users with HMAdmin privileges defined in OC4J for this 
application will see the System Configuration tab.
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     Edit

5. On the Edit System Configuration page, enter appropriate information to identify 
details for your Configuration Manager repository. For example:

■ Repository Type: Oracle DB is the only item listed and the only repository 
that is supported for this application.

■ Host: Your Oracle Database Host Name expressed as either the full DNS 
hostname or an IP address.

■ Port: Port number on which the Oracle Database host communicates.

■ UserID: The Oracle Database Administrator userID.

■ Password: The password for the Oracle Database Administrator userID. There 
are no password restrictions.

■ Click Save to retain this information (otherwise, click the Back button). 

The System Configuration page returns and includes a Test Connection button 
that you can use to ensure that the repository is accessible from the 
Configuration Manager.

6. Click the Test Connection button to ensure that this repository is accessible to the 
Configuration Manager. For example:

     Test Connection

An informational message appears to confirm success, as shown here.

7. Proceed as follows:

■ Connection Successful: An informational message appears declaring the 
operation was a success. You are ready to upload the schema as described in 
step 8.

■ Connection Not Successful: An error message appears. In this case, confirm 
that all repository details are accurately entered (edit them if needed), confirm 
that the Oracle Database instance is running, test the connection again, then 
proceed with the next step to upload the schema.

8. Upload Schema: When you add repository details you need to upload the 
Configuration Manager schema as follows: 

a. Click the Upload Schema button. For example:

     Upload Schema

b. In the Upload Schema window, enter the directory administrator’s UserID and 
password, then click Upload to complete the operation (or Cancel to terminate 
the operation without completion).
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9. Proceed as follows:

■ Schema Upload Successful: A message informs you that the database is 
configured successfully and you are ready to prepare for and perform 
migration tasks as described in Chapter 3.

■ Schema Upload Not Successful: In this case, a message like the one here 
appears. Retry the upload, then proceed to Chapter 3.

After adding repository details to the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager 
and uploading the schema, the Configuration Manager is ready to use. For more 
information about adding environment details, forming associations, creating 
snapshots, and migrating data, see Chapter 3.

Ensuring the Repository is Available to the Configuration Manager
Data can be written to the repository only when it is live and accessible. Any 
individual with HMAdmin privileges can use the Test Connection procedure to ensure 
that the repository is available to the Configuration Manager.

After the operation completes successfully, an informational message confirms the 
status as shown in Figure 2–24.
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Figure 2–24 Informational Message on the System Configuration Page

To confirm that the Configuration Manager repository is available 
1. From the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager home page, log in as a 

user with HMAdmin privileges, then click the System Configuration tab on the 
right side of the page:

     HMAdmin_Name
     Passwword

     System Configuration

2. On the System Configuration page, click the Test Connection button then review 
the informational message to confirm that this repository is accessible. 

     Test Connection

3. Proceed as follows:

■ Connection Successful: An informational message appears and you are ready 
to continue with activities in this chapter.

■ Connection Not Successful: An error message appears. In this case, contact 
the Oracle Database administrator to confirm that the Oracle Database 
instance is running, test the connection again, then proceed with the activities 
in this chapter.

Note: Only users with HMAdmin privileges defined in OC4J have 
access to the System Configuration tab. If you log in as a user with 
only HMUser privileges, the System Configuration tab does not 
appear. 
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3
Migrating Configuration Data Changes

This chapter provides the information that you need to prepare for and migrate 
configuration data from a source LDAP directory (environment) to a target. Topics in 
this chapter include:

■ About Migrating Data

■ Accessing the Configuration Manager

■ Notifying Other Administrators

■ Adding and Managing Environment Details in the Configuration Manager

■ Creating and Managing Associations

■ Adding and Managing Optional Transformation Rules

■ Making and Managing Snapshots

■ Migrating Data from the Source to the Target

■ Restarting Servers After Migration

About Migrating Data
After completing activities in Chapter 2, Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager is ready to use for migration activities. 

Figure 3–1 provides an overview of the procedures involved in preparing for and 
migrating data using the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager. Additional 
information follows the figure.
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Figure 3–1 Preparing for and Migrating Data using Configuration Manager 

Task overview: Migrating data includes 
1. Notifying Other Administrators: Recommended both before and after any data 

migration and described on page 3-3.

2. Adding Environment Details to the Configuration Manager: Required before 
you can form an association, and described on page 3-4.

3. Creating a Directory Association: Required before migration, and described on 
page 3-12.

4. Adding and Managing Optional Transformation Rules: Optional and applied 
automatically during migration, as described on page 3-17.

5. Creating a Snapshot: Recommended before any data migration, as described on 
page 3-24.

6. Migrating Data from the Source to the Target is described on page 3-29.

7. Restarting Servers After Migration: Required after data migration, and described  
on page 3-41.

8. Validating Migration Success: Recommended to ensure that everything in the 
target deployment works as expected, and described in Chapter 4.

You may not use the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager to migrate data 
from a release 7.0.4 deployment to a release 10g (10.1.4.0.1) deployment nor vice versa. 
For more information, see "Deployment Support and Interoperability" on page 1-14.

Notify Other Administrators Before and After Migrating Data

Add Directory Environment Details

Create Directory Associations

Add Transformation Rules to an Association

Create a Snapshot of the Target

Migrate Data

Restart Identity and Access Servers in the Target Deployment

Validate Migrated Data in the Target Deployment
Chapter 4
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Accessing the Configuration Manager
The procedure in this discussion explains how to access Oracle Access Manager 
Configuration Manager. 

You must log in with appropriate rights for the tasks that you want to perform using 
the Configuration Manager. There are two types of OC4J roles for the Configuration 
Manager, which must be defined by the OC4J administrator:

■ HMAdmin role is required to perform System Configuration activities, including 
testing the connection with the repository. 

■ HMUser role enables you to perform all activities except System Configuration. 

Before you start this procedure, confirm that all prerequisites described in Table 3–1 
have been performed.

To access the Configuration Manager 
1. Access the Configuration Manager home page as usual. For example:

     https://hostname:port/ocm/faces/index.jsp

where hostname refers to computer that hosts the Configuration Manager; port 
refers to the HTTP port number on which the Configuration Manager host listens; 
/ocm refers to Web Module Context Root specified on the Application Attributes 
page while deploying the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager 
application; and faces/index.jsp connects to the Configuration Manager 
application’s Login page.

The Login page appears.

2. Log in as an individual with HMUser privileges (defined in OC4J) for the activities 
you intend to perform. For example: 

     HMUser_Name
     Passwword

3. Proceed with activities in this chapter.

Notifying Other Administrators
Oracle recommends that you schedule specific migration windows for promoting 
changes and restarting servers. Further, Oracle recommends that you notify other 
administrators both before and after migrating data in a deployment for which they 
have responsibility.

Table 3–1  Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager Access Prerequisites

Confirm Prerequisite Task Look In

Set up a repository for Oracle Access Manager 
Configuration Manager and install OC4J.

Setting Up a Repository and Installing OC4J on 
page 2-5

Deploy Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager 
as an OC4J application.

Deploying the Configuration Manager on page 2-11

Assign OC4J roles to individuals to provide access 
privileges to the Configuration Manager. Check with 
your OC4J administrator to learn your login ID and 
password for the Configuration Manager.

Assigning Configuration Manager Administrator and 
User Roles on page 2-15

Add repository details to the Configuration Manager. Adding Repository Details in the Configuration 
Manager on page 2-27
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Your migration team can collect and confirm details regarding the logical object types 
(or logical objects) that will be migrated, the source and target directories, when 
backups (snapshots) will be made. The migration team can send this information to 
others to ensure solid coordination. When the migration is complete, you can notify 
the same administrators so they can assist in restarting servers and validation 
procedures.

To notify other administrators 
1. Create a list of all administrators in any deployment that will be impacted by the 

change.

2. Create an email that includes all relevant details for the administrator, 
deployment, and situation. For example:

ANNOUNCING DATA MIGRATION THAT MAY IMPACT YOUR DEPLOYMENT:

CONFIGURATION DATA WILL BE MIGRATED FOR: 
Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1) 
(OR Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, if this is your deployment)

WHEN:  Date and time

SOURCE DIRECTORY: DNS hostname
TARGET DIRECTORY:  DNS hostname

A SNAPSHOT OF THE TARGET DIRECTORY WILL BE MADE: Date and time

MIGRATED CHANGES MUST BE PROPOGATED TO ANY REPLICAS.

IDENTITY AND ACCESS SERVERS MUST BE RESTARTED AFTER DATA MIGRATION TO 
ENSURE DATA SYNCHRONIZATION.

3. Send the email to all administrators who may impacted before the migration.

4. Send a follow up email to all administrators after the migration to announce what 
was done.

Adding and Managing Environment Details in the Configuration Manager
This discussion provides step-by-step procedures to add and manage environment 
details in the Configuration Manager. The Configuration Manager repository must be 
online for these activities. Oracle recommends that the source and target environments 
are also online. 

Table 3–2 shows the prerequisite tasks that must be completed before you can 
complete activities to add and manage directory details in the Configuration Manager. 

Note: Notifying other administrators is a manual task that must be 
performed without the aid of the Configuration Manager. 

Note: Any environment that is involved when making a directory 
snapshot, migrating data, or rolling back a transaction must be live 
and online. To ensure that an environment is available to the 
Configuration Manager, see "Testing the Environment Connection" on 
page 3-11.
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The task overview that follows outlines details about managing environments using 
the Configuration Manager.

Task overview: Managing environment details for existing deployments includes 
1. Viewing Environment Details in the Configuration Manager

2. Adding Environment Details to the Configuration Manager: Required before you 
can form an association and migrate data

3. Modifying Environment Details in the Configuration Manager

4. Deleting Environment Details in the Configuration Manager

5. Testing the Environment Connection

Viewing Environment Details in the Configuration Manager
The procedure in this discussion explains how you view environment details that were 
added to the Configuration Manager. This activity can be performed by any individual 
with HMUser privileges.

The Environments List page appears as shown in Figure 3–2 when you select the 
Migrate tab, then select the Environments secondary tab. If there are no environment 
details in the Configuration Manager, the table is empty. In this case, skip to "Adding 
Environment Details to the Configuration Manager" on page 3-7.

Figure 3–2 Environments List Page

When you click a name in the Environment Name column, the View Environment 
page appears as shown in Figure 3–3. Details about this page follow the figure.

Table 3–2  Environment Prerequisites

Confirm Prerequisite Task Look In

Install and setup the repository, OC4J, Oracle Access 
Manager Configuration Manager, and administrators 
and user roles.

Chapter 2
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Figure 3–3 View Environment Page

The View Environment page includes the following details:

■ Environment Name: The unique name that was entered when details about this 
directory server were added to the Configuration Manager. 

■ Environment Type: The release for which this directory server is installed (Oracle 
Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1) or Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4).

■ Environment Description: An optional statement that further identifies this 
directory and its deployment. 

■ Directory Type: The supported directory server type.

■ Host Name: The DNS hostname of the computer where this directory is installed 
(either full DNS hostname or IP address).

■ Port: The port number on which this directory server communicates.

■ Configuration DN: The bind DN for configuration data for Oracle Access 
Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4. For example: 
o=oblix,o=company,c=us.

Similar to the searchbase for user data. The configuration DN must be specified to 
identify the node in the DIT under which the Oracle Access Manager schema and 
configuration data are stored. For more information about its use and location 
within Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, 
deployments, see the corresponding Installation Guide as described in "Related 
Documents" on page -viii.

■ User DN: The administrator ID, also known as a bind DN or root DN, for the 
Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, directory. 

This directory account should have Read, Write, Add, Delete, Search, Compare, 
and Self-write permissions. The method to create a user with these privileges 
varies among directory vendors. See your directory documentation for details. For 
more information about its use and location within Oracle Access Manager 10g 
(10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, deployments see the corresponding 
Installation Guide as described in "Related Documents" on page -viii.

■ Password: The User DN directory administrator password.
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■ Environment URL: The URL to the LDAP directory.

■ Enable SSL: True if enabled; False if not enabled.

To view environment details that were added to the Configuration Manager 
1. From Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, select the Migration tab, 

then select Environments to display the Manage Environment page. For example:

     Migration, Environments

2. Click the desired Environment Name to view details about the selected directory. 
For example:

3. From the View Environment page you can perform any of the following activities:

■ Click the Test Environment button to ensure that this directory is live and 
online. 

■ Click the Back button to return to the Manage Environment page.

■ Click the Edit button to modify details for the selected directory. In this case, 
proceed to "Modifying Environment Details in the Configuration Manager" on 
page 3-10.

Adding Environment Details to the Configuration Manager
The procedure in this discussion explains how to add environment details to the 
Configuration Manager. Any individual with HMUser privileges can add environment 
details. The Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager repository must be online. 
Oracle recommends that the environment (LDAP directory) is also online. 

Failover and Load Balancing: Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager does 
not support directory failover or load balancing. For each existing deployment, the 
Configuration Manager writes to only a single master LDAP directory and reads from 
only a single master or replica server.

In a replicated directory environment, you must add details for only the master 
directory (the one on which write operations take place) as the target environment. 
Otherwise, the objects that you select for migration cannot be written into the target 
and migration will fail. After migrating configuration data to the master LDAP 
directory you must ensure that the changes have fully propagated to the replicas 
before restarting Identity and Access Servers.

When you select the Create New button from the Environment List page, the Add 
Environment page appears. A filled in sample is shown in Figure 3–4. Your 
environment will differ.

Note: After adding details for at least two LDAP directory 
environments, you can form an association that specifies a source and 
target for data migration. 
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Figure 3–4 Add Environment Page

Lists are provided from which you can select the environment type (OAM 1014 or 
COREid704) and directory type. In this example the environment type is OAM1014.

Fields are provided where you enter other information for the environment. When 
defining an environment name and description, you may use any combination of 
upper and lower case alpha/numeric characters, as well as spaces and punctuation. 

If the environment is SSL-enabled, be sure to specify that on the Add environment 
page. For more information, see the following procedure.

To add details about an existing environment 
1. From Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, select the Migration tab, 

then select Environments.

     Migration, Environments

2. On the Environment List page, click the Create New button.

     Create New

3. On the Add Environment page, provide the information for this specific directory 
server using the guidelines in this procedure overview. For example:

■ Environment Name: Enter a unique and descriptive name for this directory 
server. You may want to include details about the environment, hostname, 
port, or other identifying characteristics. For example:

     10104DEV

■ Environment Type: Select the type of environment for which this directory 
server is installed (either release (10g (10.1.4.0.1) or release 7.0.4).

     OAM1014

■ Environment Description: Enter a brief optional statement that further 
identifies this directory and its environment. For example: 
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     dev 

■ Directory Type: Select the type of directory server from those listed. For 
example:

     Active Directory

■ Host Name: Enter the complete DNS hostname (DNS_hostname.domain.com) 
or IP Address of the computer where this directory is installed. For example:

     141.144.68.137

■ Port: Enter the port number on which this directory server communicates.

     389

■ Configuration DN: Enter the configuration DN for Oracle Access Manager 
10g (10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, data. For example:

     OU=oblix,OU=company1,DC=obps0737,DC=persistent,DC=co,DC=in 

■ User DN: Enter the directory administrator ID for this environment (LDAP 
directory). For example:

     cn=administrator,cn=users,dc=obps0737,dc=persistent,dc=co,dc=in 

■ Password: Enter the directory administrator password: For example:

     Your_password 

■ Environment URL: The URL to the LDAP directory. For example:

     http://141.144.74.35:3333/access/oblix/

For more information, see "Viewing Environment Details in the Configuration 
Manager" on page 3-5.

4. Enable SSL: If SSL is enabled for this directory, click Enable SSL at the bottom of 
the page, then load a certificate for this directory using the following steps. For 
example:

a. Check the box beside Enable SSL.

b. Click the add Certificate link (beside the Enable SSL check box) to display the 
Upload Certificate dialog box then fill in requested details. For example:

c. CA Certificate File: Enter (or browse and select) the absolute path to the CA 
Certificate file for this directory.

d. Keystore Password: Enter the password for the keystore file.

e. Click the Upload button to obtain the certificate (or Cancel to dismiss the 
dialog box without uploading the certificate).

– Certificate Upload Successful: You are returned to the page where you 
started. In this case, proceed to step 5.

– Certificate Upload Not Successful: An error message appears to help you 
solve the problem. In this case, click the Cancel button on the error 
window, verify the location of the files and password, and complete the 
certificate steps again.

5. Click Save when you have finished filling in the details for this directory server.

     Save
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6. Repeat the steps in this procedure to add environment details for at least one other 
LDAP directory in another deployment of the same release. 

Modifying Environment Details in the Configuration Manager
Modifying environment details can be performed by any individual with HMUser 
privileges. The Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager repository must be 
online. Oracle recommends that the environment (LDAP directory) is also online.

You may alter most environment details in the Configuration Manager as described in 
the following procedure, which means all details except Environment Name and 
Environment Type. For example, you may want to re-enter something that was stated 
incorrectly. For this operation you use the option in the Select column to choose the 
desired name; do not click the name itself.

For information and guidelines about each entry, see "Adding Environment Details to 
the Configuration Manager" on page 3-7.

To modify details about a directory environment 
1. From Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, select the Migration tab, 

then select Environments. For example:

     Migration, Environments

2. In the Select column, click the option beside the desired environment name, then 
click the Modify button. For example:

   Modify

3. On the Modify Environment page, edit any details about this directory that you 
want to change.

4. Click Save when you have finished editing the details (or Cancel to terminate the 
operation before completion).

     Save

Deleting Environment Details in the Configuration Manager
You may delete environment details in the Configuration Manager as described in the 
following procedure. Any individual with HMUser privileges can delete an 
environment. The Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager repository must be 
online. Oracle recommends that the LDAP directory is also online.

A deleted environment is no longer available to use when forming associations or 
migrating data. You cannot delete an environment that is defined as part of an 
association.

Note: When modifying details, the environment name and 
environment type cannot be modified.

Note: If an environment is a part of an association, you must first 
delete the association and then delete the environment. 
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For this operation you use the option in the Select column to choose the desired name; 
do not click the name itself. During this operation, you are asked to verify that this is 
what you want to do. When the operation is completed, you are returned to the 
Manage Environments page where an informational message notifies you that the 
selected items were deleted. 

To delete environment details from the Configuration Manager 
1. From Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, select the Migration tab, 

then select Manage Environments. For example:

     Migration, Environments

2. Click the option beside the desired Environment Name, then click the Delete 
button. For example:

   Delete

A message asks you to verify this is what you want to do before the operation is 
performed, as shown here.

3. Verify the removal by clicking OK in the message window (or Cancel to terminate 
the operation without completing it). 

     OK

4. On the Manage Environments page, review the informational message to validate 
that the operation was successful and confirm that the environment details are no 
longer listed. 

Testing the Environment Connection
The environment must be live and online during snapshot, migration, and transaction 
operations. Any individual with HMUser privileges can test an environment 
connection. 

If there is any problem with the connection, notify the directory administrator. 

To ensure the environment is live and online 
1. From Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager select the Migration tab, 

then click Environments. For example:

     Migration, Environments

2. Click the desired name in the Environment Name column to view details. For 
example:
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3. On the View Environment page, click the Test Environment button.

     Test Environment

4. Read the informational message to ensure that the environment connection is 
successful. 

■ Connection Successful: Continue with activities that involve this directory.

■ Connection Not Successful: Notify the directory administrator. The directory 
must be live and online during snapshot, migration, and transaction 
operations.

Creating and Managing Associations
Discussions here explain how to view, create, enable, disable, and delete a directory 
association using Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager. Before proceeding, 
confirm that prerequisite activities outlined inTable 3–3 are completed.

Any individual with HMUser privileges can perform activities in the following task 
overview. The Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager repository must be 
online. Oracle recommends that the LDAP directory environments involved are also 
online.

Task overview: Creating and managing directory associations 
1. Viewing Settings for a Directory Association

2. Creating a Directory Associationis required before you can migrate data

3. Enabling/Disabling a Directory Association

4. Deleting a Directory Association

Viewing Settings for a Directory Association
You can view association settings as described in the following procedure. If you have 
not yet created an association, see "Creating a Directory Association" on page 3-14.

Any individual with HMUser privileges can view association settings. The Oracle 
Access Manager Configuration Manager repository must be online. Oracle 
recommends that the environments involved are also online.

When you select the Associations secondary tab under the Migrate tab, the Association 
List page appears. A sample is shown in Figure 3–5. The table is empty when no 
associations exist in the Configuration Manager. 

Table 3–3  Association Prerequisites

Confirm Prerequisite Task Look In

Add details for at least two environments (LDAP 
directories) to be used during data migration.

Adding Environment Details to the Configuration 
Manager on page 3-7
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Figure 3–5 Association List Page

Association details include:

■ Association Name: The unique name entered to identify this associated directory 
pair.  

■ Association Description: A brief optional statement entered for this association. 

■ Source Environment: The name of the source environment (the LDAP directory 
that contains the data you will migrate).

■ Target Environment: The name of the target environment (the LDAP directory to 
which data will be migrated).

■ Status: Enabled or Disabled. Each association is enabled automatically when 
created.

When you click a name in the table, the Association Details page appears as shown in 
Figure 3–6.

Figure 3–6 Association Details Page

To view association settings 
1. From the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, select the Migration tab, 

then select Associations. For example:

     Migration, Associations
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2. On the Association List page, click a name in the Association Name column. For 
example:

3. On the Association Details page, view the settings for this directory pair. For 
example:

4. Click the Back button to return to the Association List page.

5. Proceed to the following discussions, if desired:

■ Creating a Directory Association

■ Enabling/Disabling a Directory Association

■ Deleting a Directory Association

■ Adding and Managing Optional Transformation Rules

Creating a Directory Association
Data migration requires a directory association that specifies the migration path 
between a source and target environment. Any individual with HMUser privileges can 
create an association. The Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager repository 
must be online. Oracle recommends that the LDAP directories involved are also 
online.

When you select the Associations secondary tab under the Migrate tab, the Association 
List page appears. You click the Create New button to display the Add Association 
page, which is shown in Figure 3–7.

Figure 3–7 Add Association Page

When you enter an association name and optional description, you may use any 
combination of upper and lower case alpha/numeric characters, as well as spaces and 
punctuation. Lists are provided from which you can select the source and target 
environments from those that have been defined in the Configuration Manager. 

After selecting a source environment, a list of possible target environments is 
established based on the release of your chosen source. For example, if the selected 
source environment is release 7.0.4, the Target Environment list is populated only with 
other release 7.0.4 environments defined in the Configuration Manager. The 
association is enabled automatically when you create it.
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If the desired environment is not listed, you may need to add it. For more information, 
see "Adding Environment Details to the Configuration Manager" on page 3-7. 

To create an association 
1. From the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, select the Migration tab, 

then select Associations. For example:

     Migration, Associations

2. On the Association List page, click the Create New button. For example:

     Create New

3. On the Add Association page, enter the following details to identify the source 
and target directories in this associated pair. For example:

■ Association Name: Enter a unique name that identifies this associated 
directory pair at a glance. For example: 

     1014Dev-QA

■ Association Description: Enter a brief optional statement that further 
identifies this associated pair. For example: 

     Password Policy

■ Source Environment: Select the name of the desired source directory from the 
list of existing environments. For example: 

     10104DEV

■ Target Environment: Select the name of the desired target directory from 
those listed. For example: 

     10104QA

4. Select Save to create the association (otherwise, select Cancel to terminate the 
operation).

     Save

The Associations List page appears. The association is enabled for use 
automatically.

Enabling/Disabling a Directory Association
This discussion explains how to disable or enable a directory association. Any 
individual with HMUser privileges can enable or disable an association. The Oracle 
Access Manager Configuration Manager repository, and the associated LDAP 
directories, must be online.

The association must be enabled for data migration. When you create a new 
association it is enabled for use automatically. When an association is disabled, you 
cannot migrate data nor view a transaction record for the association. 

You do not need to disable an association before you delete it. However, Oracle 
recommends that you first disable then delete the association.

Note: Once an association is created, you cannot modify the details. 
You may remove an association, as described in "Deleting a Directory 
Association" on page 3-16.
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To enable (or disable) a directory association 
1. From the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, select the Migration tab, 

then select Associations. For example:

     Migration, Associations

2. On the Association List page, select the option beside the desired association 
name. For example:

3. Enable the Association: On the Association List page, click the Enable button. For 
example:

     Enable

A message informs you that the association is Enabled and the Status column 
states "enabled".

4. Disable the Association: On the Association List page, click the Disable button. 
For example:

     Disable

A message informs you that the association is Disabled and the Status column 
states "disabled".

5. Proceed to the following discussions, if needed:

■ Viewing Settings for a Directory Association

■ Creating a Directory Association

■ Deleting a Directory Association

■ Adding and Managing Optional Transformation Rules

Deleting a Directory Association
This discussion explains how to delete a directory association. Any individual with 
HMUser privileges can delete an association. The Oracle Access Manager 
Configuration Manager repository, and the associated LDAP directories, must be 
online.

Oracle recommends that you disable the association before deleting it. When you 
delete an association, all migration transactions related to this association are also 
removed. However, snapshots for a deleted association remain until you explicitly 
delete the snapshot.

During the delete operation, you are asked to confirm that this is the action you want 
to take. When the association is deleted, you are returned to the Association List page 
where an informational message notifies you that the removal was a success. 

To delete an association 
1. From the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, select the Migration tab, 

then select Associations. For example:

Note: You cannot delete an environment that is part of an 
association. You must first delete the association and then delete the 
environment.
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     Migration, Associations

2. On the Association List page Select column, select the option beside the desired 
association name then click the Delete button. For example:

   Delete

A message asks you to verify that this is what you want to do, as shown here.

3. Verify the removal by clicking OK (or click Cancel to terminate the operation 
without completing it).

     OK

4. On the Association List, review the informational message that confirms that the 
item was deleted.

5. Proceed to following discussions as needed:

■ Viewing Settings for a Directory Association

■ Creating a Directory Association

■ Enabling/Disabling a Directory Association

■ Adding and Managing Optional Transformation Rules

Adding and Managing Optional Transformation Rules
As discussed in Chapter 1, you have the following options for applying changes to 
logical object attributes:

■ After creating an association, you may create optional transformation rules that 
will be applied during the migration operation using the procedure in this 
discussion.

■ During the migration operation, transformation rules are applied and then you 
may customize attributes manually as described in "Migrating Data" on page 3-37.

■ After migration, you can change attribute values as follows: 

– On the Rollback Transaction, Customization page. For more information, see 
"Rolling Back Changes Made During a Specific Transaction" on page 5-3.

– Directly in the target Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle 
COREid Release 7.0.4, deployment.

A transformation rule is one that you define for a specific directory association before 
you start migrating data. Transformation rules are applied during the customization 
phase of the migration operation. Each transformation rule converts existing logical 
object attribute values and system specific settings to a value that you specify when 
you define the rule. On the Customize page, you can see the logical object as it is 
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before the rule is applied (Before Migration) and as it is after the rule is applied (After 
Migration).

For example, suppose you are migrating 20 password policies and you want to change 
the Number of login tries allowed attribute value from 2 to 3 (or you want to 
change Hostname variations while migrating Host identifiers). You can create a 
transformation rule before data migration that be applied and perform these activities 
during data migration. 

Any individual with HMUser privileges can perform tasks related to transformation 
rules. While performing these tasks, the Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager repository and the associated LDAP directories must be online.

Confirm that the prerequisite tasks outlined in Table 3–4 are completed before you 
start defining optional transformation rules

Task overview: Adding and managing transformation rules includes 
1. Viewing Transformation Rules

2. Adding an Optional Transformation Rule

3. Modifying a Transformation Rule

4. Deleting a Transformation Rule

Viewing Transformation Rules
You use the procedure in this discussion to view an existing transformation rule for a 
directory association. Any individual with HMUser privileges can perform this task. 
The Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager repository and associated LDAP 
directories must be online.

When you select the Associations secondary tab under the Migrate tab, the Association 
List page appears. After selecting a name in the Association Name column to display 
the Association Details page, you click the Transformation Rules subtab. Details about 
existing transformation rules for the association appear in a table as shown in 
Figure 3–8. Initially, the Transformation Rule table displays only the logical object 
types on the target for which a transformation rule exists. If no rule exists, a message 
states "No Transformation Rules were found".

Table 3–4  Transformation Rule Prerequisites

Confirm Prerequisite Task Look In

Add environment details for at least two LDAP 
directories within deployments of the same release.

Adding Environment Details to the Configuration 
Manager on page 3-7

Create at least one directory association to specify the 
source and target environments for your 
transformation rule

Creating a Directory Association on page 3-14
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Figure 3–8 Transformation Rules Page and Table

You click the Show arrow beside the desired logical object type to expand details. 
Figure 3–9 shows the types of details outlined for the transformation rule, which 
include Attribute, Operator, Old Value, and New Value. The Edit, Delete, and Add 
Transformation Rule buttons are also available. 

Figure 3–9 Rule Details with Edit, Delete, and Add Transformation Rule Buttons

To view a transformation rule 
1. From the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, select the Migration tab, 

then select Associations. For example:

     Migration, Associations

2. In the Association Name column, click the desired name. For example:

The Association Details page appears.

3. On the Association Details page, click the Transformation Rule subtab. For 
example:

4. Click the Show arrow beside the desired logical object type to display the 
corresponding rules and attributes. For example:
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5. Proceed to the following discussions if desired:

■ Adding an Optional Transformation Rule

■ Modifying a Transformation Rule

■ Deleting a Transformation Rule

Adding an Optional Transformation Rule
You use the procedure in this discussion to add an optional transformation rule for a 
directory association that will automatically change an attribute value on the target 
during data migration. Any individual with HMUser privileges can perform this task. 
The Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager repository and associated LDAP 
directories must be online.

You start this operation much the same as you would when viewing a transformation 
rule. For example, you select an existing association name and then select the 
Transformation Rule subtab. If the desired association is not listed, ensure that it was 
formed as described in "Creating a Directory Association" on page 3-14.

From the Transformation Rule subtab, you select the Add Transformation Rule button. 
On the Add Transformation Rule page, lists are initially empty and fields are blank. 
The available attributes depend on the logical object type you select. The available 
operators depend upon the attribute you select. In the Attribute list, system-specific 
attributes are shown with an asterisk, *. 

You select a logical object type and a related attribute to which the rule will be applied. 
You then select an operator. To finish, you enter the old parameter value and a new 
parameter value as described in the following procedure. A completed transformation 
rule will look like the example in Figure 3–10. 

Figure 3–10 Add Transformation Rule Page

To add a transformation rule to a directory association 
1. From Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, select the Migration tab, 

then select Associations. For example:

     Migration, Associations

2. In the Association Name column, click the desired name. For example:
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The Association Details page appears.

3. Click the Transformation Rules subtab. For example:

     Transformation Rules

The Transformation Rules page appears with the Add Transformation Rule button. 
Included is a table of logical object types for which rules are defined within this 
association. The table is empty if no rules are defined for this association.

4. Click the Add Transformation Rule button to display the page where you can 
create a new rule.

     Add Transformation Rule

The Add Transformation Rules page provides lists from which you select specific 
elements of the rule and a field where you enter a specific parameter for this rule.

5. On the Add Transformation Rules page, select from the lists to define this rule. For 
example:

■ Logical Object Type: Select the appropriate logical object type from the list. 
For example: 

     Password Policy

■ Attribute: Select the desired attribute from the list, which varies depending 
upon the selected logical object type. For example: 

     Number of Login Tries Allowed

■ Operator: Select the appropriate operator for this attribute and rule. For 
example: 

     Replace

■ Old Value: Enter the old value of the parameter. For example: 

     2

■ New Value: Enter the new value of the parameter. For example: 

     3

6. Click the Save button to complete the operation (or Cancel to terminate without 
saving this rule).

     Save

The Association Details page appears with a message announcing that your 
transformation rule has been saved. 

7. Click the Transformation Rule subtab to add other transformation rules or to 
modify or delete a transformation rule.

Modifying a Transformation Rule
Any individual with HMUser privileges can perform this task. The Oracle Access 
Manager Configuration Manager repository and associated LDAP directories must be 
online.

You use the procedure here to edit an existing transformation rule for an association. 
For example, you can use this procedure to make a correction using the page shown in 
Figure 3–11. 
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Figure 3–11 Edit Transformation Rule Page

This procedure is similar to creating a transformation rule. However when you edit a 
rule, the Logical Object Type and Attribute are fixed and cannot be changed. Only the 
operator list, and the old and new value fields are active and may be used to modify 
current information.

To edit a transformation rule 
1. From Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, select the Migration tab, 

then select Associations. For example:

     Migration, Associations

2. In the Association Name column, click the desired name. For example:

The Association Details page appears.

3. Click the Transformation Rules subtab to display the Transformation Rules page. 
For example:

     Transformation Rules

The Transformation Rules page organizes logical object types for which rules have 
been created in a table.

4. Click the Show arrow beside the desired logical object type to display details 
about this rule. For example:

     Show

5. Select the attribute option to edit. For example:

6. Click the Edit button to display the page where you can modify this rule. 

     Edit

7. Modify the details for this transformation rule using the guidelines in "Adding an 
Optional Transformation Rule" on page 3-20.

8. Click Save to retain this change (or Cancel to terminate the operation).

     Save

9. Repeat this procedure to modify other transformation rules or proceed to 
following discussions as needed:
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■ Adding an Optional Transformation Rule

■ Deleting a Transformation Rule

Deleting a Transformation Rule
You use the procedure in this discussion to remove an existing transformation rule 
from the association. Any individual with HMUser privileges can perform this task. 
The Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager repository and associated LDAP 
directories must be online.

The delete operation cannot be undone. Before the rule is deleted, a message asks you 
to verify that this is the action you want to take. After the transformation rule is 
deleted, an informational message notifies you that operation was a success. You 
cannot restore a deleted transformation rule; instead, it must be re-created.

To delete a transformation rule 
1. From Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, select the Migration tab, 

then select Associations. For example:

     Migration, Associations

2. In the Association Name column, click the desired name. For example:

The Association Details page appears containing both the current Association 
Settings and the Transformation Rules subtab.

3. On the Association Details page, click the Transformation Rules subtab.

     Transformation Rules

4. Click the Show arrow to display the desired rule. For example:

     Show

5. On the Transformation Rules page, select the option beside the desired attribute to 
delete. For example:

6. Click the Delete button to remove this rule. For example:

   Delete

A message asks you to verify this operation.

7. Verify by clicking OK in the message window (or click Cancel to terminate the 
operation without completing it). For example:

     OK

8. Review the informational message and confirm that the item no longer appears in 
the rules table.

9. Repeat as needed to remove other rules.

10. Proceed to the following discussions before migrating data:

■ Making and Managing Snapshots
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■ Migrating Data from the Source to the Target

Making and Managing Snapshots
Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager provides a SnapShot function that 
enables you to create a backup copy of the entire oblix tree in a selected environment 
(LDAP directory defined in the Configuration Manager). You may restore a snapshot 
to restore the entire oblix tree to the directory. 

Making a snapshot does not significantly impact performance of the directory nor 
Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager performance.

Confirm that all prerequisite tasks in Table 3–5 have been performed before making a 
snapshot. 

Any individual with HMUser privileges can perform the tasks outlined in the 
following overview. The Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager repository 
and associated LDAP directories must be online.

Task overview: Making and managing snapshots 
1. Viewing the SnapShot List

2. Creating a Snapshot

3. Deleting a Snapshot

4. Restoring the Content of a Snapshot

Viewing the SnapShot List
You may view some information about a snapshot made using Oracle Access Manager 
Configuration Manager. However, you cannot view the actual content of a snapshot. 
Any individual with HMUser privileges can perform this task. The Oracle Access 
Manager Configuration Manager repository and environment must be online.

You start from the SnapShots tab and select an environment name from the Select 
Environment list. The table is empty until you select an environment. If snapshots exist 
for this environment, details are organized in a table as shown in Figure 3–12. Details 
that you can view include the snapshot name, an optional description, the date the 
snapshot was created, and the individual who created the snapshot. The table is empty 
if no snapshots exist for this environment.

Table 3–5  Snapshot Prerequisites

Confirm Prerequisite Task Look In

Add environment details in the Configuration Manager Adding Environment Details to the Configuration 
Manager on page 3-7

Notify administrators of the snapshot window in 
advance

Notifying Other Administrators on page 3-3

Confirm that the appropriate environment is accessible 
to the Configuration Manager

Testing the Environment Connection on page 3-11
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Figure 3–12 SnapShot List Page with Details

You may view snapshot details using the following procedure  However, you cannot 
view the content of a snapshot.

To view snapshot details 
1. From Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, select the SnapShots tab. 

For example:

     SnapShots

The SnapShots List page appears. At this point, you may either select an 
environment or create a new snapshot.

2. From the Select Environments list, choose an environment. For example:

If snapshots exist for the selected environment, details are organized in a table. 
Otherwise, a message in the table informs you that no items were found.

3. Proceed to the following discussions, as needed:

■ Creating a Snapshot

■ Deleting a Snapshot

■ Restoring the Content of a Snapshot

Creating a Snapshot
You use the following procedure to create a snapshot of an existing environment. Any 
individual with HMUser privileges can perform this task. The Oracle Access Manager 
Configuration Manager repository and the environment must be online.

The snapshot may be used only by Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager. If 
you are migrating configuration data using the Configuration Manager, Oracle 
recommends that make a snapshot of the target just before migrating data. If you are 
using the Configuration Manager to export configuration data to an LDIF file, Oracle 
recommends that you create a snapshot of the target just before importing the LDIF file.

There is no significant impact on LDAP directory nor Configuration Manager 
performance during the snapshot process. The duration of the snapshot process 
depends on the amount of configuration data in the oblix tree in the selected 
environment. 
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From the SnapShots tab you select an environment from the list, and then click the 
Create New button to display the Add SnapShot page. You enter the snapshot name 
and optional description in the fields provided. 

When naming a snapshot or adding a description, you may use any combination of 
upper and lower case alpha/numeric characters, as well as spaces and punctuation. 
You then select an environment from the Select Environment list. A completed Add 
SnapShot page is shown in Figure 3–13.

Figure 3–13 Add SnapShot Page

When you click the Save button, the snapshot is created. When the process completes, 
an informational message confirms that the operation was successful. The new 
snapshot name and details appear in the table on the SnapShot List page. You cannot 
view the actual content of a snapshot. 

To create a snapshot 
1. From Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, select the Snapshots tab. 

For example:

     SnapShots

2. Select an environment from the Select Environments list. For example:

3. Click the Create New button to display the Add Snapshot page.

     Create New

4. Fill in the Add SnapShot page with information appropriate to your environment, 
as follows:

■ SnapShot Name: Enter a unique name that will identify this specific snapshot 
in the list. For example:

10104QA - Dec 14

Note: Oracle recommends that you schedule a window of time for 
this operation and notify other administrators before starting. For 
more information, see "Notifying Other Administrators" on page 3-3.
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■ Description: Enter an optional description to further distinguish this from 
other snapshots in the list. For example:

Before migrating Manager Workflow

■ Select Environment: From the list, select the specific directory for which you 
want to capture a snapshot. For example:

10104QA

5. Select Save to assign this information and create the snapshot (otherwise select 
Cancel to terminate the operation without creating the snapshot).

     Save

When the operation completes, you are returned to the Snapshot List page where 
you should see a message confirming that the Snapshot was saved. 

6. Check the message and the table to confirm that the snapshot is available for 
possible restoration later.

■ Snapshot Successful: Proceed with migration.

■ Snapshot Not Successful: If you receive an error message, test the connection 
to the environment and the repository to ensure that these are live and online.

Deleting a Snapshot
You may use the following procedure to delete a snapshot. Any individual with 
HMUser privileges can perform this task. The Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager repository and associated LDAP directories must be online.

Deleting a snapshot cannot be undone. During this procedure, a message asks you to 
verify that you do want to delete the snapshot. When you confirm, the operation 
completes and you are returned to the SnapShots List page. An informational message 
notifies you that the snapshot was deleted; related details are removed from the table.

To delete a snapshot 
1. From Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, select the SnapShots tab. 

For example:

     SnapShots

2. Select an environment from the Select Environments list. For example:

3. In the Select column, click the option beside the name of the snapshot you want to 
delete. For example:

4. Click the Delete button. 

Note: Once a snapshot is deleted, you cannot use this snapshot for 
any restoration operation in the Configuration Manager. 
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   Delete

A message asks you to verify that you want to delete the snapshot.

5. Click OK in the message window to verify removing the snapshot (otherwise, click 
Cancel to terminate the operation).

     OK

6. On the SnapShots List page, review the informational message and validate that 
the selected item was deleted.

Restoring the Content of a Snapshot
You may want to restore a snapshot if configuration data in the oblix tree of the 
environment becomes inconsistent or is corrupted as a result of changes that are 
external to Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager. Any individual with 
HMUser privileges can perform this task. The Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager repository and the appropriate environment must be online.

When you restore a snapshot that was made using Oracle Access Manager 
Configuration Manager, the entire oblix tree is restored to the directory. Revoked 
changes include both migration changes made using the Configuration Manager, as 
well as changes made outside the Configuration Manager. 

Before the restoration commences, you are asked to verify that you want to restore the 
selected snapshot. After your verification a new snapshot is created to capture the 
current state of the directory, and then the selected earlier snapshot is restored. If you 
believe that too many changes were reverted during the restoration, you can restore 
the snapshot that was made during the restoration. 

To restore the content of a snapshot 
1. From Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, select the SnapShots tab. 

For example:

     SnapShots

2. Select an environment from the Select Environments list. For example:

3. In the Select column, click the option beside the name of the snapshot you want to 
restore. For example:

Caution: Restoring a snapshot reverts all changes made after the 
snapshot was taken and returns the directory to the state it was in at 
the time the snapshot was made. 

Note: If you created a directory backup using any application other 
than Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, you cannot use 
Configuration Manager to restore the backup. 
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4. Click the Restore button. For example:

     Restore

A message asks you to verify that you want to complete the Restore operation, 
which reverts the oblix tree in the environment to its previous condition.

5. Click OK to complete the restoration (or Cancel to terminate the operation).

     OK

After you verify the operation a new snapshot is made of the environment in its 
current state, and then the content of the selected snapshot is restored.

6. On the SnapShots List, review the informational message to confirm success; you 
should see the new snapshot details in the table.

Migrating Data from the Source to the Target
Topics in this discussion include migration overviews that explain the migration 
process and all activities you will perform. Following the overviews is a step-by-step 
procedure to guide you. Any individual with HMUser privileges can perform this task. 
The Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager repository and associated LDAP 
directories must be online during all migration activities.

Figure 3–14 illustrates the migration process and tasks that you will perform using the 
Configuration Manager. Additional details follow the figure.

Note: Oracle recommends that you schedule a migration window 
and notify administrators before migrating data. For more 
information, see "Notifying Other Administrators" on page 3-3.
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Figure 3–14 Migration Task, Step by Step

The following task overview presumes that you have completed all prerequisite tasks 
in Table 3–6 on page 3-37.

Task overview: Migrating data after selecting the Migration tab, and Migrate 
subtab 
1. Select a directory association to specify the migration path: Required and 

described in "About Selecting an Association" on page 3-31.

2. Select logical object (logical object types) to migrate: Required and introduced in 
"About Selecting Logical Objects to Migrate" on page 3-31. 

3. Compare the logical objects that you selected in a navigation tree:

■ To review the differences on the source and the target

■ To see related objects that you can select and migrate as well as dependents 
that will be migrated automatically
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For more information, see "About Comparing Data Before Migration",  on 
page 3-32.

4. Customize the selected logical objects:

■ Automated: To automatically apply any optional transformation rules that 
were defined for this association. For more information, see "Adding and 
Managing Optional Transformation Rules" on page 3-17.

■ Optional: Edit logical object attributes manually to assign new values that will 
be applied to the target during migration. For more information, see "About 
Customizing the Target" on page 3-34

5. Preview the target system to review the selected logical objects as they are now 
and as they will be when migration completes. For more information, see "About 
Previewing Before Migration" on page 3-36.

6. Enter a unique transaction description to identity the record of this migration, 
which is created automatically, then Migrate the data. For more information, see 
"Migrating Data" on page 3-37.

Alternative: Export data to an LDIF file then import the data offline (using an 
external tool to import the data). For more information, see "About Exporting Data 
to an LDIF File (Optional)" on page 3-36.

7. Restart all Identity Servers and Access Servers in the target environment, as 
described in "Restarting Servers After Migration" on page 3-41.

About Selecting an Association
The LDAP directory environments that you will use during the migration must be 
online and accessible to the Configuration Manager. 

You start data migration by selecting the Migration tab, then the Migrate secondary 
tab. The Select Logical Objects to Compare page appears. A progress indicator appears 
at the top of the page: Select is highlighted. From here, you must select an association 
to specify the migration path from a source environment to a target environment. 

Figure 3–15 Association Name, Select Logical Objects to Compare Page

You are ready to select logical object types, as described next.

About Selecting Logical Objects to Migrate
After selecting an association, a folder appears representing the source environment. 
You can select the expansion icon to the left of the icon to display logical object types 
on the source. A scroll bar beside the list enables you to scroll up and down as needed. 

Caution: You may not use the Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager to migrate data from a release 7.0.4 environment to a release 
10g (10.1.4.0.1) environment nor vice versa. For more information, see 
"Deployment Support and Interoperability" on page 1-14.
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When you click the expansion icon beside the folder, all supported logical object types 
in the environment are displayed as shown in Figure 3–16. A check box beside each 
logical object type enables you to select (or clear) items to compare. No defaults are 
selected. 

Figure 3–16 Partial Logical Object Types List

Each logical object folder includes an expansion icon. When you expand a logical 
object type, you can see the logical objects grouped under that type. You can select as 
many logical object types (or logical objects) as needed: 

■ Select the check box beside a logical object type to compare all logical objects of a 
particular type. 

■ Click the expansion icon beside a folder to expand the type and display logical 
objects. 

After selecting logical object types (or logical objects), your next activity is to compare 
the selected logical object types as described next.

About Comparing Data Before Migration
You have the opportunity to view and compare differences between logical objects on 
the source and target at one time. 

After selecting items on the Select Logical Object Types to Compare page and clicking 
the Compare button, the Compare and Migrate page appears.  
Both the source and target environments are shown. In the progress indicator, 
Compare is highlighted. Scroll bars are available on both the page and browser 
window.

When you click either title, Source Environment or Target Environment, details about 
both environments expand in to a navigation tree. Expanded information is based on 
the logical object types (or logical objects) that you selected. 

Expanding Objects to Compare: Initially, folders for the source and target 
environment are collapsed. You click the icon to the left of a folder to expand or 
collapse the navigation tree for the object. 
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Expanding an object in one view results in an expansion of the object in both views. 
Expanded objects show attributes, related objects, and dependents. For more 
information about related objects and dependents, see "Physical Entries and Logical 
Objects" on page 1-7. A sample Compare and Migrate page is shown in Figure 3–17. 

Figure 3–17 Partial Compare and Migrate Page

Only Differences are Displayed: Whether you select logical object types or specific 
logical objects, the Compare and Migrate page shows only the differences between the 
source and target. For example, suppose that you have five workflows: WF1, WF2, 
WF3, WF4, and WF5 in the source environment and suppose that:

■ WF1 is also present in the target with a different Description attribute

■ WF2 and WF3 are not in the target environment

■ WF4 and WF5 are the same in the source and the target environments

If you selected only the logical object type User Manager Workflow Definition, the 
Compare and Migrate page will display WF1 because it has a different Description 
attribute, as well as WF2 and WF3 which are not yet on the target.

However, if you selected logical objects WF1, WF2, WF4, the Compare and Migrate 
page shows WF1 because it has a different attribute value, and WF2 because it does 
not exist on the target at this time. However, WF4 is not shown because it is the same 
in both the source and target environments.

Symbols Highlight Differences When Comparing Objects to Migrate: The following 
symbols may appear between an object name and its check box to alert you to 
differences as shown in Figure 3–17. For example, the: 

■ +: Add Icon appears only when the object is present in one directory but not both. 

– An + (Add icon) in the Source Environment list indicates that the object is 
present on the source directory but not on the target directory. 
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– An + (Add icon) in the Target Environment list indicates that the object is 
present on the target directory but not the source directory.

■ !: Diff Icon (!) appears when the logical object has differing attribute values or 
dependents, or both.

The example in Figure 3–17 shows the following differences (among others): 

■ Policy1 (displayed with the Add + icon) is present only in the source.

■ Policy2 (displayed with the Diff ! icon) is the same logical object in the source 
and target but has different attribute values for the Number of Login tries 
Allowed and Password Minimum Age on the source and target.

Steps to compare data are included in the procedure under Migrating Data on 
page 3-37. 

Selecting Objects to Customize and Migrate: After comparing the differences 
between the source and target, you select the check box beside objects in the source 
tree that you want to migrate. When all desired objects are selected on the source, you 
click the Next button to display the Customize page. If you click Cancel, you are 
returned to the Select Logical Objects to Compare page.

The next step is to customize data on the target before migration, as described next.

About Customizing the Target
You can resolve differences in attribute values by creating optional transformation 
rules or by manually customizing attributes during migration.

After selecting logical objects on the Compare and Migrate page and clicking Next, 
any transformation rules that were defined for the association are applied 
automatically. The Customize page appears and shows how objects on the target have 
been customized by the application of transformation rule, if any. In the progress 
indicator, Customize is highlighted. 

Initially, only the titles of the two environments are shown. When you expand either 
environment, details of both environments are presented in a navigation tree:

■ Target Environment - Before Migration: The current and exact state of logical 
objects in the target LDAP directory before transformation rules and any manual 
customizations are applied.

■ Target Environment - After Migration: The state of logical objects on the target as 
they will be after transformation rules, manual customization, and migration are 
completed.

A sample Customize page is shown in Figure 3–18. In this example, objects are 
expanded. Differences in attributes and dependents are visible. Again, the Add (+) and 
the Diff (!) icons indicate differences between the target before and after migration. 
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Figure 3–18 Partial Customize Page

Clicking the Cancel button terminates the Customize operation and returns you to the 
Select Logical Object Types to Compare page.

Manually Customizing Attributes: Attributes in the Target Environment - After 
Migration tree include an update button labeled with two dots (..). Selecting an update 
button opens an Update Attribute window where you can manually assign a new 
value for the attribute. The new value will be assigned during the data migration. 
Alternatively you may customize attributes after migration within your Oracle Access 
Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, deployment. 

For example suppose that in both views the Password Policy Enable is (False). 
To manually customize the value of this attribute, you select the (..) button beside 
Password Policy Enable (False). In the Update Attribute window, you enter a 
new value, in this case true, and save it. Figure 3–19 provides an example of the 
Update Attribute window.

Figure 3–19 Update Attribute Window

When you select Save, you are returned to the Customize page and the new value is 
reflected in the Target Environment - After Migration tree. If you canceled the update, 
you are returned to the Customize page with no changes made to the attribute. 

When you finish customizing attributes and select the Next button the Preview page 
appears, as described next.
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About Previewing Before Migration
The Preview page provides you with a final opportunity to evaluate any 
customizations and to verify the logical objects that will be migrated. In the progress 
indicator, Migrate is highlighted. 

On the Preview page, you expand icons as you did on other pages. The Diff ! icon 
appears only to identify attribute value differences on the target before and after the 
migration. 

Before you select the Migrate button you need to enter a unique transaction 
description, as described next.

Selecting the Back button returns you to the Customize page. Selecting the Cancel 
button returns you to the initial Select Logical Objects to Compare page, with nothing 
selected.

About Transactions and Migrating the Data
Before you select the Migrate button, Oracle recommends that you enter a unique 
transaction description in the field provided at the bottom of the Preview page. A 
unique numeric Transaction ID is assigned automatically during data migration. A 
unique description will help identity this transaction from others later on. You may 
use a transaction record to roll back any changes made during this migration, as 
described in Chapter 5. 

When you click the Migrate button, data migration begins. When migration completes, 
an informational message appears stating the operation was successful. For details 
about the time to complete data migration, see "Downtime Assessment and Example" 
on page 1-14.

After migrating data, you must restart all Identity and Access Servers in the target 
deployment, as described in "Restarting Servers After Migration" on page 3-41.

About Exporting Data to an LDIF File (Optional)
Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager allows you to export data to an LDIF 
file instead of migrating data automatically. If you export data to an LDIF file you can 
edit the LDIF file offline using a text editor, if desired, then import the LDIF file using 
an external tool offline.

The export method includes using Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager to 
select an association, select logical object types on the source, and compare selected 
objects on the source with those on the target. You also preview changes after the 
application of transformation rules and customize data manually using Configuration 
Manager if you choose. Instead of assigning a transformation description and 
migrating data with Configuration Manager, you export your selections to an LDIF 
file. 

After exporting data to an LDIF file, you import it offline at a later time. In this case, no 
transaction record is created because the actual migration occurs independently. 
Without a transaction record, rolling back changes is not possible using the Oracle 
Access Manager Configuration Manager. 

Note: Alternatively, you may choose to export data to an LDIF file, 
as described next.
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Steps to export data to an LDIF file are included in the procedure on "Migrating Data", 
next. In this case, Oracle recommends that you make a snapshot of the target directory 
just before importing the LDIF file using an external tool. 

Whether you export data to an LDIF file or migrate data automatically using the 
Configuration Manager, you must restart all Identity and Access Servers in the target 
deployment. For more information, see "Restarting Servers After Migration" on 
page 3-41. 

Migrating Data
Any individual with HMUser privileges can perform data migration. The Oracle 
Access Manager Configuration Manager repository and associated LDAP directories 
must be online. Confirm that all prerequisite tasks in Table 3–6 are completed before 
you use the procedure in this section to migrate data.

To migrate data from the source to the target 
1. Test Environment: Perform the following activities to confirm that the source and 

target environments in the association are accessible to the Configuration 
Manager:

a. From Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, select the Migration tab, 
click Environments. For example:

     Migration, Environments

b. Click the source Environment Name to view details. For example:

c. On the View Environment page, click the Test Environment button.

     Test Environment

d. Read the informational message to confirm that the environment connection is 
successful. 

If there is any problem with the connection, notify the directory administrator. 
The directory must be live and online during the migration.

e. Repeat these activities with the target environment to ensure that it is live and 
online.

Note: Details of importing the LDIF file are outside the scope of this 
manual.

Table 3–6  Migration Prerequisites  

Confirm Prerequisite Task Look In

Notify administrators of the migration window in 
advance (and follow up after migration) 

Notifying Other Administrators on page 3-3

Create at least one directory association to specify the 
source and target for the migration

Creating a Directory Association on page 3-14

Add (optional) transformation rules for the association Adding an Optional Transformation Rule on page 3-20

Make a snapshot of the current state of the target 
directory

Creating a Snapshot on page 3-25
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2. From the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, select the Migration tab, 
then click Migrate. For example:

     Migration, Migrate

3. From the Select Association list, choose the desired association. For example:

4. Perform the following steps to select logical objects to compare and migrate:

a. Expand the association icon to display a list of supported logical object types. 
For example:

b. Select all logical object types that you want to include in this migration.

5. Compare: Perform the following steps to compare differences and view 
dependents of selected logical object types on the source and target directories:

a. Click the Compare button to display the Compare and Migrate page. For 
example:

     Compare

The Compare and Migrate page appears.

b. Show Differences: On the Compare and Migrate page, perform the following 
steps to review any differences:

– Expand objects by clicking the expansion icon beside the folder.

– Add + icon: Determine whether the Add icon is only in the target, or only 
in the source. 

– Diff ! icon: Determine which objects are designated with the Diff ! icon 
(differing attribute values or dependents).

c. Show Dependents: Perform the following activities to show dependents for a 
logical object: 

– Click the expansion icon beside a logical object to expand it.

– Look for and expand the list of dependents and attributes.

Dependents are migrated automatically; there is no way to select these 
independently. However, you must select logical objects and related logical 
objects to migrate.

d. Select Logical Objects and Related Objects for Migration: From the Source, 
check the box beside each item you want to select (or click a checked box to 
clear it).
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e. On the Compare and Migrate page, click the Next button to display the 
Customize page.

     Next

For more information about comparing logical objects, see "About Comparing 
Data Before Migration" on page 3-32. 

When you select the Next button, any transformation rules created for this 
association are applied automatically. The Customize page appears. The body of 
the page is divided in two segments: Target Environment - Before Migration and 
Target Environment - After Migration. 

6. Customize: On the Customize page, perform the following activities:

a. Review details of the Target Environment - After Migration to see how the 
application of any transformation rules has changed objects. 

b. Observe and document differences between the Target Environment - After 
Migration and the Target Environment - Before Migration; pay attention to any 
item flagged with the Diff (!) icon because you may want to update attributes.

c. Proceed as desired for your environment: 

– Update Attributes Before Migration: Proceed to step 7 if you want to 
perform this optional activity.

– Preview Data: Proceed to step 8 to review all information before 
migration.

– Cancel the Migration: Click the Cancel button to return to the Select 
Logical Objects to Compare page.

For more information, see "About Customizing the Target" on page 3-34.

7. Update Attributes: From the Customize page, perform the following optional 
activities if desired. After expanding objects in the Target Environment - After 
Migration list:

a. In your browser window, enable pop-ups for this site.

b. Click the updated button (..) beside the attribute you want to change to open 
the Update Attributes window. For example:

c. In the Update Attributes window, add the new value and click Save. For 
example:
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– Attribute Name: The current attribute name is fixed and cannot be 
changed.

– Attribute Old Value: The current attribute value is fixed.

– Attribute New Value: Enter the new attribute value you want to assign 
using guidelines in "About Customizing the Target" on page 3-34.

– Save: Click the Save button to save the updated attribute value and return 
to the Customization page.

– Repeat as needed for each attribute you want to change in the Target 
Environment - After Migration list.

d. When you finish with the Customize page, click the Next button to call the 
Preview page. 

8. Preview the Target: On the Preview page, expand icons and review all 
information to confirm that this is what you want to migrate, then proceed as 
appropriate for your migration. For example:

– Export Data to an LDIF File: Proceed to step 9 to export data to an LDIF file 
for customizing or importing with an external tool. In this case, no transaction 
record is created.

– Migrate Data Now: Skip to step 10 to assign a transaction description then 
continue with following steps.

– Cancel the Migration: Click the Cancel button to return to the Select Logical 
Objects to Compare page.

9. Export to LDIF File (Optional): Use the following steps only to export the selected 
logical objects to an LDIF file (to import offline at a later time). 

a. Click the Export to LDIF button.

     Export to LDIF

b. In the Open MigrationData window, click Open with Notepad (default).

     Open with Notepad (default)

c. In the Notepad window, you may review and edit the data to be exported, 
then save the file.

     Save

d. In the Save as window, locate the destination directory for this file and enter a 
file name with the .ldif extension and click Save. For example.

   MigrationData_12_16.ldif

The file is created in the location you specify. No transaction record is created. 
For more information, see "About Exporting Data to an LDIF File (Optional)" 
on page 3-36.

e. Before using an external tool to import the LDIF file, make a snapshot of the 
target directory.

Use of external tools to migrate data using an LDIF file are outside the scope 
of this manual.

10. Assign a Transaction Description (Required): In the Transaction Description field 
at the bottom of the Preview page:
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a. Enter a unique name to help you recognize the record of this specific 
transaction later on. For example:

   10104DevQA_12_14

b. Click Save.

     Save

11. Migrate Data: On the Preview page, click the Migrate button. For example:

     Migrate

A unique Transaction ID is assigned, then the migration operation completes. The 
amount of time it takes to perform the migration has several factors. For more 
information, see "Downtime Assessment and Example" on page 1-14. 

An informational message confirms that the migration is complete as shown here. 
The transaction ID and description are also shown.

12. Review the informational message, then note the transaction ID assigned during 
the migration (and description that you provided).

After migration, you need to shut down and restart all Identity Servers and Access 
Servers to flush the caches and update the configuration with the new 
information.

13. Proceed to "Restarting Servers After Migration" to ensure data synchronization 
after migration.

Restarting Servers After Migration
When you alter data directly using the Identity or Access System Console, changes are 
automatically written to the directory from the server. In this case, appropriate entries 
in the server cache are flushed and the server is updated with the latest configuration 
data automatically. 

However when you use the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager to migrate 
changes, or you export data to an LDIF file and import it offline, changes are written to 
the directory only. In this case, the servers are not directly involved. As a result, 
immediately after migrating data with the Configuration Manager you must manually 
restart all Identity Servers and Access Servers in the target environment to flush their 
caches and update the servers with the latest configuration data from the target 
directory.
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Restarting 10g (10.1.4.0.1) Policy Manager components (known in release 7.0.4 as the 
Access Manager component), is not required after data migration.

To ensure data synchronization after migration 
1. Replicated Environment: Immediately after migrating data, ensure that all 

changes have fully propagated to the replicas before performing server restarts as 
described in following steps.

2. Immediately after migrating data, restart all Identity Servers (Identity Server 
Service on Windows platforms) in the target installation.

3. Immediately after migrating data, restart all Access Servers (Access Server Service 
on Windows platforms) in the target installation.

4. Validate the target environment and data changes as described in Chapter 4, 
"Validating Migration Success". 

Caution: When multiple servers are involved, it is particularly 
important to avoid delays that could result in data synchronization 
issues between the server and the directory. During a rolling restart, 
there will be a period of inconsistency until all servers have been 
restarted.

Caution: If you have a replicated directory environment, you must 
ensure that the migration changes made to the master LDAP directory 
are fully propagated to the replicas before restarting Identity and 
Access Servers.
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4
Validating Migration Success

This chapter suggests how to validate the success of a data migration performed using 
the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager. Topics in this chapter include:

■ About Validating Migrated Changes

■ Validating Migrated Data with Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1)

■ Validating Migrated Data with Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4

About Validating Migrated Changes
As discussed in Chapter 1, Oracle recommends that you develop specific tests to help 
you quickly evaluate the configuration data changes in the source deployment before 
you began migrating data. After migration, you can use these same tests in the target 
deployment to ensure that everything is working as expected.

Confirm that the prerequisite tasks outlined in Table 4–1 have been performed before 
starting tasks in this chapter. 

For more information you can use to ensure that the migrated data operates properly, 
see the following topics:

■ Validating Migrated Data with Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1)

■ Validating Migrated Data with Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4

Caution: Oracle strongly recommends that you "true up" any 
dependencies in the target deployment. For example if you migrated 
workflow data, ensure that all workflow participants mentioned in the 
source directory are included in the target. Otherwise, the workflow in 
the target deployment may not work properly.

Table 4–1  Validation Prerequisites

Confirm Prerequisite Task Look In

Develop tests in the source deployment that validate 
the success of configuration data changes to be 
migrated

Data Migration Planning and Deliverables on page 1-12

Migrate data Migrating Data on page 3-37

Restart all Identity and Access Servers in the target 
deployment

Restarting Servers After Migration on page 3-41

Ensure that all dependencies in the source are also in 
the target environment
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Validating Migrated Data with Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1)
Oracle recommends that you use the migrated data in your Oracle Access Manager 
10g (10.1.4.0.1) deployment to ensure that the changes were properly migrated and 
everything is working as expected.

Refer to following discussions for details about validating migrated data within your 
target Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1) deployment:

■ Validating Identity System Data Migration in 10g (10.1.4.0.1)

■ Validating Access System Data Migration in 10g (10.1.4.0.1)

Validating Identity System Data Migration in 10g (10.1.4.0.1)
To validate data migration, you will perform tasks in the Oracle Access Manager 10g 
(10.1.4.0.1) Identity System Console and applications that rely on the target directory 
and migrated data.

The following procedure provides steps and an outline of activities you might perform 
to validate migrated data. Step 5 includes several suggestions about activities you 
might want to perform. However, the actual tasks you perform will depend on the 
data you have migrated.

To validate 10g (10.1.4.0.1) Identity System data migration 
1. Identify the Identity System applications and functions that are impacted by the 

migrated data and develop a plan to test these in the target Identity System and 
applications.

2. In the target installation, ensure that all Identity Server services and WebPass Web 
server instances are running.

3. Go to the Identity System Console from your browser by specifying the 
appropriate URL. For example:

     http://hostname:port/identity/oblix

where hostname refers to computer that hosts the Web server; port refers to the 
HTTP port number of the WebPass Web server instance; /identity/oblix connects 
to the Identity System Console.

The Oracle Access Manager landing page appears.

4. Perform any of the following tasks, or others, to prove that the migrated data is 
operating properly. For example:

– Review panels in the User Manager, Group Manager, or Organization 
Manager.

– Verify audit policies for the User Manager, Group Manager, Organization 
Manager, if these are impacted.

– Review attribute access control policies in the User Manager, Group Manager, 
or Organization Manager

Note: The procedures you complete to validate the success of the 
migration in a live target deployment are essentially the same 
regardless of your product release (10g (10.1.4.0.1) or release 7.0.4). 
Only certain product terms differ.
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– Review the Master Auditing Policy and the Global Auditing Policy, if 
appropriate.

– Verify Password and Lost Password policies, if such data changes were 
migrated.

– Validate any migrated workflow configuration details, when data changes 
were migrated.

– Review object class definitions, if appropriate after migration.

– Verify Identity Server and WebPass definitions; server settings; administrator 
information; and directory options.

5. Log out, as usual.

For information about performing specific tasks, see the Oracle Access Manager Identity 
and Common Administration Guide.

Validating Access System Data Migration in 10g (10.1.4.0.1)
To validate data migration in the Access System, you will perform tasks in the Oracle 
Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1) Access System Console and applications that rely on 
the target directory and migrated data.

The following procedure provides steps and an outline of activities you might perform 
to validate migrated data. Step 5 includes several suggestions about activities you 
might want to perform. However, the actual tasks you perform will depend on the 
data you have migrated.

To verify a successful 10g (10.1.4.0.1) Access System data migration 
1. Identify the Access System applications and functions that are impacted by your 

migrated data and develop a plan to test these.

2. Make sure all Policy Manager Web server and WebPass Web server instances are 
running.

3. Go to the Access System Console from your browser by specifying the appropriate 
URL. For example:

     http://hostname:port/access/oblix

where hostname refers to computer that hosts the Web server; port refers to the 
HTTP port number of the WebPass Web server instance; /access/oblix connects to 
the Access System Console.

The Oracle Access Manager landing page appears.

4. Log in as a Master Administrator.

5. Perform one or more of the following tasks, or others, to validate migrated data. 
For example:

■ Review Access Server, Access Server Cluster, and Access Client details. 

■ Validate authentication and authorization scheme details that are impacted.

■ Look at reports data.

■ Review impacted policy domains.

6. Log out, as usual.

For more information about performing specific tasks, see Oracle Access Manager Access 
Administration Guide.
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Validating Migrated Data with Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4
Oracle recommends that you use the migrated data in your Oracle COREid Release 
7.0.4 deployment to ensure that the changes were properly migrated and everything is 
working as expected.

The following procedures describe how to validate successful data migrations in 
Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4:

■ Validating Identity System Data Migration in Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4

■ Validating Access System Data Migration in Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4

Validating Identity System Data Migration in Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4
To validate data migration Identity System, you will perform tasks in the Oracle 
COREid Release 7.0.4 System Console and applications that rely on the target directory 
and migrated data.

The following procedure provides steps and an outline of activities you might perform 
to validate migrated data. Step 5 includes several suggestions about activities you 
might want to perform. However, the actual tasks you perform will depend on the 
data you have migrated.

To validate Identity System data migration in release 7.0.4 
1. Identify the Identity System applications and functions that are impacted by your 

migrated data and develop a plan to test these.

2. Make sure all Identity Server services and WebPass Web server instances are 
running.

3. Go to the COREid System Console from your browser by specifying the 
appropriate URL. For example:

     http://hostname:port/identity/oblix

where hostname refers to computer that hosts the Web server; port refers to the 
HTTP port number of the WebPass Web server instance; /identity/oblix connects 
to the COREid System Console.

The COREid landing page appears.

4. Log in as a Master Administrator.

5. Using the COREid System Console or applications, perform the following tasks, or 
others, to validate data that may be impacted by the migration. For example:

– Review panels in the User Manager, Group Manager, or Organization 
Manager.

– Verify audit policies for the User Manager, Group Manager, Organization 
Manager, if these are impacted.

– Review attribute access control policies in the User Manager, Group Manager, 
or Organization Manager

Note: The procedures you complete to validate the success of the 
migration in a live target deployment are essentially the same 
regardless of your product release (10g (10.1.4.0.1) versus release 
7.0.4). Only certain product terms differ.
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– Review the Master Auditing Policy and the Global Auditing Policy, if 
appropriate.

– Verify Password and Lost Password policies, if such data changes were 
migrated.

– Validate any migrated workflow configuration details, when data changes 
were migrated.

– Review object class definitions, if appropriate after migration.

– Verify Identity Server and WebPass definitions; server settings; administrator 
information; and directory options.

6. Log out, as usual.

For more information about performing specific tasks, see the Oracle COREid Access 
and Identity Administration Guide Volume 1.

Validating Access System Data Migration in Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4
To validate data migration Access System, you will perform tasks in the Oracle 
COREid Release 7.0.4 Access System Console and applications that rely on the target 
directory and migrated data.

The following procedure provides steps and an outline of activities you might perform 
to validate migrated data. Step 5 includes several suggestions about activities you 
might want to perform. However, the actual tasks you perform will depend on the 
data you have migrated.

To verify a successful Access System data migration in release 7.0.4 
1. Identify the Access System applications and functions that are impacted by your 

migrated data and develop a plan to test these.

2. Make sure your Access Manager Web server and WebPass Web server instances 
are running.

3. Go to the Access Manager/Access System Console from your browser by 
specifying the appropriate URL. For example:

     http://hostname:port/access/oblix

where hostname refers to computer that hosts the Web server; port refers to the 
HTTP port number of the WebPass Web server instance; /access/oblix connects to 
the Access System Console.

The Access System landing page appears.

4. Log in to the Access Manager/Access System Console as a Master Administrator.

5. Perform any of the following tasks, or others, to validate the migrated data. For 
example:

■ Review Access Server, Access Server Cluster, and Access Client details. 

■ Validate authentication and authorization scheme details that are impacted.

■ Look at reports data.

■ Review impacted policy domains.

6. Log out, as usual.

For more information about specific tasks, see Oracle COREid Access and Identity 
Administration Guide Volume 2.
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5
Managing Transactions and Rolling Back 

Changes

This chapter explains how to view transaction records created by the Oracle Access 
Manager Configuration Manager during migration and how to roll back changes for a 
specific transaction. Also discussed is how to restore the content of a specific 
environment snapshot made using the Configuration Manager. Topics in this chapter 
include:

■ Viewing Transaction Details for an Associated Directory Pair

■ Rolling Back Changes Made During a Specific Transaction

■ Restoring the Content of an Environment (Directory) Snapshot

Viewing Transaction Details for an Associated Directory Pair
A transaction record is created automatically each time you perform a migration with 
Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager. From the Transaction List page, you 
can select an association and view existing transaction records for that association. 

Figure 5–1 shows a sample Transactions List page. Details you can view include the 
Transaction ID assigned automatically during the migration; the description that was 
entered for the transaction; the name of the user who performed the migration the date 
on which the migration was performed; and the status of the migration transaction. 

Figure 5–1 Transactions List Page
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You may select a transaction record to view the changes made during the selected 
migration in greater detail. Figure 5–2 shows an example of the View Transactions 
page and the types of details that you can view for the selected migration transaction.

Figure 5–2 Viewing Differences Between the Target Before and After Migration

As shown in Figure 5–2, each folder has an expansion icon. Symbols appear between 
the folder icon and the object name indicate that the following types of changes 
occurred during the migration: 

■ +: Add Icon (+) appears only when the object is present in one directory but not 
both. 

■ !: The Diff Icon (!) appears when the logical object has differing attribute values or 
dependents.

If you have used Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager to migrate data, you 
have seen these symbols when comparing and customizing the target. For more 
information about the symbols used to show differences, see "About Customizing the 
Target" on page 3-34.

To view transaction details 
1. From Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager home page, click the 

Transactions tab. For example:

     Transactions

Note: You cannot explicitly delete a transaction record. Transaction 
records are deleted only when you delete the association to which the 
records belong. 
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2. From the Select Association list, select the desired directory association. For 
example: 

The Transactions List page appears with existing transactions for the selected 
association.

3. In the Select column, click the option beside the desired Transaction ID to select it. 
For example:

4. Click the View button to display the details of this transaction. For example:

     View

5. Review the details in the transaction record to ensure that this is what you want.

6. Click the Back button on this page to return to the Transaction List. For example:

     Back

Rolling Back Changes Made During a Specific Transaction
You may select a transaction record, then revert (roll back) the changes made during 
data migration using Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager. Rolling back a 
transaction reverts only those changes made to logical objects during data migration 
using Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager. 

There are any number of reasons you may choose to rollback a migration transaction. 
For example, consider a scenario where you changed logical objects in the source 
deployment (workflows, policy domains, and WebGates). After testing and validating 
that the changes produced the desired result in the source deployment, you migrated 
the data to a target deployment. However if post-migration testing in the target 
deployment did not produce the results you expected, you may choose to roll back the 
transaction to restore the target environment. Considering a different scenario, 
suppose that you migrate and validate a change to one object in the target 
environment, and then decide to delete the object from the target. In this case, you may 
either roll back the transaction to remove the migrated logical object from the target or 
delete it directly using the Identity or Access System Console.

Before you perform a rollback, be sure to confirm that the environment involved is 
accessible by the Configuration Manager. When you roll back a transaction, Oracle 
Access Manager Configuration Manager returns the target environment to the state it 
was in before the migration by:

■ Removing logical objects on the target that were added during the migration (this 
does not include related logical objects) 

For example, suppose that the logical object Access Client, which uses the (related) 
logical object Access Server, was added to the target during migration. If you roll 
back the transaction, Access Client is removed but not the related logical object 
Access Server.
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■ Reverting logical objects on the target to their state before migration, which means 
that: 

– Migrated logic objects that had different attributes or dependents before 
migration are reverted to their pre-migration state.

– Transformation rules are reverted (undone) during the rollback operation. 
Logical objects that were affected by the application of transformation rules 
are restored to their pre-migration (their state before the rules were applied).

– Any manual customizations made to attribute values during the migration are 
reverted (undone) during the rollback operation.

Following is a brief overview of the rollback process. After selecting the environment 
and initiating the rollback operation, a Customize page appears as shown in 
Figure 5–3. Scroll bars are provided, as usual. In the progress indicator, Customize is 
highlighted.

Figure 5–3 Customize Page During the Rollback Operation

The rollback Customize page provides a navigation tree of the: 

■ Target Environment - Before Rollback: The target as it is now, after the migration 
transaction and before this rollback operation.

■ Target Environment - After Rollback: The target as it will be after this rollback 
operation. The rollback operation returns the target to this pre-migration state. It is 
in this view that you may customize attributes before rolling back the changes.

On the Customize page, symbols that appear between the folder icon and the object 
name indicates the following types of changes: 
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■ +: Add Icon (+) appears only when the object is present in one directory but not 
both. 

■ !: The Diff Icon (!) appears when the logical object has differing attribute values or 
dependents.

From the Customize page, you may manually update attributes in the Target 
Environment - After Rollback view. The process is similar to the customization you can 
perform during migration. For more information about customizing attributes, see 
"About Customizing the Target" on page 3-34. 

Whether you customize attributes or not, you click the Next button to proceed to the 
Rollback Transaction page. A sample Rollback Transaction page is shown in 
Figure 5–4.

Figure 5–4 Rollback Transaction Page

The Rollback Transaction page enables a final review and validation before the actual 
rollback. The page shows the target both as it is now (before) and as it will be (after) 
this rollback operation. In the progress indicator, Rollback is highlighted.

The Rollback Transaction page includes four buttons and a Transaction Description 
field where you enter a unique description for the record that will be created during 
this rollback operation. You may use the new transaction to roll back this rollback 
operation and restore the target to the state it is in at this moment (after the original 
migration and before rolling back changes).

Using the buttons on the Rollback Transaction page enables you to:

■ Rollback: Revert the changes made during the selected transaction and restore the 
environment to the condition you see in the Target Environment - After Rollback 
view as described in the following procedure.

You are asked to verify that this is what you want to do. When the operation 
completes you are notified with an informational message that appears on the 
Confirm page. A transaction record is created for this rollback operation. 
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■ Export to LDIF File: Create an LDIF file (optional) containing data in the Target 
Environment - After Rollback view. You may use this LDIF file to edit or import 
the data using an external tool. In this case, no transaction record is created.

■ Back: Return to the Customize page where you may update attributes.

■ Cancel: Terminate the rollback operation without completing it and return to the 
Transaction List page.

The following procedure provides the steps you use to perform the rollback operation. 
Details about exporting data to an LDIF file and customizing attributes are included in 
the procedure and are optional.

To roll back the changes made during a specific migration transaction 
1. In the Configuration Manager, select the Transactions tab. For example:

     Transactions

2. From the Select Association list, select the desired directory association. For 
example: 

The Transactions List page appears with existing transactions for the selected 
association.

3. Click the option beside the desired transaction to select it.

4. Click the Rollback button:

     Rollback

5. Customize Attributes (Optional): Perform the following optional steps to update 
attributes manually; new values are assigned during the rollback operation. 
Otherwise, click Next and skip to step 6.

a. On the Customize page, click the button labeled (..) beside the attribute you 
want to change (to open the Update Attributes window).

b. In the Update Attribute window, add the new value and click Save. For 
example:

– Attribute Name: The current attribute name is fixed and cannot be 
changed.

– Attribute Old Value: The current attribute value.

– Attribute New Value: Enter the new attribute value in the field provided.

– Save: Click the Save button to save the updated attribute value and return 
to the Customization page.

c. Repeat as needed for each attribute you want to change in the After Rollback 
view.

d. When you finish with the Customize page click the Next button to display the 
Rollback Transaction page, then proceed with one of the following activities: 
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– Export Data to an LDIF File: Proceed step 6 if you want to create an 
optional LDIF file to edit or use when importing data with an external 
tool. No transaction record is created.

– Roll Back Changes: Proceed to step 7 to create a transaction record and 
roll back changes.

– Cancel the Rollback Operation: Click Cancel to terminate the rollback 
without completing it.

6. Export to LDIF File (Optional): Perform the following steps, in order, only if you 
want to export the data to an LDIF file to import using an external tool. Otherwise, 
skip to step 7.

a. On the Rollback Transaction page, click the Export to LDIF button. For 
example:

     Export to LDIF

b. In the Open MigrationData window, select a text editor (or click Open with 
Notepad (default)). For example:

     Open with Notepad (default)

c. In the Notepad window review and edit the data to be exported, then save the 
file. For example:

     Save

d. In the Save as window, locate the destination directory for this file and enter a 
file name with the .ldif extension and click Save. For example.

   MigrationData_01_07.ldif

The file is created in the location you specify. No transaction record is created.

e. Before using an external tool to import the LDIF file, make a snapshot of the 
target directory as described in "Creating a Snapshot" on page 3-25.

7. Roll Back: On the Rollback Transaction page, complete the following activities to 
complete the operation: 

a. Enter a Transaction Description in the field provided, to name the record that 
is created during this rollback operation. For example:

     Roll back of Transaction 1372

b. Click the Rollback button to revert the changes made during the original 
migration transaction. For example:

     Rollback

c. Click OK to validate and start the rollback. For example:

     OK

d. Check the informational message when the operation completes, to confirm 
that the rollback is successful, as shown next. 
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8. Restart Identity and Access Servers to ensure data synchronization after migration, 
as described in "Restarting Servers After Migration" on page 3-41. 

Restoring the Content of an Environment (Directory) Snapshot
For your convenience, the following information about restoring the content of an 
environment snapshot is repeated from Chapter 3

You may want to restore a snapshot if configuration data in the oblix tree of the 
environment becomes inconsistent or is corrupted as a result of changes that are 
external to Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager. Any individual with 
HMUser privileges can perform this task. The Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager repository and associated LDAP directories must be online.

When you restore a snapshot that was made using Oracle Access Manager 
Configuration Manager, the entire oblix tree is restored to the directory. Revoked 
changes include both migration changes made using the Configuration Manager, as 
well as changes made outside the Configuration Manager. 

Before the restoration commences, you are asked to verify that you do want to restore 
the selected snapshot. After your verification a new snapshot is created to capture the 
current state of the directory, and then the older selected snapshot is restored. If you 
believe that too many changes were reverted during the restoration, you can restore 
the snapshot that was made during the restoration. 

To restore the content of a snapshot 
1. From Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, select the SnapShots tab. 

For example:

     SnapShots

Caution: Restoring a snapshot reverts all changes made after the 
snapshot was taken and returns the directory to the state it was in at 
the time the snapshot was made. 

Note: If you created a directory backup using any application other 
than Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, you cannot use 
Configuration Manager to restore the backup. 
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2. Select an environment from the Select Environments list. For example:

3. In the Select column, click the option beside the name of the snapshot you want to 
restore. For example:

4. Click the Restore button. For example:

     Restore

A message asks you to verify that you want to complete the operation (and revert 
the status of the environment to its previous state).

5. Click OK to verify and complete the operation (or Cancel to terminate the 
operation).

     OK

After verifying that this is what you want to do, a new snapshot is made of the 
environment in its current state, then the content of the selected snapshot is 
restored.

6. On the SnapShots List, review the informational message to confirm success; you 
should see the new snapshot listed.
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A
Planning Worksheets and Tracking 

Checklists

Before migrating data, your team must create a document that defines and records a 
detailed plan for each installed deployment. You also need details about components 
and data within each deployment. This chapter provides worksheet templates that you 
can copy and fill in, and checklists you can copy and use to track migration activities:

■ About Completing Planning Worksheets and Checklists

■ Worksheet for Your Overall Deployment

■ Worksheet for Directory Instances

■ Worksheet for DIT and Object Definition Details

■ Worksheet for Directory Server Profiles

■ Worksheet for Database Instance Profiles

■ Worksheet for Identity Servers

■ Worksheet for Policy Manager (release 7.0.4 Access Manager) Instances

■ Worksheet for Access Servers

■ Worksheet for Configurations

■ Checklist for Deploying and Setting Up the Configuration Manager

■ Checklist for Configuration Data Migration

■ Checklist for Migration of Other Data Using Another Tool

About Completing Planning Worksheets and Checklists
Oracle recommends that you copy and fill in the worksheets in this appendix to record 
the details for each installed deployment. Oracle Access Manager installation or 
upgrade worksheets provide a starting point. Any details that you can access and print 
from your deployment will save you time and eliminate the possibility of errors. 

This appendix also provides three checklists. You use the first checklist to track 
application deployment and setup. You use the second checklist to track data 
migration activities. The third checklist identifies data that is not supported for 
migration using Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager.

Note:  Store worksheets, printed copies, and other recorded details 
about your installation in a secure location for tracking purposes.
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Worksheet for Your Overall Deployment
Use the space in Table A–1 to record general information about your deployment. 

Table A–1  Details for Your Overall Deployment

Task Subtask Overall Deployment Worksheet

0 0.1 Deployment Name: ________________________________________________________________

Deployment Type (circle all that apply):          

       Identity System Only                Joint Identity and Access System

       Development        Test/Demo          QA          Pre-Production         Production        Other

Master Administrator for this deployment:___________________________________________

Date of the last validation of system operation:________________________________________

0.2 Total number of each component in this deployment:

Identity Servers:____________________________________________________________________

WebPass Instances:_________________________________________________________________

If Joint Identity and Access System, enter, total number of:

   Policy Managers (release 7.0.4 known as Access Manager component):____________________

   Access Servers:____________________________________________________________________

   WebGates:________________________________________________________________________

   Custom AccessGates:_______________________________________________________________

   Application Server Connectors (BEA, IBM, OC4J):______________________________________

0.3 Total number of:

Directory Instances for Identity Servers only:__________________________________________

If Joint Identity and Access System:

Directory Instances for Policy Managers only:________________________________________

Directory Instances used by Identity Servers, Policy Managers (release 7.0.4 Access Manager), 
Access Server:_________________________________________________________________

0.4 Applications that depend on this deployment, owner:

App. Names                           Owner                            Comments

____________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

0.5 Change control procedures:__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Scheduled maintenance windows:_____________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Off hours operation windows:_______________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
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Worksheet for Directory Instances
Use the space in Table A–2 to record details about each directory instance in Oracle 
Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, deployments.

Table A–2  Details for Directory Instances

Task Subtask Directory Instance Details

1 1.1 Directory server type: ______________________________________________________________

Directory server version:____________________________________________________________

Directory server patch level:_________________________________________________________

1.2 Directory Server Details

Directory server DNS hostname/IP address:____________________________________________

Directory server port #: ______________________________________________________________

Root bind DN for Oracle Access Manager:______________________________________________

Root password______________________________________________________________________

Searchbase__________________________________________________________________________

Configuration base__________________________________________________________________

Directory server security mode              Open                   SSL

If SSL: 

■ Path to CA Certificate File_____________________________________________________

■ Keystore Password___________________________________________________________

Disjoint searchbase___________________________________________________________________

1.3 Directory Server Profiles (for more information, see specific worksheets for each)

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

1.4 Master/replica configuration details:

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

1.5 Types of data in the directory server (circle all that apply for migration):

                 Configuration Data                    Policy Data

1.6 Person Object Class__________________________________________________________________

Group Object Class_________________________________________________________________

User full name attribute:_____________________________________________________________

User login ID attribute:_______________________________________________________________

Password attribute:_________________________________________________________________

1.7 User class attribute:

1.8 User login ID attribute:

1.9 Password attribute:
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Worksheet for DIT and Object Definition Details
Use the space in Table A–3 to record details you need for each LDAP directory 
instance.

Table A–3  DIT and Object Definition Details

Task Subtask DIT and Object Definition Details

2 2.1 Directory server DNS hostname or IP address:__________________________________________

Directory server port #: _____________________________________________________________

2.2 DIT and schema objects used in Oracle Access Manager (or Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4)

Person_____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Group______________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Others______________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Diagram an up to 4-level deep DIT_____________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

2.3 Object definition details for all objects managed through Oracle Access Manager:

Person_____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Group______________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Others______________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
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Worksheet for Directory Server Profiles
Use the space in Table A–4 to record details each directory server profile. Consider 
printing this information from your existing installation. 

Table A–4  Details for Directory Server Profiles for Oracle Access Manager/Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4

Task Subtask Directory Server Profile Details

3 3.1 Directory server DNS hostname/IP address:___________________________________________

Directory server port #: _______________________________________________________________

3.2 Directory Server Profile

Profile Name____________________________________:___________________________________

Namespace (searchbase): _____________________________________________________________

Directory Type:______________________________________________________________________

Dynamic Auxiliary Classes

3.3 Operations (circle all that apply)

Search Operations:     Search Entries                       Authenticate Users

Read Operations:        Read Entry

Write Operations:        Create Entry          Modify Entry          Delete Entry         Change 
Password

3.4 Used by components (record all that apply)

All                                               

Identity Servers:_____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Access Servers_______________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Policy Managers (formerly Access Managers)____________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

3.5 Write Operations:        Create Entry          Modify Entry          Delete Entry         

Change Password

3.6 Database Instances (for more information, see specific worksheets for each)

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

3.7 Maximum Active Servers:____________________________________________________________

Failover Threshold:__________________________________________________________________

Sleep for seconds:___________________________________________________________________

Max. Session Time (minutes):_________________________________________________________
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Worksheet for Database Instance Profiles
Use the space in Table A–5 to record details about each database instance profile 
associated with a directory server instance. Consider printing this information from 
your existing installation.

Table A–5  Details for DB Instance Profiles 

Task Subtask DB Instance Profile Details

4 4.1 Directory Server Instance Name_______________________________________________________

computer Name hosting the directory instance__________________________________________
_

Port Number: ______________________________________________________________________

Root DN:___________________________________________________________________________

Root DN Password:__________________________________________________________________

Time Limit:_________________________________________________________________________

Size Limit:__________________________________________________________________________

    Flags:     SSL        Referral              Fast Bind (AD only)

If SSL: 

■ Path to CA Certificate File_____________________________________________________

■ Keystore Password___________________________________________________________

Secure Port Number_________________________________________________________________

Initial Connections:__________________________________________________________________

Maximum Connections:______________________________________________________________
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Worksheet for Identity Servers
Use the space in Table A–6 to record details about each Identity Server.

Table A–6  Details for Existing Identity Servers

Task Subtask Existing Identity Server Details

5 Prepare for Identity Configuration Data Migration in Deployment:

Total Number of Identity Servers in this deployment:

5.1 Identity Server Details

Installation directory of this Identity Server _____________________________________________

Exact Patch Level____________________________________________________________________

Operating System and Patch Level_____________________________________________________

Installation directory for the associated WebPass_________________________________________

5.2 Transport security mode between the Identity Server and WebPass:

        Open                          Simple                            Cert

If Simple, enter Pass Phrase__________________________________________________________

If Cert mode, specify full path to: 

■ Certificate file (ois_cert.pem)_____________________________________________________

■ Certificate PEM pass phrase_____________________________________________________

■ Key file (ois_key.pem) __________________________________________________________

■ Chain file (ois_chain.pem)_______________________________________________________

5.3 Unique Identity Server ID of this instance:______________________________________________

Host name of computer where Identity Server installed___________________________________

Port number for Identity Server/WebPass communication________________________________

5.4 Directory server type___________________ _____________________________________________

For more information for this Directory Instance, see worksheet____ ______________________

5.5 Security mode between directory server and Identity Server:     SSL         Open

If SSL, path to the Root CA certificate

5.6 (Windows only) Unique Identity Server service name that differentiates this instance in the 
Services window if you have multiple instances):

5.7 Auditing configuration

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

5.8 Password policy configuration

____________________________________________________________________________________
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Worksheet for Policy Manager (release 7.0.4 Access Manager) Instances
Use the space in Table A–7 to record details about each existing Policy Manager 
(formerly known as the Access Manager component).

Table A–7  Details for Existing Policy Managers

Task Subtask Existing Policy Manager Details

6 Prepare for Policy Data Migration in Deployment:

Total Number of Policy Managers in this deployment:

6.1 Policy Manager Instance Details

Installation directory of this Instance _________________________________________________

6.2 Is this the master Policy Manager for the data migration?     Yes          No

Where is policy data stored?

- User data directory server

- Configuration data directory server

- Separate directory server

Directory server type___________________ ____________________________________________

Searchbase where user data is stored:__________________________________________________

Configuration DN:__________________________________________________________________

Policy base:________________________________________________________________________

For more information for this Directory Instance, see worksheet____ _____________________

If the security mode between the directory server and the Policy Manager is SSL, the path to 
the SSL certificate is:_________________________________________________________________

6.3 Person object class name:

6.4 Policy Manager policy domain root:
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6.5 Configured Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1)/Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4 
authentication schemes?         Yes               No

If Yes, select authentication scheme or schemes:

10g (10.1.4.0.1) Authentication Schemes                             release 7.0.4 Authentication Schemes                      

- Basic Over LDAP                                                         - Basic Over LDAP

- Client Certificate                                                         - Client Certificate

- Anonymous                                                                - NetPoint None Authentication

- Oracle Access and Identity Basic Over LDAP        - NetPoint Basic Over LDAP

- Oracle Access and Identity Basic Over LDAP for AD Forests

                                                                                         - NetPoint Basic Over LDAP for AD Forests

- Others ____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

6.6 Configured Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1)/Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4-related policy 
domains?        Yes               No

If Yes, select policy domains:

10g (10.1.4.0.1) Policy Domains                                     release 7.0.4 Policy Domains

- Identity Domain (a default)                                          - NetPoint Identity Domain

- Access Domain (a default)                                            - NetPoint Access Manager

Others _____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

6.7 Configured policies to protect Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1) or Oracle COREid 
Release 7.0.4-related URLs?       Yes               No

Details_____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Table A–7 (Cont.) Details for Existing Policy Managers

Task Subtask Existing Policy Manager Details
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Worksheet for Access Servers
Use the space in Table A–8 to record details about each earlier Access Server. Consider 
printing some of this information from the Access System Console.

Table A–8  Details for Existing Access Servers

Task Subtask Access Server Details

7 Access Server Details

Total number of Access Servers 

7.1 Access Server Instance Details

Installation directory of this Access Server Instance ______________________________________

7.2 Access Server Details in the System Console

Access Server name__________________________________________________________________

Access Server host name______________________________________________________________

Port # the Access Server listens to______________________________________________________

Transport security between Access Server and associated WebGate:     Open       Simple       Cert

Associated WebGate ID_______________________________________________________________

Access Management flag             On               Off

7.3 Which directory server stores the configuration data?

     Same as Policy Manager directory server?          Yes            No

     Configuration DN_________________________________________________________________

If no, see worksheet for directory server instance________________________________________ 

Host computer______________________________________________________________________

Port number________________________________________________________________________

Root DN____________________________________________________________________________

Root DN password___________________________________________________________________

Directory type_______________________________________________________________________

Security mode between the configuration data directory server and the Access Server:   

          Open            SSL

7.4 Which directory server stores the policy data?___________________________________________

Policy base__________________________________________________________________________

For more details about directory server instance, see worksheet for_______________________

7.5 Transport Security for Access System Components:        Open          Simple          Cert

Simple mode only

Global Access Protocol pass phrase:____________________________________________________

Password file________________________________________________________________________

Cert mode only

Certificate PEM phrase:_______________________________________________________________

Password file_______________________________________________________________________

Path of the certificate file:_____________________________________________________________

Path of the key file:__________________________________________________________________

Path of the chain file:_________________________________________________________________
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Worksheet for Configurations
Use the space in Table A–9 to record details about each configuration. 

Table A–9  Details for Existing Configurations

Task Subtask Details of Existing Configurations

8 8.1 Installation directory of the Configuration _____________________________________________

Other components on this computer?          Yes            No

        Identity Server          WebPass          Policy Manager          Access Server          WebGate

8.2 Workflows

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

8.3 User cache flush configuration_________________________________________________________

AccessGate ID_______________________________________________________________________

8.4 Access Control Lists (ACLs)

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

8.5 Custom Identity Event plug-ins (workflow details involving this plug-in, pre- or post actions)

Plug-in Name:______________________________________________________________________

Workflow Details:____________________________________________________________________

Pre-event Actions:___________________________________________________________________

Post-event Actions:___________________________________________________________________

Plug-in Name:______________________________________________________________________

Workflow Details:____________________________________________________________________

Pre-event Actions:___________________________________________________________________

Post-event Actions:___________________________________________________________________

Plug-in Name:______________________________________________________________________

Workflow Details:____________________________________________________________________

Pre-event Actions:___________________________________________________________________

Post-event Actions:___________________________________________________________________

Plug-in Name:______________________________________________________________________

Workflow Details:____________________________________________________________________

Pre-event Actions:___________________________________________________________________

Post-event Actions:___________________________________________________________________

Plug-in Name:______________________________________________________________________

Workflow Details:____________________________________________________________________

Pre-event Actions:___________________________________________________________________

Post-event Actions:___________________________________________________________________
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8.6 Customized Authentication plug-ins: __________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

8.7 Customized Authorization plug-ins: __________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

8.8 10g (10.1.4.0.1) Access Manager API clients/release 7.0.4 Access Server API clients: 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Table A–9 (Cont.) Details for Existing Configurations

Task Subtask Details of Existing Configurations
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Checklist for Deploying and Setting Up the Configuration Manager
Use the checklist in Table A–10 to track the progress of Deploying and Setting Up the 
Configuration Manager. 

Table A–10  Checklist for Schema and Data Preparation

Done Checklist for Deploying and Setting Up the Configuration Manager Details

Deployment Name:_________________________________________________________________

Task owner:________________________________________________________________________

Planning for Configuration Manager Deployment on page 2-1 Chapter 2

Setting Up a Repository and Installing OC4J on page 2-5

Installing and Setting up the Oracle Database Repository on page 2-5

Installing and Configuring OC4J on page 2-6

Chapter 2

Deploying the Configuration Manager on page 2-11 Chapter 2

Assigning Configuration Manager Administrator and User Roles on page 2-15 Chapter 2

Adding Repository Details in the Configuration Manager on page 2-27 Chapter 2

Ensuring the Repository is Available to the Configuration Manager on page 2-30 Chapter 2
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Checklist for Configuration Data Migration
Use the checklist in Table A–11 to track the progress of migrating data changes. This 
checklist should be used in conjunction with the information in chapters noted in the 
table.

Table A–11  Checklist for Configuration Data Migration

Done Checklist for Configuration Data Migration Details

Deployment Name:_________________________________________________________________

Task owner:________________________________________________________________________

Notifying Other Administrators on page 3-3 Chapter 3

Adding Environment Details to the Configuration Manager on page 3-7 Chapter 3

Creating a Directory Association on page 3-14 Chapter 3

Adding and Managing Optional Transformation Rules on page 3-17 Chapter 3

Creating a Snapshot on page 3-25 Chapter 3

Migrating Data from the Source to the Target on page 3-29

See also: " Data to Migrate Using Another Tool" on page A-15.

Chapter 3

Restarting Servers After Migration on page 3-41 Chapter 3

Validating Migration Success on page 4-1 Chapter 4

Rolling Back Changes Made During a Specific Transaction on page 5-3

Transaction ID_____________________________________________________________________

Date of Roll back:___________________________________________________________________

Reason for Roll back:________________________________________________________________

Chapter 5

Restoring the Content of an Environment (Directory) Snapshot on page 5-8

SnapShot ID_____________________________________________________________________

Date of Restoration:_______________________________________________________________

Reason for Restoration:____________________________________________________________

Chapter 5
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Checklist for Migration of Other Data Using Another Tool 
Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager migrates only data in the LDAP 
directory. It does not migrate any files. 

The items in Table A–12 are not supported for migration using Oracle Access Manager 
Configuration Manager. To migrate data in Table A–12, you must use other code 
management products for check in, check out, and deployment. Details of other tools 
are outside the scope of this manual.

Table A–12  Data to Migrate Using Another Tool

Done Description 

Data that cannot be migrated using Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager:

Data Type                                                                                         Tool Used to Migrate This Data:

■ PPP catalog (and associated called scripts/code)               ________________________________________

■ Javascripts                                                                                ________________________________________

■ Images                                                                                      ________________________________________

■ Stylesheets                                                                               ________________________________________

■ Authentication Plug-in Code (if any)                                   ________________________________________

■ Authorization Plug-in Code (if any)                                   ________________________________________
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B
Troubleshooting Configuration Manager

Issues

The information here is provided to help you when troubleshooting issues that arise 
during installation and setup of the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager 
and data migration. Topics in this chapter include:

■ Accessing and Using the Log File

■ Accessing and Using the Audit File

■ Troubleshooting OC4J Installation and Setup Issues

■ Troubleshooting Oracle Database Installation and Setup Issues

■ Troubleshooting Configuration Manager Issues

Accessing and Using the Log File
Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager uses Oracle Diagnostic Logging for 
Java (ODL) to produce log files. The ODL library is incorporated into the 
Configuration Manager in ojdl.jar.

The log file helps you verify Configuration Manager activities such as migrating data, 
creating snapshots, adding a new environment, and so on. Log entries include details 
about Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager, the Oracle Database repository, 
and environments (directory servers). For example, if you attempt to add new 
environment (directory) details in Configuration Manager when the repository is 
offline, a log entry is created stating that the database is not running.

Log File Naming: The current ODL log file naming standard is followed. This means 
that the each new log file is created and named log.xml. The generated log file is stored 
as: 

      $OC4J_Home/j2ee/home/log/OAMCMLogs/log.xml 

Log File Rotation: Log rotation is automatic and based on file size. This means that log 
files rotate automatically when the current log reaches a certain size. The maximum 
limit for log file size is 100 MB. When the current file reaches the size limit, a new file 
is created as log.xml and the content in the earlier version is archived with a different 
name. Archived log files are named as logindex.xml, where index is a number. Older 
archived files have a lower index number: log1.xml is the oldest, log2.xml is the next 
oldest, and so on. 

You update parameters in the following file to set up log file rotation:

     oc4j_install_dir/j2ee/home/config/j2ee-logging.xml
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The following HMLogger entries are key to Configuration Manager log file rotation 
(the value of the maxFileSize is in bytes): 

     <log_handlers>
     <log_handlername='HMLog-Handler'
       class='oracle.core.ojdl.logging.ODLHandlerFactory'>
    <property name='path' value='../log/OAMCMLogs'/>
    <property name='maxFileSize' value='10485760'/>
    <property name='maxLogSize' value='104857600'/>
    <property name='encoding' value='UTF-8'/>
    </log_handler>
    </log_handlers>

Log File Content and Logging Levels
The log file includes the operation name, the individual who performed the operation, 
a time stamp, the status of the operation, and any errors as discussed later. J2SE 
includes two standard formatters:

■ SimpleFormatter: Writes brief human-readable summaries of log records.

■ XMLFormatter: Writes detailed XML-structured information.

You may either view the log file as an XML file or apply a stylesheet of your own 
design to view the files. Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager does not 
provide stylesheets for this purpose. 

Normal event information is provided to administrators. Low-level traces and debug 
information can be provided to advanced administrators. For details about specific 
events and who can view these, see Table B–4. 

The log file looks something like the following example:

<MESSAGE>
  <HEADER>
    <TSTZ_ORIGINATING>2006-07-20T18:57:17.968+05:30</TSTZ_ORIGINATING>
    <COMPONENT_ID>oracle</COMPONENT_ID>
    <MSG_TYPE"NOTIFICATION"></MSG_TYPE>
    <MSG_LEVEL>1</MSG_LEVEL>
    <HOST_ID>ps0065</HOST_ID>
    <HOST_NWADDR>10.77.199.149</HOST_NWADDR>
    <MODULE_ID>hm.log.HMLogger</MODULE_ID>
    <THREAD_ID>10</THREAD_ID>
    <USER_ID>sharadchandra_chaval</USER_ID>
  </HEADER>
  <CORRELATION_DATA>

<EXEC_CONTEXT_ID><UNIQUE_ID>10.77.199.149:25178:1153402038031:0</UNIQUE_
ID><SEQ>0</SEQ></EXEC_CONTEXT_ID>
  </CORRELATION_DATA>
  <PAYLOAD>
    <MSG_TEXT>Entering Into Method - com.oracle.hm.hmobjectshandler. 
     HMObjectsHandler.getInstance </MSG_TEXT> 
  </PAYLOAD>
</MESSAGE>
....
<MESSAGE>
  <HEADER>
    <TSTZ_ORIGINATING>2006-07-20T18:57:18.062+05:30</TSTZ_ORIGINATING>
    <COMPONENT_ID>oracle</COMPONENT_ID>
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    <MSG_TYPE TYPE="NOTIFICATION"></MSG_TYPE>
    <MSG_LEVEL>1</MSG_LEVEL>
    <HOST_ID>ps0065</HOST_ID>
    <HOST_NWADDR>10.77.199.149</HOST_NWADDR>
    <MODULE_ID>hm.log.HMLogger</MODULE_ID>
    <THREAD_ID>10</THREAD_ID>
    <USER_ID>gail_tiberi</USER_ID>
  </HEADER>

Each log message contains a number of required attributes, and may contain 
additional optional attributes.

Required Attributes: All diagnostics log messages must have the following attributes:

■ Time stamp 

■ Component ID 

■ Message type

■ Message ID (for each message of the type Notification and greater)

■ Execution Context ID

■ Message level

■ Message text

■ Module ID (use the component ID if the component is a single module 
component)

Optional Attributes: Diagnostics log messages may have the following attributes:

■ Organization ID 

■ Instance ID

■ User ID 

■ Message Arguments

■ Process ID

■ Thread ID

■ Host ID

■ Host Network Address

■ Supplemental Detail

Component-Specific Attributes: Components may add additional component specific 
attributes using the supplemental attributes fields. The definition and contents of these 
attributes are specific to each component. For supplemental, Oracle Enterprise 
Manager requires user-friendly names (WIP, for example).

Implicit Attributes: The value of some attributes may be implicit from the context, 
even if it does not appear explicitly in the log message. For example, if a component 
has a private log that only contains log messages for that component (for example, a 
log for OC4J that has messages only for that OC4J instance), then all log messages are 

Note: The Logging Service will be able to provide the Instance ID, 
Process ID, Host ID, and Host Network Address. Avoid using implicit 
attributes.
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assumed to have the component ID attribute set to the component that owns the log. 
Avoid using implicit attributes.

Table B–1 provides more information about ODL log message text format fields.

Table B–2 outlines the diagnostic message attributes in more detail.

Table B–1  ODL Log Message Text Format Fields

Field Name Short Name Required (Y/N) Comments

TIMESTAMP, ORIGINATING N/A Y Use [] if no value

TIMESTAMP, NORMALIZED N/A N Use [] if no value

COMPONENT ID N/A Y Use [] if no value

MESSAGE ID N/A Y Use [] if no value

MESSAGE TYPE N/A Y Use [] if no value

MESSAGE LEVEL N/A Y Use [] if no value

MODULE ID N/A Y

MESSAGE TEXT N/A Y

EXECUTION_CONTEXT_ID ecid Y

ORGANIZATION_ID org N

HOSTING_CLIENT_ID hostingClientid N

MESSAGE_GROUP group N

HOST_ID host N

HOST_NWADDR nwaddr N

PROCESS_ID N

THREAD_ID tid N

USER_ID userid N

UPSTREAM_COMPONENT_ID upstreamComp N

DOWNSTREAM_COMPONENT_ID downstreamComp N

ERROR_INSTANCE_ID errid N

DETAIL_LOCATION detailLoc N

Table B–2  Log File Diagnostic Message Attributes

Attribute Name Description Example

Timestamp, originating Date and time when the message was generated. The 
timestamp should have as much precision as possible. At a 
minimum is should it should have at least up to the second, 
but using milliseconds is recommended.

2003-12-20T12:30:45.123-08:00

Timestamp, normalized Date and time when the message was generated, adjusted for 
time difference between the host where the message was 
generated and the host of the common repository. This field is 
only set when the log message is written to a central repository, 
and should not be set by components.

2003-12-20T12:30:45.123-08:00

Organization ID The organization that wrote the component that originated the 
message. All Oracle components should use 'oracle'.

oracle

Component ID The component that originated the message. OHS

Instance ID The instance to which the component that originates the 
messages belongs. This field will usually be set only when 
messages are written to a central repository.

OraHome1.mjgoncal-sun.us.or
acle.com
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Logging Levels and Message Types
In java.util.logging, levels are represented by objects of class 
java.util.logging.Level. There is a small number of predefined levels 
(SEVERE, WARNING, INFO, CONFIG, FINE, FINER, FINEST). However, 
applications may create additional levels. Each level is uniquely identified by an 
integer value. Therefore, it is possible to create one new level object for each possible 
integer value. 

Java levels are mapped to ODL message types and levels. In general, only the ODL 
message types and levels should be exposed in the component configuration. Mapping 
of ODL message type and level to java.util.logging.Level will be provided by 
a subclass of the Level class. All possible Java levels (from Integer.MIN_VALUE to 
Integer.MAX_VALUE) have a mapping. Components are not restricted to using the 
predefined levels. The mapping for the predefined java levels as shown in Table B–3

Message ID A short identifier that uniquely identifies the message. The 
Message ID should be in the format <component 
prefix>-<message number>, where <component prefix> is a 
short component prefix (a six character maximum) and 
<message number> is a five digit number.

MAS-12345

Message Type The type of the message. The five defined message types are: 
INTERNAL_ERROR, ERROR, WARNING, NOTIFICATION, 
and TRACE. In addition, the value UNKNOWN may be used 
when the type is not known.

NOTIFICATION

Message Level The level qualifies the message type, indicating the degree of 
severity of the message. The value is an integer from 1 (highest 
severity) to 32 (lowest severity).

1

Host ID The host name where the message originates. For Java, this 
should be the value returned by 
java.net.InetAddress.getLocalHost().getHostName().

mjgoncal-sun.us.oracle.com

Host NW Addr The network address of the host where the message originates. 
For Java, this should be the value returned by 
java.net.InetAddress.getLocalHost().getHostAddress(). 

138.1.42.113

Module ID An identifier of the module that originated the message. The 
value is component specific

main

Process ID An identifier of the process or execution unit that generated the 
message. The value should be the operating system PID, or 
some other value that can be used to identify the process.

1234

Thread ID An identifier of the thread that generated the messages main

User ID The user whose execution context originated the message scott

Supplemental Attributes A list of supplemental, application specific, message attributes. 
Each supplemental attribute must have a name and value

name=URL, 
value=/dmsoc4j/Spy

Execution Context ID A global unique identifier and a sequence number of the 
thread of execution that the originating component participates 
in. The identifier can be used to correlate messages from 
several components that may be involved in the same thread of 
execution.

1234567890,1

Message Text A descriptive text for the message. This should be a short 
description of the event, with at most 1000 characters.

Supplemental Detail Supplemental information about the event. This can contain 
more detailed information than the message text. A Java stack 
trace, for example, should be in the supplemental detail, not in 
the message text.

java.lang.NullPointerExceptio
n   at Test.main(Test.java:20)

Table B–2 (Cont.) Log File Diagnostic Message Attributes

Attribute Name Description Example
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Java levels with an integer value that falls between two predefined levels are mapped 
to the next mapped MessageType (with the ODL level set to an appropriate value), 
depending on the difference between the level and the next predefined level. Java 
levels less than FINEST and greater than SEVERE.intValue() + 100 are mapped to 
UNKNOWN.

Messages of type INTERNAL_ERROR, ERROR, WARNING and NOTIFICATION 
have a message ID composed of a short component prefix (3 to 6 characters) and a 
5-digit message number. For example, MAS-12345.

Table B–4 outlines the log file message types and levels in greater detail.

Table B–3  Java Levels and Corresponding ODL MessageType:Level

Java Level ODL MessageType:Level

SEVERE.intValue()+100 INTERNAL_ERROR:1

SEVERE ERROR:1

WARNING WARNING:1

INFO NOTIFICATION:1

CONFIG NOTIFICATION:16

FINE TRACE:1

FINER TRACE:1

FINEST TRACE:32

Table B–4  Log File Message Types

ODL Message Type/Level 
(Java Level) Intended Audience Description Expected Volume

INTERNAL_ERROR:1 
(SEVERE.intValue()+100)

System Administrators, 
Application Developers, 
Oracle Support

A serious problem that may be caused by a bug 
in the product and that should be reported to 
Oracle Support. The occurrence of an internal 
error triggers the generation of an incident by 
the Diagnosability Framework.

Low. No 
performance 
impact.

ERROR:1 (SEVERE) System Administrators 
Application Developers, 
Oracle Support

A serious problem that requires immediate 
attention from the System Administrator. This 
is not caused by a bug in the product

Low. No 
performance 
impact.

WARNING:1 (WARNING) System Administrators 
Application Developers, 
Oracle Support

A potential problem that should be reviewed 
by the System Administrator.

Low. No 
performance 
impact.

NOTIFICATION:1 (INFO) System Administrators 
Application Developers, 
Oracle Support

A normal event that occurs in the System. No 
performance impact. This is the default Level at 
which the product is shipped.

Low

NOTIFICATION:16 (CONFIG) System Administrators 
Application Developers, 
Oracle Support

A finer level of granularity for reporting 
normal events. Minimal performance impact. 
While this is not the default Level for the 
product, it should be possible to enable this 
level broadly in a production environment 
without having a significant performance 
impact in the product.

Low to moderate.
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Accessing and Using the Audit File
Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager audits certain events and stores all 
audit entries in the Oracle Database repository, in the OCMAUDIT table. You may 
query the OCMAUDIT table within the Oracle Database repository and use external 
applications to view these reports. 

Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager audits the event types for the 
functions outlined in Table B–5.

TRACE:1 (FINE) Advanced System 
Administrators, 
Advanced Application 
Developers, Oracle 
Support

Trace or debug information for events that are 
meaningful to end users of the product, such as 
public API entry/exit points. The messages 
should be clear enough to be understood by 
someone who does not know internal 
implementation details. Small performance 
impact. This level may be enabled broadly 
occasionally on a production environment to 
debug issues with the product. Enabling 
logging at this level may have a small 
performance impact, but not to the point of 
making the product unusable. It should be 
possible to enable this level on a production 
system to write to a circular memory buffer 
(MemoryHandler) without a significant 
performance impact

Moderate

TRACE:16 (FINER) Oracle Support Detailed trace or debug information that can 
help Oracle Support diagnose problems with a 
particular subsystem. The messages should be 
clear enough to be understood by Oracle 
Support engineers who have a deep knowledge 
of the product but may not know full details of 
the internal implementation. This level should 
not be enabled on a production environment, 
except on special situations to debug issues 
with the product. It is not expected that this 
level will be enabled broadly for the product, 
but only for a few specific sub-systems 
(loggers).

High

TRACE:32(FINEST) Oracle DDR Very detailed trace or debug information that 
usually is intended for an Oracle developer 
working on the product and who knows 
enough details about the implementation of the 
sub-system that generates the message. This 
level is not expected to be enabled in a 
production environment and it is intended to 
be used to debug the product on a test or 
development environment

Very high

Table B–5  Audited Event Types and Functions

Read/ Access
Write/ Add/ 
Create Update Delete Restore

Environment Functions Y Y Y

Association Functions Y Y Y

Transformation_Rule 
Functions

Y Y Y

Table B–4 (Cont.) Log File Message Types

ODL Message Type/Level 
(Java Level) Intended Audience Description Expected Volume
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A report is generated by exporting the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager 
audit table from the Oracle Database repository to a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. You 
may use Crystal Reports to view an audit report of your own configuration.

To create an audit report
1. Query the OCMAUDIT table in the Oracle Database repository.

2. Export the OCMAUDIT table into a spreadsheet application.

3. Use an external reporting tool (Crystal Reports) to view the report.

Table B–6 shows a sample audit report from Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager. 

Snapshot Functions Y Y Y

Transaction Functions Y Y Y

Database Configuration 
Functions

Y

Table B–6  Sample Audit Report

COMPONENT_
NAME

EVENT_
TYPE

EVENT_
OWNER EVENT_DATETIME

EVENT_
STATUS EVENT_DESCRIPTION

Snapshot Create User_A Fri Nov 03 13:50:07 
GMT+05:30 2006

Successful Create Snapshot 
SnapshotName=TestSnaphot, 
EnvironmentName=10104DEV

Snapshot Restore User_A Fri Nov 03 13:51:23 
GMT+05:30 2006

Successful Create Snapshot 
SnapshotName=TestSnaphot, 
EnvironmentName=10104DEV

Snapshot Restore User_A Fri Nov 03 13:51:36 
GMT+05:30 2006

Successful Create Snapshot 
SnapshotName=TestSnaphot, 
EnvironmentName=10104DEV

Database_
Configuration 

Update Admin_A Fri Nov 03 13:53:16 
GMT+05:30 2006

Successful Update Database_Configuration

Environment Create User_B Fri Nov 03 14:07:40 
GMT+05:30 2006

Successful Create: EnvironmentName=TestAudit

Environment Create User_B Fri Nov 03 14:07:41 
GMT+05:30 2006

Successful Add Environment Parameter : 
EnvironmentName=TestAudit, 
Parameter : password=TestAudit

Environment Create User_B Fri Nov 03 14:07:41 
GMT+05:30 2006

Successful Add Environment Parameter : 
EnvironmentName=TestAudit, 
Parameter : config-dn=TestAudit

Environment Create User_B Fri Nov 03 14:07:41 
GMT+05:30 2006

Successful Other entries not included in this table.

Environment Create User_B Fri Nov 03 14:07:41 
GMT+05:30 2006

Successful Add Environment Parameter : 
EnvironmentName=TestAudit, 
Parameter : port=1947

Environment Update User_B Fri Nov 03 14:10:38 
GMT+05:30 2006

Successful Update : 
EnvironmentName=TestAudit, 
Parameters : 
Description=TestAuditChanging

Environment Update User_B Fri Nov 03 14:10:40 
GMT+05:30 2006

Successful Update Environment Parameter : 
EnvironmentName=TestAudit, 
Parameters : password=TestAudit

Table B–5 (Cont.) Audited Event Types and Functions

Read/ Access
Write/ Add/ 
Create Update Delete Restore
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Troubleshooting OC4J Installation and Setup Issues
Discussions in this section provide tips to help if you encounter problems during OC4J 
installation and setup, including:

■ Changing the Password for the OC4J Administrator

■ Configuring OC4J to Recognize Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager

■ Confirming the OC4J Host is Ready for OC4J installation

■ Defining Administrator Privileges in OC4J

■ Installing OC4J in a Standalone Configuration

■ OC4J Welcome Page Fails to Appear

■ Starting and Stopping OC4J

■ Using the Oracle Enterprise Manager 10g Application Server Control Console

For more information, see troubleshooting tips in the Oracle Containers for J2EE 
Configuration and Administration Guide 10g Release (10.1.3).

Environment Update User_B Fri Nov 03 14:10:40 
GMT+05:30 2006

Successful Update Environment Parameter : 
EnvironmentName=TestAudit, 
Parameters : config-dn=TestAudit

Environment Update User_B Fri Nov 03 14:10:40 
GMT+05:30 2006

Successful Update Environment Parameter : 
EnvironmentName=TestAudit, 
Parameters : hostName=TestAudit

Environment Update User_B Fri Nov 03 14:10:40 
GMT+05:30 2006

Successful Other entries not included in this table.

Environment Delete User_B Fri Nov 03 14:11:23 
GMT+05:30 2006

Successful Delete Environment Parameters : 
EnvironmentName=TestAudit

Association Create User_A Fri Nov 03 14:13:39 
GMT+05:30 2006

Successful Create : 
AssociationName=TestAuditAssociatio
n

Association Update User_A Fri Nov 03 14:13:39 
GMT+05:30 2006

Successful Update : 
AssociationName=TestAuditAssociatio
n

Transformation_
rule 

Delete User_A Fri Nov 03 14:14:49 
GMT+05:30 2006

Successful Delete Transformation Rules For 
Association : 
AssociationName=TestAuditAssociatio
n

Association Delete User_A Fri Nov 03 14:13:39 
GMT+05:30 2006

Successful Delete : 
AssociationName=TestAuditAssociatio
n

Transaction Create User_A Fri Nov 03 14:19:14 
GMT+05:30 2006

Successful Started Transaction 
TransactionID=2114, 
AssociationName=1014Dev-QA

Transaction Update User_A Fri Nov 03 14:19:14 
GMT+05:30 2006

Successful Update Transaction Status : 
TransactionID=2114

Transaction Commit User_A Fri Nov 03 14:19:23 
GMT+05:30 2006

Successful Commit Transaction : 
TransactionID=2114

Table B–6 (Cont.) Sample Audit Report

COMPONENT_
NAME

EVENT_
TYPE

EVENT_
OWNER EVENT_DATETIME

EVENT_
STATUS EVENT_DESCRIPTION
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Changing the Password for the OC4J Administrator

Problem: Changing the Password for the OC4J administrator
During installation you are asked to provide a password for the oc4jadmin account. 
If you do not assign a password for this account when OC4J is installed, you are 
prompted to set it the first time you start OC4J. 

Solution:
For information about changing the password after installation, see the chapter on 
Tools for Administering OC4J in the Oracle Containers for J2EE Configuration and 
Administration Guide 10g Release (10.1.3).

Configuring OC4J to Recognize Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager

Problem: Configuring OC4J to recognize Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager
How do I configure OC4J to recognize the Configuration Manager application?

Solution:
You must deploy Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager using Oc4J, as 
described in "Deploying the Configuration Manager" on page 2-11. For instructions on 
creating additional Web sites in OC4J, see the chapter on Managing Web Sites in OC4J 
in Oracle Containers for J2EE Configuration and Administration Guide 10g Release (10.1.3).

Confirming the OC4J Host is Ready for OC4J installation

Problem: Confirming the OC4J host is ready for OC4J installation
How can I confirm that the intended host computer is setup appropriately before I 
install a standalone OC4J server?

Solution: 
Before installing a standalone OC4J server, ensure the prerequisites described in 
"Installing and Configuring OC4J" on page 2-6 are met. For more information, see 
Chapter 2 of the Oracle Containers for J2EE Configuration and Administration Guide 10g 
Release (10.1.3).

Defining Administrator Privileges in OC4J

Problem: Defining administrator privileges in OC4J
How do I define administrator privileges for OC4J?

Solution:
During OC4J standalone installation, you are asked to provide a password for the 
oc4jadmin account. This account is assigned the oc4j-administrators role that 
is used to manage users and roles and to connect to the JMX MBean server. If you do 
not assign a password for this account when OC4J is installed, you are prompted to set 
it the first time you start OC4J. 

For an overview and steps, "Installing and Configuring OC4J" on page 2-6. For more 
information about defining administrator privileges in OC4J, see the Oracle Containers 
for J2EE Configuration and Administration Guide 10g Release (10.1.3).
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Installing OC4J in a Standalone Configuration

Problem: Installing OC4J in a standalone configuration
How do I install OC4J in a standalone configuration to operate with Oracle Access 
Manager Configuration Manager?

Solution:
The OC4J standalone configuration in installed in the same manner whether you will 
use it with Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager or not. For an overview 
and steps, see "Installing and Configuring OC4J" on page 2-6. For more information, 
see the chapter on Installing Standalone OC4J in Oracle Containers for J2EE 
Configuration and Administration Guide 10g Release (10.1.3).

OC4J Welcome Page Fails to Appear

Problem: OC4J Welcome page fails to appear
After installation, what do I do if the Welcome page does not appear?

Solution:
Confirm that you have entered the appropriate URL for the host, port, and console 
(http://hostname:port/em/console, for example). For specific troubleshooting 
tips, see the Oracle Containers for J2EE Configuration and Administration Guide 10g 
Release (10.1.3).

Starting and Stopping OC4J

Problem: Starting and Stopping OC4J
How do I start and stop OC4J?

Solution:
For information about starting and stopping OC4j, see the corresponding chapter in 
the Oracle Containers for J2EE Configuration and Administration Guide 10g Release 
(10.1.3).

Using the Oracle Enterprise Manager 10g Application Server Control Console

Problem: Using the Oracle Enterprise Manager 10g Application Server Control 
Console

Solution:
The Oracle Enterprise Manager 10g Application Server Control Console is a 
Web-based administration application that is installed by default with OC4J and 
enabled immediately after installation. For more information on using this 
management interface, see the discussion on the Oracle Enterprise Manager 10g 
Application Server Control Console in Oracle Containers for J2EE Configuration and 
Administration Guide 10g Release (10.1.3).
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Troubleshooting Oracle Database Installation and Setup Issues
This discussion includes information to assist if you encounter problems or errors 
installing or setting up the Oracle Database repository for Oracle Access Manager 
Configuration Manager. The following topics are included:

■ Installing Oracle Database on a Specific Platform

■ Oracle Database Administration and Management Issues

■ Managing Oracle Database Processes and File Issues

Installing Oracle Database on a Specific Platform

Problem: Installing on a specific platform
How can I ensure that I have properly set up the intended host before installation?

Solution:
Refer to the appropriate Oracle Database Server Installation Guide for your specific 
platform for installation and setup details.

Oracle Database Administration and Management Issues

Problem: Oracle Database administration and management issues
How can I properly perform administration and management of the Oracle Database?

Solution:
See the Oracle Database Concepts 10g Release 2 (10.2) for more information about Oracle 
Database administration and management.

Managing Oracle Database Processes and File Issues

Problem: Managing Oracle Database processes and files
How can I manage Oracle Database processes and files?

Solution:
Use the Oracle Database Administrator’s Guide 10g Release 2 (10.2) for details about 
managing Oracle Database processes, tablespaces, datafiles, tempfiles, managing 
schema files, Oracle-managed files, and more.

Troubleshooting Configuration Manager Issues
If an operation cannot be completed successfully using the Configuration Manager, an 
error message usually appears to inform you of the problem. Following discussions 
provide information to assist if you encounter problems or errors using Oracle Access 
Manager Configuration Manager. Topics include:

■ Cannot Create a Snapshot

■ Cannot View the Content of an Environment (Directory) Snapshot

■ Configuration Manager Installation, Setup, and Repository Issues

■ Environment Issues within the Configuration Manager
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■ Association and Transformation Rule Issues

Cannot Create a Snapshot

Problem: Error occurs and message states "Unable to create snapshot"
Creating a new snapshot operation fails. 

Solution:
Test the connection to the environment to ensure that it is live and online, as described 
in "Testing the Environment Connection" on page 3-11. Test the repository connection 
to ensure that it is live and online, as described in "Ensuring the Repository is 
Available to the Configuration Manager" on page 2-30.

Cannot View the Content of an Environment (Directory) Snapshot

Problem: Cannot view the content of an environment (directory) snapshot
During a view snapshot operation, only the snapshot name, description, data created, 
and individual who created the snapshot are listed. 

Solution:
You may view the details about a snapshot; however, you cannot view the contents of 
a snapshot. 

Configuration Manager Installation, Setup, and Repository Issues

Problem: Configuration Manager Welcome page does not appear
The Welcome page does not appear after deploying Oracle Access Manager 
Configuration Manager.

Solution: 
Confirm that you have completed all steps in "Deploying the Configuration Manager" 
on page 2-11. For more information, see troubleshooting tips related to deploying an 
application in the Oracle Containers for J2EE Configuration and Administration Guide.

Problem: Cannot access the System Configuration tab or add repository details
System Configuration tab not available to add a repository, upload the Configuration 
Manager schema, or to test the connection between the Configuration Manager and its 
repository.

Solution:
Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager System Configuration functions are 
available only to individuals who log in with HMAdmin privileges. For more 
information, see "Assigning Configuration Manager Administrator and User Roles" on 
page 2-15.

Problem: Repository connection test not successful
When the repository connection test is not successful an error message appears.
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Solution:
Confirm that all repository details are accurately entered and edit them if needed. 
Confirm that the Oracle Database instance is running, then test the connection again as 
described in "Adding Repository Details in the Configuration Manager" on page 2-27. 
If the connection test is still unsuccessful, contact the Oracle Database administrator.

Environment Issues within the Configuration Manager
This discussion includes solutions to several issues that you may encounter when 
working with LDAP directory environments in Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager. Any environment that is involved when making a directory snapshot, 
migrating data, or rolling back a transaction must be live and online. 

Problem: Certificate Upload Not Successful
An error message appears when you add environment (directory) details and have an 
unsuccessful attempt to upload a certificate for SSL-enabled communication. 

Solution:
Review the message, then click the Cancel button on the error window. Verify the 
location of the certificate files and the password, then perform the certificate steps 
again as described in "Adding Environment Details to the Configuration Manager" on 
page 3-7.

Problem: Connection Failure
When I test the connection to an environment, the informational message states 
"Connection failure. For details refer to log file."

Solution:
Notify the directory administrator, and give the location of the log file as described in 
"Accessing and Using the Log File" on page B-1.

Problem: Environment details not available in Configuration Manager
The environment I want is not listed when I view environments or attempt to form an 
association.

Solution:
Ensure that the environment (directory) details have been added to the Configuration 
Manager, as described in "Adding Environment Details to the Configuration Manager" 
on page 3-7.

Association and Transformation Rule Issues

Problem: Association details not available in Configuration Manager
The association I want is not listed when I view associations or attempt to add a 
transformation rule.

Solution:
Ensure that the association has been formed, as described in "Creating a Directory 
Association" on page 3-14.
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Association is not listed for selection during migration
The desired association does not appear in the Select Association list on the Migrate 
subtab, Select Logical Objects to Compare page.

Solution:
Confirm that the desired association is enabled, as described in "Enabling/Disabling a 
Directory Association" on page 3-15.

Problem: Transformation rule does not operate as expected
After previewing the logical objects to be migrated, it appears that a transformation 
rule did produce the expected results.

Solution:
View (and modify, if needed) the rule to ensure that it specifies the appropriate logical 
object type and attribute, as well as the correct operator and parameter. for more 
information, see "Modifying a Transformation Rule" on page 3-21.
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Association

A term used to describe a designated source directory and target directory pair. Each 
directory association includes a designated source directory from which logical objects 
are selected for migration to a designated target directory. All the history related to the 
migration of logical objects between the designated source and target directory pair 
belongs to the association.

Attribute

One or more characteristics or traits related to logical (and physical) objects. For 
example, the logical object "Workflow Definition" includes a name attribute and a 
description attribute in addition to other attributes.

configuration data

Oracle Access Manager, or Oracle COREid, product-specific configuration data and 
access policy data stored in a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) directory

Configuration Management

Life-cycle management of specific Oracle Access Manager (or Oracle COREid) 
configuration data. The Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager enables you to 
push changes from one deployment to another deployment within the same release. 
See also Environment.

COREid

The product formerly known as "Oblix NetPoint" or "Oblix COREid" has been 
renamed "Oracle COREid". Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4 was made available as part of 
Oracle Application Server 10g Release 2 (10.1.2). See also Oracle Access Manager.

Delta

The difference between the logical objects of the source directory and the logical 
objects of the target directory in an associated pair (prior to migration). See also 
Logical Object

Deployment

Each individual installation of Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle 
COREid Release 7.0.4 is known as a deployment. Your enterprise may include one or 
more deployment types, for example a development or QA or production or 
pre-production deployment. You may have multiple deployments of the same type. 
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Directory

An LDAP directory that is installed and configured for Oracle Access Manager 10g 
(10.1.4.0.1) or Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4. Each directory that you add to the Oracle 
Access Manager Configuration Manager may be designated as either the source or 
target in an association pair. See also Environment.

Environment

A supported LDAP directory server that is installed and configured to work with 
Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, within various 
deployments (development, or QA, or production) within your enterprise. Such 
directories include either , or Oracle COREid, configuration data stored as physical 
entities, which correspond to logical objects. See also Logical Object.

export

You may export selected configuration data to a Lightweight Directory Interchange 
Format (LDIF) file, then import the data later using an external tool.

globalization

Support for multi-lingual applications and software products that can be accessed and 
run anywhere simultaneously, without modification, while rendering content in the 
native user’s language and locale preferences. Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1) 
has undergone a globalization process. See also internationalization.

Horizontal Migration

The process of copying configuration data changes from one Oracle Access Manager 
10g (10.1.4.0.1), or Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, environment to another. You cannot 
migrate 10g (10.1.4.0.1) data to a release 7.0.4 deployment, nor vice versa. See also 
Environment.

import

You may export selected configuration data to a Lightweight Directory Interchange 
Format (LDIF) file, then import the data later using an external tool.

internationalization

 The Oracle internationalization standard requires software products and applications, 
such as Oracle Access Manager, to be usable on any language operating system with 
non-US keyboards or other country specific hardware. Applications do not have 
hard-coded dependencies on language strings, do inter-operate with non-US versions 
of other products, can handle multibyte characters and differences in a distributed 
deployment, and can detect the user’s desired locale. Oracle Access Manager10g 
(10.1.4.0.1) meets these requirements. See also globalization.

LDAP

A Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) directory.

LDIF file

Lightweight Directory Interchange Format (LDIF) file. LDIF files are ASCII format files 
that you can use to exchange and synchronize data between Lightweight Directory 
Access Protocol (LDAP) serves using an external tool
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Logical Object

For most applications you may have a repository (a database or directory server) that 
stores the data as physical entities (tables in a database or LDAP entries in a directory 
server). Many times, a group of physical entities are logically related so tightly that an 
individual physical entity may not make much sense with respect to the application. 
These physical entities can be grouped together under the name of one object (called a 
logical object). A logical object may also be a one-to-one mapping with a physical 
entity. 

A logical object may have dependencies on other logical objects. For example in Oracle 
Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1) and Oracle COREid Release 7.0.4, Workflow Definition 
is configuration information that can be considered as a logical object with 
dependencies on workflow steps which in turn have dependencies on workflow 
participants.

Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager migrates (copies) logical objects from 
one installed deployment to another. For example, from an Oracle Access Manager 10g 
(10.1.4.0.1) Development directory to another Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1) 
Development directory or to an Oracle Access Manager 10g (10.1.4.0.1) Production 
directory. Migration of each logical object is atomic (the logical object and all its 
dependents are copied to the target). See also LogicalObject.

LogicalObject

The inmemory structure of the logical object and its attribute-values and the 
dependent logical objects. This represents the actual logical object that exists in the 
particular environment (directory). LogicalObject defines the mapping of a logical 
object type to one or more physical entities. It also defines the dependencies among the 
logical objects of a directory in an association pair. Migration of one logical object is 
atomic (the logical object and all its dependents are copied to the target). See also 
Logical Object.

Migration

The process of pushing (copying) selected logical objects (and related physical entities) 
from the designated source to the designated target directory of an associated pair. For 
example, if you have defined and tested a new password policy in your QA 
deployment you can propagate the policy to a Production system using Oracle Access 
Manager Configuration Manager. When you migrate data, all selected entries in the 
configuration tree are copied from the source directory server to the target directory 
server in the associated pair.

Oracle Access Manager

Starting with release 10g (10.1.4.0.1), the product formerly known as Oracle COREid is 
now named Oracle Access Manager. See also COREid.

Repository

The Oracle Database that you install for use with the Oracle Access Manager 
Configuration Manager. The repository is where migration information is stored, 
including migration transaction data, snapshots, LDIF files to import, and audit 
details. Configuration Manager log files are not stored in the repository.

Restore

Restore a directory snapshot to revert changes made to the logical objects since the 
snapshot.
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Roll Back

Revert changes made during a specific migration transaction and return the logical 
objects in the target directory to their state before the specific migration. See also 
Transaction.

Source

The directory in an Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager associated pair 
that is designated to send a copy of the configuration data changes to the target. See 
also Target.

Snapshot

A backup copy of the configuration data for all logical objects in the designated 
directory made at a given point in time using Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager. A snapshot will include only the logical objects (workflow definitions, for 
example, but not the workflow instances). A snapshot can be used to restore (return) 
the directory to the state it was in at the time the snapshot was made.

System Configuration

A tab in the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager that enables individuals 
with the HMAdmin privilege to enter and edit Oracle Access Manager Configuration 
Manager repository information. See also Repository.

Target

The recipient environment in an Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager 
associated pair (the directory designated to receive a copy of the configuration data 
changes from the source). See also Environment and Source.

Transaction

A record that is created each time you migrate configuration data from a source to a 
target using the Oracle Access Manager Configuration Manager. Each transaction 
record includes the entire group of logical objects (and their dependencies) that were 
migrated from the source to the target of the associated pair. A list of all transactions is 
available. You may choose a particular transaction and view the changes made during 
that transaction. You may select a transaction and rollback the changes to restore the 
target to the state it was in before that migration. See also Logical Object.

Transformation Rule

A rule you can define for a directory association. A transformation rule enables you to 
change the value of selected logical object attributes automatically during migration. 
See also Migration.
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Runtime Data, 1-6
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Preparing for Configuration Manager 

Installation, 2-5
Pre-production deployment, 1-1
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Deployment, 2-11
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Migration, 3-37
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Snapshot

, 3-24
Transformation Rule, 3-18
Validation, 4-1

Preview
target, 3-31

Preview the Target, 3-40
Previous, 2-23
Procedure

Administrator rights
To decide or confirm administrator rights, 2-4

Administrators
To notify other administrators, 3-4
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To create an association, 3-15
To delete a directory association, 3-16
To enable (or disable) a directory 

association, 3-16
To view association settings, 3-13

Configuration Manager
To access the Configuration Manager, 2-22, 

3-3
To create and assign HMAdmin and HMUser 

roles, 2-15
To deploy the Configuration Manager, 2-11

Environment
To ensure the environment is online, 3-11
To view environment details, 3-7

Environments
To add details, 3-8
To delete environment details, 3-11
To modify details about a directory 

environment, 3-10
Identity System

To validate 7.0.4 Identity System data 
migration, 4-4

Migrate
To ensure data synchronization after 

migration, 3-42
To migrate data, 3-37

OC4J
To install Oracle Application Server J2EE Server 

configuration, 2-10
To install the OC4J standalone server, 2-7

Planning
To take inventory, test changes in the source 

deployment, and true up the target, 2-4
Repository

To add repository details to Oracle Access 
Manager Configuration Manager, 2-28

To confirm that the repository is 
available, 2-31

To install Oracle Database Server 10g Release 2 

(10.2), 2-5
Rollback

To roll back the changes made during a specific 
migration transaction, 5-6

Snapshot
To create a snapshot, 3-26
To delete a snapshot, 3-27
To restore the content of a snapshot, 3-28, 5-8
To view snapshot details, 3-25

Transaction
To roll back the changes made during a specific 

migration transaction, 5-6
To view transaction details, 5-2

Transformation rule
To add a transformation rule, 3-20
To delete a transformation rule, 3-23
To edit a transformation rule, 3-22
To view a transformation rule, 3-19

Validate
To validate 10g (10.1.4.0.1) Identity System data 

migration, 4-2
To verify 10g (10.1.4.0.1) Access System data 

migration, 4-3
To verify Access System data migration in 

release 7.0.4, 4-5
Process overview

Migrating data using Oracle Access Manager 
Configuration Manager, 1-3

Production deployment, 1-1
progress indicator, 2-24

Q
QA deployment, 1-1
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Recovery

Strategies, 1-12
related logical object, 1-7, 1-8
release 7.0.4, 1-15
Removing

logical objects, 5-3
Repository, Glossary-3

Prerequisites, 2-28
repository, 1-3, 1-4, 1-15
Repository Type, 2-29
Request for Action, 2-27
required components, 1-11
Resource Type Definitions, 1-6
Restart

Identity and Access Servers, 3-31
restart, 1-14
Restart Servers After Migration, 1-11
Restarting Servers After Migration, 3-41
Restore, Glossary-3
Restoring

Content of a Snapshot, 3-28
Restoring the Content of an Environment 

Snapshot, 5-8
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Access Client details, 4-3, 4-5
Access Server Cluster details, 4-3, 4-5
Access Server details, 4-3, 4-5
attribute access control policies, 4-2, 4-4
Master Auditing Policy, 4-3, 4-5
object class definitions, 4-3, 4-5
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policy domains, 4-3, 4-5
reports data, 4-3, 4-5

Roles
Prerequisites, 2-15

Roll Back, Glossary-4
Changes Made During a Specific Transaction, 5-3
transaction, 5-7

Rollback button, 5-5
rransformation rule, 1-4
runtime data types for migration, 1-6
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Searchbases, 1-6
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Logical Objects, 3-38
Objects to Customize, 3-34

server cache, 1-14
Server Settings, 1-6
Setting up

Oracle Database Repository, 2-5
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Dependents, 3-38
Differences, 3-38

SnapShot, 1-13, 3-24
Snapshot, Glossary-4

Prerequisites, 3-24
snapshot, 1-4
SnapShot List page, 2-23
SnapShots tab, 2-23
Source, Glossary-4
Source Environment, 3-13
SSL, 3-7, 3-9
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Substitution Rights, 1-6
supported
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deployments and interoperability, 1-14
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System Configuration, Glossary-4

System Configuration tab, 2-25
system-specific settings, 1-9

T
Target, Glossary-4
Target Environment, 3-13

After Migration, 3-34
After Rollback, 5-4
Before Migration, 3-34
Before Rollback, 5-4

Task overview
Adding and managing transformation rules, 3-18
Creating and managing directory 

associations, 3-12
Making and managing snapshots, 3-24
Managing environment details for existing 

deployments includes, 3-5
Migrating data, 3-30
Migrating data includes, 3-2
Migrating data with Oracle Access Manager 

Configuration Manager, 1-11
Setting up a host, preparing for installation, 2-5
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Connection, 2-26, 2-29, 2-31
Environment Connection, 3-11
Operations in Existing Deployments, 2-4

test
development, 1-12
environment, 3-37
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evaluate changes before and after migration, 1-12

The Master Auditing Policy, 1-6
Touring the Configuration Manager, 2-21
Transaction, Glossary-4
transaction

data, 1-4
record, 1-9

transaction record, 1-13, 5-1
Transactions List page, 2-25
Transactions tab, 2-25
Transformation Rule, Glossary-4

Prerequisites, 3-18
transformation rule, 1-9
Transformation Rules, 3-17
transformation rules

revert, 5-4
troubleshooting, 1-12
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Update Attributes, 3-39
Upload Schema, 2-26, 2-29
User DN, 3-6
user privileges, 2-15
users

authentication of, viii, ix
authorization of, viii, ix
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Validating
Access System Data Migration in 10g 
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Access System Data Migration in Oracle COREid 
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Identity System Data Migration in 10g 
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Release 7.0.4, 4-4
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Lost Password policies, 4-3, 4-5
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server settings, 4-3, 4-5
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Viewing
Directory Association Settings, 3-12
Environment Details, 3-5
SnapShot List, 3-24
Transaction Details, 5-1
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Workflow Configurations, 1-6
Workflows, 1-12, 2-4
Worksheet

Customizations, A-11
Database Instance Profiles, A-6
Directory Instances, A-3
Directory Server/RDBMS Profiles, A-5
DIT and Object Definition, A-4
Earlier Access Servers, A-10
Earlier Policy Manager Instances, A-8
Identity Servers, A-7
Overall Deployment, A-2
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